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Abstract

Deep neural networks (NNs) recently revolutionized the field of Artificial Intel-
ligence, making great progress in computer vision, natural language processing,
complex game play, generative AI, and scientific disciplines. However, these
connectionist models are still far from human-level performance in terms of their
robustness to domain changes, their ability for compositional reasoning, and
combinatorial generalization to unseen data.

In this thesis, we hypothesize that this is a consequence of the binding prob-
lem, namely, the inability of NNs to discover discrete representations from raw
data and flexibly combine them to solve tasks. We first discuss three promis-
ing paths going forward: learning an object- and relation-centric world model,
scaling NNs, and employing task decomposition through modular NNs, e.g. by
using a large language model (LLM) as a controller. We then present several
contributions on learning object representations, as well as on visual reasoning
with LLMs as controllers.

Firstly, we propose a novel approach to common-sense relational reasoning
by learning to discover objects and relations from raw pixels and modeling their
interactions in a parallel rather than sequential manner, which improves predic-
tion and systematic generalization. We then introduce a model that can not only
learn objects and relations from raw visual data, but also discover a hierarchi-
cal part-whole structure between them. Our approach distinguishes multiple
levels of abstraction and improves over strong baselines in modeling synthetic
and real-world videos. Since (hierarchical) decomposition into objects is gener-
ally task dependent, it is sometimes infeasible and undesirable to decompose a
scene into all hierarchy levels. For these reasons, it might be more beneficial to
modulate objects with task information, e.g. via actions/goals in a reinforcement
learning setting. In this context, we introduce object-centric agents that greatly
improve generalization and robustness to unseen data. We then introduce a
novel synchrony-based method that, for the first time, is capable of discovering
objects in an unsupervised manner in multi-object color datasets and simulta-
neously representing more than three objects.
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Our final contribution is on visual reasoning with LLMs as controllers that
has the potential to “sidestep” the binding problem, by decomposing the task
into subtasks and then solving the subtasks by orchestrating a set of (visual) tools.
We introduce a framework that makes use of spatially and temporally abstract
routines and leverages a small number of labeled examples to automatically gen-
erate in-context examples, thereby avoiding human-created in-context examples
and making the LLMs as controllers setup more robust.

By comparing these models with standard approaches in the literature, we
confirm that object-centric approaches are promising for endowing NNs with
human-level compositional reasoning and generalization capabilities.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) has recently made great progress in many areas, such
as image recognition [Ciresan et al., 2012; Krizhevsky et al., 2012], natural lan-
guage processing [Devlin et al., 2018], game playing [Silver et al., 2018], and
scientific disciplines [Jumper et al., 2021; Degrave et al., 2022]. In particular,
generative models for images [Ramesh et al., 2021; Betker et al., 2023], videos
[Villegas et al., 2022], and text [OpenAI, 2022, 2023c; Anil et al., 2023] have
made notable breakthroughs. Lately, generative models for text based on large
language models (LLMs) have also been combined with visual modality into
multimodal vision and language models (VLMs) [OpenAI, 2023d; Team et al.,
2023]. Central to this success have been deep neural networks (NNs) [Schmid-
huber, 2015] trained on massive amounts of data. However, even the most ad-
vanced state-of-the-art (SotA) models struggle in tasks that require compositional
reasoning, the ability to generalize, fine-grained spatial reasoning, and counting
[Bugliarello et al., 2023; Paiss et al., 2023; Hsieh et al., 2023; Yuksekgonul et al.,
2022; Zhao et al., 2022; Hendricks and Nematzadeh, 2021].

The notion of compositionality can be tracked as far as Gottlob Frege’s work
[Frege, 1892a,b, 1923], where the separability of sentences and thoughts into
substructures is first noted. However, the first time the term compositionality
was used was probably by Katz and Fodor [Katz and Fodor, 1963]. Composi-
tionality has since been studied in fields such as linguistics, logic, neuroscience,
and dynamic NNs [Werning et al., 2005; Schmidhuber, 1990a]. A concise for-
mulation of the term “compositionality” was provided by Werning et al. [2005]:
“An interpreted representational system R is compositional if and only if for ev-
ery complex representation r of R, the meaning of r is determined by the struc-
ture of r and the meaning of the constituents of r”. This is a central theme of the
symbolic paradigm, where intelligence results from the manipulation of abstract
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compositional representations of objects and their relations. There, complex
models are decomposed into objects using a compositional representation by
using relations. This results in a hierarchy of recursive computations, where we
end up with generic atomic parts that can be combinatorially reused to generate
novel representations. Here, by combinatorial generalization, we mean “mak-
ing infinite use of finite means” [von Humboldt et al., 1999; Chomsky, 1969].
In linguistics, for example, the set of primitives is the letters in written language,
and the structure is defined by orthographic, syntactic, and grammatical rules.
Compositionality is present in vision as well. Biederman [1987] interprets com-
positionality in vision by introducing shape primitives, called geons, which have
distinctive properties invariant under different viewpoints and are composed
into entities via a hierarchical structure. Object detection is then achieved by
analyzing the spatial relationships (the structure) of the individual components.

An example of a compositional task would be to answer the following ques-
tion: “Could the cookies on the table be evenly distributed among children?”. To
solve this task, the model needs to detect the cookies in the image, filter out the
ones that are not on the table, detect children, count cookies and children, and
check if cookies count is divisible by the children count. Questions like these
are difficult for current end-to-end VLMs. Scaling VLMs further makes them even
more data and compute hungry [Villalobos et al., 2022], which means that scale
alone seems unlikely to solve these tasks, especially due to the infinitely long
tail of compositional tasks.

On the other hand, humans effortlessly answer such questions: decompos-
ing the question into the respective subquestions (e.g. “how many cookies are
there on the table?”), parsing the raw visual input into salient entities (symbols),
using them to answer subquestions, and then composing those to answer the
initial question. Humans can also deal with previously unseen data or situa-
tions by making use of analogies and relying on previously learned knowledge,
rules, and laws that govern our world. The ability to generalize beyond our ex-
perience has long been thought to be based on our ability to think in terms of
symbols. We seem to be able to extract symbols from raw visual, auditory, and
tactile input signals, which are then used to relate unseen concepts and gen-
eralize to unseen situations using previously learned knowledge about related
concepts. This facilitates compositional reasoning in domains such as language,
vision, and planning. This ability to compositionally solve tasks and to gener-
alize seems to be missing in today’s NNs. Our hypothesis of why NNs fail in
tasks that humans effortlessly solve is that they suffer from the so-called binding
problem [Von Der Malsburg, 1994; Roskies, 1999; Greff et al., 2020].

We argue that the inability to flexibly bind features hampers both the gener-
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(a) (b)

Figure 1.1: Images generated by OpenAI’s DALL-E 3 model [OpenAI, 2023a] for
the following prompts: (a) “An image of a giraffe riding a horse. On their left
side there is an elephant. A mouse is riding the elephant. The elephant is pink.”;
(b) “An image of 7 cubes stacked on top of each other in rainbow colors. On
the left side of this stack, there is a red sphere and a violet cube”.

ative and the recognition models that are based on NNs. For concrete evidence,
consider the images in Figure 1.1, generated by OpenAI’s DALL-E3 model [Ope-
nAI, 2023a], one of the state-of-the-art image generation models. In Figure 1.1a
we can see how the model struggles with complex generalization, binding at-
tributes to features, and relational reasoning between objects. For example,
instead of generating a giraffe riding a horse, the network generates a mouse
riding a giraffe. We can also see that certain features of the giraffe have horse-
like properties (e.g. the tail and the legs). The elephant is correctly generated
in pink, but on the right side of the giraffe, instead of the left side, as instructed.
In Figure 1.1b we can see how the model struggles with counting and again
with relational reasoning. From the instruction, it is intuitively clear that the
model should simply generate a stack of 7 cubes. Instead, the model generates
a pyramid with 22 cubes, many more than the 7 requested. The model cor-
rectly generates a red sphere next to the cubes, but forgets to draw a violet cube.
In other works [Wang et al., 2023b], it was found that generative image models
handle material, color, and size attributes better than count and shape attributes.

To show that the binding problem is present not only in the generative mod-
els but also in the recognition models, we query GPT4-V [OpenAI, 2023d] to
answer the following question about Figure 1.1b: “How many cubes are there
in the image?”. GPT4-V replies: “There are 21 cubes arranged in a pyramid-like
structure, with 1 cube at the top, followed by layers with 4, 6, and 10 cubes,
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Figure 1.2: A visually simple scene illustrating the difficulty of representing mul-
tiple objects simultaneously in neural networks. This naive representational for-
mat assumes that individual neurons encode different patterns in the data. This
results in the so-called “grandma neurons”.

respectively, from the top to the bottom.”. Here, we can see that the models
also have limited counting and fine-grained scene understanding capabilities.
Instead of 22, the model detects 21 cubes. Also, instead of 6 layers, it reports
that there are 4 layers, and it further wrongly counts (or hallucinates) the number
of cubes in each layer. This further supports our hypothesis that NNs suffer from
the binding problem.

1.1 The Binding Problem

The binding problem is a class of problems concerned with how complex pat-
terns in perceptual input are represented in the human brain, more specifically
how individual attributes “bind” to a particular object. Visual binding problem
[Treisman, 1996; Roskies, 1999] is of great importance for human perception
[Spelke, 1990] and cognition [Wertheimer, 1923; Koffka, 1935; Köhler, 1967].
It is fundamental to our visual capabilities to integrate several features together,
such as color, shape, texture, etc., into a unified whole [Kahneman et al., 1992].
This problem becomes even more prominent in a multi-object setting when mul-
tiple distributed representations need to be simultaneously represented in the
network.

Consider a scene containing a blue cube and/or a red sphere, such as the
one in Figure 1.2. In the case where only the blue cube is present, the NN
representation should contain the “blue” and the “cube” information. Similarly,
it would contain the “red” and “sphere” for the scene with only a red sphere.
However, if both cube and sphere are present, then theNN representationwould
contain all attributes: “blue”, “red”, “cube” and “sphere”. The binding problem
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Figure 1.3: An illustration of the binding problem in the fully distributed repre-
sentational format with disentangled features, also known as the superposition
catastrophe. From the representation of the image on the right, it is impossible
to know which shape binds to which color.

deals with the question of how to decompose and keep track of all individual
attributes simultaneously, but correctly knowing which ones bind to each other.

A naive theory of how the brain could achieve such binding is that individual
neurons encode different patterns in the data Figure 1.2, resulting in so-called
“grandma neurons”. However, in practice, this would be infeasible, as there
would need to be exponentially many neurons to account for the complexity
of the real-world patterns, and for each novel situation (e.g. a new object or a
known object in a different context), a new neuron would need to be added.

An alternative solution could be the distributed representation as in Fig-
ure 1.3, where each concept is represented by a different (group of) neuron(s).
The difficulty of this representational format arises when multiple objects are
present, as in the image on the right in Figure 1.3. From the encoding of this
image, we cannot know which attribute binds to which, for example, if the cube
is blue or red.

Finally, the temporal correlation hypothesis [Milner, 1974; Von Der Mals-
burg, 1994] posits that “the neurons that fire together, wire together” by temporal
synchronization of the phase (frequency) of their firing patterns. However, the
hypothesis that the brain can achieve binding through the temporal synchrony
of firing patterns is not yet unanimously accepted by the research community.

In the following, we describe the particular aspects of the binding problem
through the lens of the framework introduced in Greff et al. [2020], which was
inspired by Treisman [1999]. Note, however, that we do not always follow
closely Greff et al. [2020], but only consider parts which are relevant for our
work, and at times there could be differences in our interpretations. Greff et al.
[2020] proposes to decompose the analysis of the binding problem into three
subproblems: representation, segregation, and composition, visually depicted
in Figure 1.4. The representation problem deals with the ways in which the
information is represented in NNs such that it is symbolic and compositional.
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Figure 1.4: The three subproblems of the binding problem according to Greff
et al. [2020]: segregation, representation and composition.

The segregation problem is concerned with the process of mapping the raw in-
put to the symbolic (object) representations. The composition problem deals
with how representations are used for inferences such as prediction, reasoning,
and planning.

Representation. The representation problem deals with how the information
that is extracted from the raw visual input is represented in structured, symbol-
like entities, called objects. Defining what an object is is a daunting task and
would likely necessitate a philosophical debate. For the purposes of discussing
the binding problem and generalization in NNs, by an “object” we assume some-
thing that can be used as a node in a graph, which can then be used to perform
certain inferences. Objects are, in this sense, building blocks that facilitate sym-
bolic functions of NNs. They represent a single whole separate from the rest
of the input that can be related or associated with other objects of similar type.
From the previous example of “a blue cube and a red sphere” it is obvious that
the incorporation of object-centric representations in NNs faces the “superpo-
sition catastrophe” [Von Der Malsburg, 1986], suggesting that fully connected
NNs suffer from “inherent trade-off between distributed representations and sys-
tematic bindings among units of knowledge” [Hummel and Holyoak, 1993].

In terms of the representation format, it should allow objects to be distin-
guished while retaining the advantages of distributed learned representations.
The key properties of this representation are separation, common format, and
disentanglement. Separation refers to the fact that the information about individ-
ual objects should remain separate at the representation level, i.e., their features
should not interfere with one another and should be able to ensure that objects
can be formed from novel feature combinations. The common format of object
representations is required to be able to compare and relate them (e.g. rela-
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Figure 1.5: Illustration of the difficulty of the segregation problem. What an
object is is task- and context-dependent, e.g. the bottle and the cap in the left
image as a single object or separated into two objects. Similarly, the meaning of
the middle symbol in the image on the right depends on the context in which
we read it.

tionships such as “same as”, “bigger than”, “brighter than”, etc.). This means
that object representations should be inferred with the same set of parameters
(weights) from the raw input. Disentanglement [Schmidhuber, 1991b; Schmid-
huber et al., 1996; Bengio et al., 2013] means that the individual attributes in
the object representation should be represented separately and allowed to vary
independently (e.g. color of an object). This also facilitates representing objects
with unseen combinations of attributes and, therefore, robustness and general-
ization; e.g., though we have never seen a pink elephant, we can easily imagine,
draw, and describe it. Apart from the format requirements, Greff et al. [2020]
identify temporal dynamics as an important aspect of the representation: object
representation should be updated recurrently, taking into account the current
input and its previous state. The temporal consistency aspect should intuitively
aid in learning the representation (e.g. in the case of an occlusion or temporary
absence from the field of view).

Segregation. The segregation problem deals with how the raw input is mapped
onto the structured (object-centric) representation. In a way, the representation
problem describes what properties the object-centric representations should
have and the segregation problem how to infer them. The difficulty of segre-
gation lies in the often ill-defined notion of what an object is. For example,
consider the image on the left in Figure 1.5. By default, e.g. if the task is to
move the bottle, you would likely consider it to be one object. However, if you
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were to drink the water from it, you would open the cap and then you would
have two objects. At what point does the cap stop being part of the “bottle”
object? Similar can be said for objects in the center image in Figure 1.5. If the
task is to move the sofa, then it would be considered an object, together with
the pillows on it. If we want to move the pillows, then each pillow would be a
separate object. For a more fine-grained task of counting the number of rhom-
boid patterns on the green pillow, we would separate the pillow into multiple
independent rhomboids to count them. Finally, in the image on the right in
Figure 1.5 we can see an example of how object meaning is also context depen-
dent. If we consider the middle symbol as part of the horizontal text, we would
likely read it as a letter “B”. However, if we read it as part of the vertical text, the
same symbol would probably now be read as the number “13”. Furthermore,
even concepts without clear boundaries can be considered an object: a cloud,
a lake, a pile of sand, a rainbow, or even a hole! Hopefully, this exemplifies
that the notion of what an object is cannot be solved purely through supervision
but must be learned mainly in an unsupervised manner and yet be context/task
dependent.

Therefore, objects might be easier to define in terms of their defining proper-
ties: modularity, hierarchy, and multi-stability through task-/context-dependent
modulation. Objects should be modular in the sense that they are self-contained
and reusable, independent of the context. Objects are often hierarchical and
can be decomposed into parts that can be observed as individual objects (the
bottle and its cap). In some way, this also connects to the “task-dependent”
definition of an object. Hierarchical decomposition may not be unique; for ex-
ample, a page of text can be decomposed into lines or sentences [Greff et al.,
2020]. This brings us to the important aspect of “multi-stability” that a part of the
perceptual input can belong to a number of different object groupings. More-
over, often the number of possible decompositions is so large that it would be
impossible and, more importantly, undesirable to keep track of the lowest level
of decomposition. Humans solve this by having a multi-stable perception that al-
lows dynamical segregation [Attneave, 1971]. Furthermore, the hierarchical or
task-dependent notion of objects may be modulated by top-down feedback from
the task at hand. Therefore, the segregation mechanism should be able to mod-
ulate the objects by the task information (e.g. a goal, an action, or text), which
hints at a reinforcement learning (RL) setup or a weak supervision via image-text
pairs. In particular, the weakly supervised case of image and text pairs is related
to the symbol grounding problem [Harnad, 1990]. In Harnard’s own words,
the symbol grounding problem is the problem of how to make the “semantic
interpretation of a formal symbol system … intrinsic to the system, rather than
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Figure 1.6: Composition facilitates solving relational reasoning tasks such as
multi-hop compositional visual question answering (e.g. “Are there any rubber
things that have the same size as the yellow metallic cylinder?”) or Raven’s
progressive matrices [Raven and Court, 1938].

just parasitic on the meanings in our heads … in anything but other meaningless
symbols”. It deals with how symbols, such as words, are connected to objects
or concepts in the real world that they refer to. In this sense, the symbol ground-
ing problem can be seen as a special case of the binding problem. Apart from
image-text binding, the binding problem deals with other modalities such as
video and audio, but also with how perceptual grouping is accomplished in the
purely unimodal case of visual only input.

Composition. The composition problem deals with how segregated objects
are connected to each other and used for inference, such as planning and rea-
soning. In order to combine object representations and relations, we need a
variable binding mechanism, similar to having variables that are bound to place-
holder symbols in mathematical expressions or particular objects to input ar-
guments in a program function. Composition refers to both the process (func-
tion body) and the variable binding mechanism. The compositionality in these
mechanisms should mimic similar aspects of human cognition, which allow us
to systematically generalize beyond the situations we have encountered.

Examples of tasks where such compositional reasoning is required are pre-
sented in Figure 1.6. In the image on the left, the task could be to answer: “Are
there any rubber things that have the same size as the yellow metallic cylinder?”.
Solving this task should be trivial if we decompose the image into individual
objects, use them as nodes in the graph, and reason by performing inferences
over this graph. For example, one operation that we would use is “compare two
objects”, an operation that takes two variables as input. The first variable would
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be the yellow cylinder, and for the second variable, we would perform dynamic
binding of all the other objects present in the scene. From this example, we
can see how answering such compositional queries should be possible for any
combination of objects (even if they have not been observed during training),
provided that we can decompose the scene into objects and that the “compare”
operation has been learned correctly. Similarly, to solve the problem on the
right, we should first decompose the image into eight objects, recognize their
individual shapes, count the dots inside of them, and then reason about how
the patterns change along the horizontal and vertical axes by comparing the in-
dividual nodes in the graph (objects). The described reasoning process is at the
core of the composition problem.

The key aspect for compositionality to arise is a structured model, namely
an NN that organizes its computation in terms of objects and their relations.
Separate representation of relations allows for representing graphs of different
structures and different edge types. Relations can be represented in a similar
way to objects, as distributed representations (of graph “edges”) that can en-
code causal (“triggered movement”), hierarchical (“is part of”) or comparative
(“smaller than”) relations [Greff et al., 2020]. Combining objects and relations
into different structures requires a variable binding mechanism, as there could
be many different relations between the same objects, e.g. “smaller than”, “left
of”, or even abstract ones such as “older than”. By connecting multiple object-
relation pathways, one can solve multihop compositional reasoning tasks, such
as the introductory example: “Could the cookies on the table be evenly dis-
tributed among children?”. It should also be possible to infer a task-dependent
structure, so relational inference should be dynamic.

Concluding thoughts. Finally, to give a complete overview of the field, note
that it is not unanimously accepted that the binding problem exists in the hu-
man brain (or NNs for that matter) [Riesenhuber and Poggio, 1999a,b; Ghose
and Maunsell, 2002, 2008]. They argue that the classical neural coding scheme
[Hubel and Wiesel, 1962] can cope with the perceptual combinatorial complex-
ity. However, the debate whether there is a binding problem in the brain is
beyond the scope of this thesis. Here, we look at the binding problem as a use-
ful framework for thinking about ways to improve current state-of-the-art NNs.
Importantly, the failure modes of the NNs with which we are concerned are
well agreed upon, and for which there exists extensive empirical evidence [Gr-
eff et al., 2020; Bugliarello et al., 2023; Paiss et al., 2023; Hsieh et al., 2023;
Yuksekgonul et al., 2022; Zhao et al., 2022].
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1.2 Prior work and possible ways of going forward

As discussed above, neural networks struggle to generalize out-of-distribution,
adapt quickly to novel scenes, and solve compositional reasoning tasks. The
perspective of the binding problem gives us a framework to think about solutions
and potential ways of moving forward. In our view, there are three high-level
directions worth pursuing to improve NNs:

1. Object-centric inductive biases,

2. Scaling network parameters, data, and compute and

3. Modular NNs and, in particular, “tools use” through LLMs that act as con-
trollers and orchestrate a number of models (“tools”).

In the following, we describe each of these directions and give an overview of
prior work in each of the fields.

1.2.1 Object-centric Inductive Biases

If a neural network does not have an inductive bias that would enforce learn-
ing compositional representations, the gradient descent method will most likely
produce distributed representations. Even if the data-generating process is com-
positional, unless there is enough variation of all possible combinations of gener-
ating factors, the network will tend to learn an entangled representation [Bengio
et al., 2013; Garnelo and Shanahan, 2019].

Object-centric representations facilitate relational reasoning and generaliza-
tion, leading to better performance on downstream tasks such as visual question
answering [Ding et al., 2021; Wu et al., 2023], video game playing [Zambaldi
et al., 2019; Kulkarni et al., 2019; Gopalakrishnan et al., 2021; Stanić et al.,
2023; Yoon et al., 2023], and robotics [Mandikal and Grauman, 2021; Wu
et al., 2021; Sharma and Kroemer, 2021], compared to other monolithic repre-
sentations of visual input. Here, we discuss the most common object-centric
approaches: slot-based representations that enforce strict independence be-
tween inferred objects, methods to infer (hierarchical) relations between learned
objects, approaches to learning a “dynamic” object representations, and ap-
proaches to learning object groupings through temporal synchrony of phases
of complex-valued NNs.
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Parallel Slots Sequential Slots Spatial Slots

Figure 1.7: Slot-based object-centric representations can be divided into parallel
slots, sequential slots and spatial slots.

Slot-based representations. Neural networks with slot-based representations
infer objects from visual input, often through a shared set of weights, which
guarantees a common format. They can be divided into parallel slots, sequential
slots, and spatial slots, as shown in Figure 1.7.

Parallel slots (Figure 1.7, left) are perhaps the most extensively studied kind
of slot-based methods [Greff et al., 2015, 2016, 2017, 2019; Prémont-Schwarz
et al., 2017; van Steenkiste et al., 2018; Veerapaneni et al., 2020; Goyal et al.,
2019; Kipf et al., 2020; Löwe et al., 2020; Kipf et al., 2021; Zoran et al., 2021;
Kabra et al., 2021; Ding et al., 2021; Singh et al., 2022; Elsayed et al., 2022;
Wu et al., 2023]. Here, all objects are inferred in parallel through a shared set
of weights. Since inference is parallel, there is a need for a symmetry-breaking
mechanism such that not all slots infer the same information. This line of work
was initiated by Greff et al. [2015] where binding on simple toy datasets was ob-
tained with reconstruction clustering in a denoising autoencoder. Many other
methods followed, such as NEM [Greff et al., 2017] which learns object repre-
sentations using a spatial mixture model, IODINE [Greff et al., 2019] that ex-
tends NEM by iteratively refining inferred objects, SlotAttention [Locatello et al.,
2020] that further simplifies the inference by iterating in the latent instead of
the input space, SAVi [Kipf et al., 2021] that extends it to videos and SAVi++
[Elsayed et al., 2022] that uses depth information to scale slot-based methods to
real-world data. Another line of work applied SlotAttention-like iterative mech-
anisms to reconstruct features instead of pixels for images (DINOSAUR [Seitzer
et al., 2022]) and videos (VideoSAUR [Zadaianchuk et al., 2023]). To extract
features for grouping, they use a powerful visual encoder pre-trained in a self-
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supervised manner [Radford et al., 2021; Caron et al., 2021]. Using this ap-
proach, they showed that by optimizing in the highly semantic space of these
visual encoders, it is possible to discover objects on complex real-world image
datasets.

Sequential slots (Figure 1.7, middle), on the other hand, infer objects one
by one, usually through an attention “glimpse” [Schmidhuber and Huber, 1991;
Schmidhuber, 1993a] that is guided by a recurrent NN [Eslami et al., 2016; Ko-
siorek et al., 2018; Stanić and Schmidhuber, 2019; Yuan et al., 2019; Stelzner
et al., 2019; Burgess et al., 2019; Engelcke et al., 2020]. The sequential inference
mechanism removes the need for symmetry breaking that parallel slots have.
However, since the objects are ordered now, they are no longer permutation-
invariant, so this complicates the relational inference process. The earliest
method AIR [Eslami et al., 2016] learns to infer one object per iteration with
a hard-attention window on a given image, followed by SQAIR [Kosiorek et al.,
2018] which extends it to the sequential setting, R-SQAIR [Stanić and Schmid-
huber, 2019] which improves the relational reasoning ability of SQAIR, and
MoNET [Burgess et al., 2019] which uses a VAE and a soft-attention mechanism.
Due to recurrence, these slots may not always be fully independent, which limits
their modularity as building blocks. GENESIS [Engelcke et al., 2020] alleviates
this by not using recurrence for object representations, but only for the informa-
tion routing.

Spatial slots (Figure 1.7, right) infer each object from a particular part (e.g.
patch) of the image, which hinders their ability to represent arbitrarily shaped
objects. Approaches such as Relation Networks [Santoro et al., 2017; Zambaldi
et al., 2019; Stanić et al., 2021] consider slices of a feature tensor of a CNN as
a slot representation, whereas SPAIR [Crawford and Pineau, 2019], SPACE [Lin
et al., 2020] and SCALOR [Jiang* et al., 2020] use an explicit feature to indicate
presence of an object. Although these methods offer simplicity in the segrega-
tion process due to the fixed “attention pattern”, the composition modules need
to implicitly segregate objects to solve the task.

Relational Inference. Once the objects are inferred, we need to infer relations
[Battaglia et al., 2018] between them to make inferences such as prediction,
planning, and reasoning (the “composition problem” discussed in Section 1.1).
The early object-centric methods [Battaglia et al., 2016; Chang et al., 2017; van
Steenkiste et al., 2018] computed relations by learning a neural network that
“passes messages” between the representations of objects (here acting as nodes
in the graph) and outputs the edge (relation).
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In their most general form, such relational networks are called message-
passing NNs (MPNNs) [Gilmer et al., 2017; Battaglia et al., 2018]. They up-
date object representations by computing and then aggregating incoming edge
representations. This update process can be repeated iteratively. MPNNs were
first introduced as a generalization of RNNs to graph-structured inputs [Sper-
duti and Starita, 1997; Gori et al., 2005], after which they were also explored
in a deep learning setting [Li et al., 2015]. MPNNs have been shown to lead
to improved generalization on tasks such as common sense physical reasoning
[Battaglia et al., 2016; Chang et al., 2017], hierarchical reasoning [Mrowca et al.,
2018; Stanić et al., 2021], visual question answering [Santoro et al., 2017], and
physical construction [Hamrick et al., 2018].

Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) [Scarselli et al., 2009; Pollack, 1990] are a
special kind ofMPNN that have both a node embedding and an edge embedding
NNs. Edges determine how messages are passed between nodes (objects). They
have been studied in diverse contexts, such as modeling dynamical systems,
learning intuitive physics, multi-object scenes, motion capture data, and multi-
agent systems [Goller and Kuchler, 1996; Küchler and Goller, 1996; Küchler,
2000; Scarselli et al., 2009; Bronstein et al., 2017; Watters et al., 2017; Raposo
et al., 2017; Santoro et al., 2017; Gilmer et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018; van
Steenkiste et al., 2018; Kipf et al., 2018; Battaglia et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018].

Graph Convolutional Networks (GCNs) [Kipf and Welling, 2016; Bronstein
et al., 2017; Hamilton et al., 2017] are GNNs that generalize convolutional
NNs. CNNs operate on a fixed grid, whereas GCNs operate on arbitrary graph
structures and use graph convolution operators to update node representations.
GCNs excel in tasks with graph-structured data, such as social networks [Hamil-
ton et al., 2017], citation networks [Kipf and Welling, 2016], knowledge base
completion tasks [Schlichtkrull et al., 2018], and biochemical modeling [At-
wood and Towsley, 2016]. However, GCNs require the knowledge of the in-
teraction graph, which may not be known apriori, e.g. when discovering the in-
teraction structure of molecules or when learning from raw visual data. Finally,
Battaglia et al. [2018] introduced a general framework that generalizes MPNNs
and GCNs, and additionally includes a global graph representation that interacts
with all nodes and edges.

Approaches based on self-attention, such as Transformers [Vaswani et al.,
2017] (which extend the unnormalized linear Transformers of 1991 [Schmidhu-
ber, 1992; Katharopoulos et al., 2020; Marcin Choromanski et al., 2021; Schlag
et al., 2021]), are a special type of MPNNs (and GNNs) [Battaglia et al., 2018]
that use self-attention to compute a weighted sum of the aggregated messages
to update the node representations. This facilitates dynamic information rout-
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ing through relational inference in a “soft” manner, in the sense that attention
weights can be interpreted as representing relations, but they need to obey cer-
tain constraints, such as adding one. For example, non-local networks were
applied to images [Wang et al., 2018] where the attention coefficients model re-
lations between spatial slots. However, they use only a single attention “head”,
which limits the number of different interactions that these networks can learn.
Several works have explored the use of “multihead” attention transformers and
showed performance gains for relational reasoning about objects [Zambaldi
et al., 2019; van Steenkiste et al., 2018; Goyal et al., 2019; Santoro et al., 2018],
citation networks [Veličković et al., 2017], question answering [Dehghani et al.,
2018], and language modeling [Devlin et al., 2018; Brown et al., 2020].

Transformers can, however, be computationally inefficient, since they as-
sume a fully connected graph and require computing all possible messages.
Several approaches try to learn a sparse graph. For example, RIMs [Goyal et al.,
2019] (a special kind of RMC [Santoro et al., 2018]) infer a sparse graph and can
be seen as a GNN where the nodes are individual mechanisms that communi-
cate sparsely between each other.

Transformers, RIMs, and RMC learn relations implicitly through soft attention
coefficients. In some cases, it is desirable to dynamically infer explicit edge
representations, such as in NRI [Kipf et al., 2018], which infers edges between
moving particles (given their coordinates) as latent variables in a VAE [Kingma
and Welling, 2013; Rezende et al., 2014] setup. HRI [Stanić et al., 2021] further
extends the NRI to learn objects and edges directly from visual input and uses
a hierarchical inductive bias to infer a hierarchical graph.

Dynamic object representations. In general, the notion of what an object is is
ill-defined, as in the example of a bottle and a cap in Figure 1.5. Thus, ideally,
object-centric representations in NNs should have task-based top-down modu-
lation, e.g. through text in a weakly supervised setup or through actions or goals
in an RL setup.

Early approaches that could incorporate top-down feedback were based on
attractor networks such as Amari-Hopfield networks [Amari, 1972; Hopfield,
1982] (see also Grossberg’s work on biological networks [Grossberg, 1969,
2013]), Boltzmann machines [Ackley et al., 1985], and associative memory
[Kohonen, 2012] where an object representation is inferred by running a dy-
namical system until it converges to a stable attractor state. Since ambiguous
inputs can have multiple competing interpretations, top-down feedback can be
used to guide the system to a different attractor state. Attractor networks can be
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difficult to train, so they have received little attention lately, with a few notable
exceptions [Mozer et al., 2018; Iuzzolino et al., 2019]. Since each weight par-
ticipates in each attractor, spurious (unintended) attractors and ill-conditioned
attraction basins may appear [Neto and Fontanari, 1997].

An alternative class of methods connects object discovery and text through
contrastive learning [Hénaff et al., 2022; Xu et al., 2022b]. Although they deal
with real-world images, they are only able to discover semantic groupings and
future work is necessary to enable instance/object-level groupings.

In an RL setup, S3A [Mott et al., 2019] uses attention to learn action-
modulated object-like representations, while OP3 [Veerapaneni et al., 2020]
extends IODINE to the sequential setting and uses actions to modulate object
representations in a model-based RL setup. C-SWM [Kipf et al., 2020] learns to
factor input into objects using actions and predicting the dynamics of the en-
vironment, and Biza et al. [2022] proposes attention mechanisms for binding
actions to objects. Another line of work [Tang et al., 2020; Tang and Ha, 2021;
Stanić et al., 2023] shows that agents with object-centric representations have
improved generalization and interpretability capabilities in (open-world) games.

Synchrony-based representations. Slot-based approaches have several con-
ceptual limitations. First, the binding information (i.e. addresses) about object
instances is maintained only by the constant number of slots, a hard-wired com-
ponent which cannot be adapted through learning. This restricts the ability of
slot-based models to flexibly represent a variable number of objects with vari-
able precision without tuning the slot size, number of slots, number of iterations,
etc. Second, the inductive bias used by the grouping module strongly enforces
the independence among all pairs of slots. This restricts individual slots to store
relational features at the object level and requires additional processing of slots
using a relational module, e.g., Graph Neural Networks [Battaglia et al., 2016;
Gilmer et al., 2017] or Transformer models [Vaswani et al., 2017; Schmidhuber,
1992; Schlag et al., 2021]. Third, iterative attention-based binding is compu-
tationally very demanding to train [Löwe et al., 2022]. Additionally, the spa-
tial broadcast decoder [Watters et al., 2019b] (a necessary component in these
models) requires multiple forward/backward passes to render the slot-wise re-
construction, resulting in a large memory overhead. Synchrony-based methods
can in principle address these limitations.

In synchrony-based approaches (Figure 1.8), each object shares the same
features, which are augmented by additional information (such as the phase of
a complex number). The additional information is then responsible for group-
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Temporal Codes Complex Codes

Figure 1.8: Illustration of synchrony-based approaches: in temporal codes (mid-
dle) neurons that belong together are synchronized (i.e. they spike at the same
time), whereas in complex codes (right) the neurons that group together have
similar phase values.

ing. The grouping is usually continuous, which may facilitate the computation
of relational information, without requiring an additional relational mechanism.
However, extracting the grouping information necessitates an additional step,
such as clustering based on some similarity metric. Such grouping information
may help encode uncertainty about objects, while complicating situations when
a feature is active in multiple objects. Early approaches determined synchrony
through the firing patterns of spiking neurons [Singer, 2009] (the middle image
in Figure 1.8). Here, neurons that fire in synchrony are considered to represent
the same object [Milner, 1974; Von Der Malsburg, 1994; Singer, 1999]. The
drawback of these networks is that they are non-differentiable, since the tempo-
ral codes rely on spiking neurons.

An alternative to NNs based on temporal codes are complex-valued NNs
(right image in Figure 1.8). Recently, [Löwe et al., 2022; Stanić et al., 2023b]
revived this class of neural object binding models [Mozer et al., 1991; Mozer,
1998; Reichert and Serre, 2014]. Complex-valued NNs are conceptually very
promising. In principle, they address most of the conceptual challenges faced by
slot-based models. The binding mechanism is implemented through construc-
tive or destructive phase interference caused by the addition of complex-valued
activations. They store and process information about object instances in the
phases of complex activations that are more amenable to adaptation through
gradient-based learning. Furthermore, they can, in principle, store a variable
number of objects with variable precision by partitioning the phase components
of complex activations at varying levels of granularity. Additionally, synchrony-
based models can represent relational information directly in their distributed
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representation, that is, distance in phase space yields an implicit relational met-
ric between object instances (e.g., inferring part-whole hierarchy from distance
in “tag” space [Mozer, 1998]). Lastly, training synchrony-based models is com-
putationally more efficient by two orders of magnitude [Löwe et al., 2022].
Building atop of CAE [Löwe et al., 2022], CtCAE [Stanić et al., 2023b] intro-
duced a novel contrastive learning method that increases separability in phase
values of pixels belonging to different objects and facilitates scaling synchrony-
based methods to multi-object color datasets.

1.2.2 Scaling Parameters, Data and Compute

Lately, a very active area of exploration has been on ways of scaling NNs in
the hope of solving all outstanding issues of NNs (including compositional rea-
soning and out-of-distribution generalization) in this manner. The SotA on real-
world visual question answering (VQA) tasks has been largely obtained by scal-
ing end-to-end vision and language models (VLMs) in terms of their size, training
data and compute [Alayrac et al., 2022; Chen et al., 2022b; Li et al., 2023; Driess
et al., 2023; Chen et al., 2023b,a].

One of the first VLMs Flamingo [Alayrac et al., 2022] used a frozen pretrained
language model of up to 70B parameters and a frozen pretrained image encoder
with 435M parameters and trained only a “cross-attention” module that served
as an interface between them. Since then, effort has been put mainly into scaling
both the image and the language models. GIT [Wang et al., 2022a] used a 300M
language model and scaled the image encoder to 4.8B parameters. PaLI [Chen
et al., 2022b] jointly scaled both components, the language model to 17B and
the image encoder to 4B parameters. PaLI-X [Chen et al., 2023b] continued this
trend of scaling the total number of parameters to 55B using an image encoder
with 22B parameters. PaLM-E scaled the number of total parameters in the VLM
to 562B by integrating the 540B PaLM [Chowdhery et al., 2022] and the 22B Vi-
sion Transformer [Dosovitskiy et al., 2020; Dehghani et al., 2023]. On the other
hand, BLIP-2 [Li et al., 2023] achieved SotA performance in various tasks with
a 12B VLM and PaLI-3 [Chen et al., 2023b] introduced a significantly smaller
VLM with 5B total parameters that achieves competitive performance with SotA
models on various VLM benchmarks.

These models are typically pretrained on large amounts of data and then
fine-tuned for the best performance on the downstream tasks. However, even
the largest VLMs struggle with tasks that require compositional reasoning, the
ability to generalize, fine-grained spatial capabilities, and counting [Bugliarello
et al., 2023; Paiss et al., 2023; Hsieh et al., 2023; Yuksekgonul et al., 2022; Zhao
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et al., 2022; Hendricks and Nematzadeh, 2021]. Further scaling makes them
even more data- and compute-hungry; therefore, it is unclear whether scaling
alone can solve these tasks. For these reasons, we remain highly skeptical about
the potential of this hypothesis and do not pursue these directions in this thesis.

1.2.3 Modular Networks and LLMs as controllers

An alternative approach to solving tasks that require compositional reasoning
and out-of-distribution generalization is to decompose tasks into subtasks, solve
them individually, and then combine the answers to solve the original task. This
is reminiscent of the way humans approach compositional problems. According
to Daniel Kahneman’s framework [Kahneman, 2017], our thought process can
be thought of as consisting of two mechanisms: System 1 and System 2. System
2 is the “slow”, “analytical” system that can decompose the task into subtasks,
while System 1 is the “fast”, “reactive” system that solves individual tasks such as
recognizing patterns. The early work on task decomposition was pioneered by
Neural Module Networks (NMNs) [Andreas et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2017;
Hu et al., 2017]. NMNs are trained end-to-end, using supervised or reinforce-
ment learning. NMNs are designed to have several modules and the hope is that
during training, each module will learn a different functionality, which will then
be reusable across tasks. However, these models have a number of drawbacks:
program generation requires hand-tuned parsers, and they require optimization
through reinforcement learning (e.g., REINFORCE [Williams, 1992]), which is
often unstable. Learning all modules end-to-end hinders their ability to general-
ize [Bahdanau et al., 2018] and sometimes leads to a mode “collapse”, where
some modules take over all the work and other modules are never activated, or
modules that do not learn intended functionalities [Subramanian et al., 2020].
Additionally, they sometimes require supervision for program learning, which
is difficult to obtain at scale.

Recently, an alternative approach became prominent in the literature, the
one based on “tool use” [Parisi et al., 2022; Schick et al., 2023], in particular for
structured reasoning in the natural language domain [Madaan et al., 2022; Wang
et al., 2023c; Gao et al., 2023; Chen et al., 2022a]. In tool use (see Figure 1.9
for an example of tool use for visual reasoning), an LLM is used as a controller
(akin to System 2) to solve the task by orchestrating a set of tools (such as an
object detector, akin to System 1).

In the domain of using LLMs as controllers for visual reasoning, PICa [Yang
et al., 2022] solves a knowledge-based VQA task by first extracting an object
and captions from the image and then querying GPT-3 with this information
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Figure 1.9: An example framework of tool use for visual reasoning [Surís et al.,
2023; Stanić et al., 2024]. Here, a code-generating LLM takes as input a query
(e.g. “second skier from the right), an API for tool use (e.g. Python documenta-
tion for visual tools) and (optionally) a number of query-code pairs as in-context
examples in the prompt. The generated (visual) code takes the image as input,
executes and returns the answer to the query (here a bounding box coordinates).

and in-context examples to answer a question. Socratic Models [Zeng et al.,
2022], HuggingGPT [Shen et al., 2023], and Societies of Mind [Zhuge et al.,
2023] compose vision and language models to “communicate” in a fixed “proto-
col” and solve tasks such as image captioning, visual question answering, image
generation, and robot planning.

On the other hand, models such as VisProg [Gupta and Kembhavi, 2023],
ViperGPT [Surís et al., 2023], and CodeVQA [Subramanian et al., 2023] show
great promise in solving visual question answering by using an LLM orchestrating
tool use by writing a (Python) program. During execution, the program calls
individual vision modules (such as object detector, depth estimator) through an
API that is provided in the prompt. For example, to answer “what is the color of
the shirt of the second person to the left?”, the program would detect all persons,
sort them horizontally, take the second person, detect their shirt, and then query
its color. These models showed great performance and achieved SotA on tasks
such as compositional visual question answering, visual grounding, and video
temporal reasoning. Furthermore, by their construction, they are interpretable,
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offer strong generalization, mathematical and reasoning skills, compositional,
adaptable (individual models can be simply swapped with better models) and
do not require gradient-based training.

However, in their current form, these models heavily rely on human engi-
neering of in-context examples (ICEs) in the prompt. Moreover, ICEs are often
dataset- and task-specific. To generate them, significant labor by highly skilled
workers is required. For this reason, we argue that these methods should not be
called zero-shot in their current form. Some promising ways of going beyond
human prompt engineering are automatizing the generation of in-context exam-
ples, or enabling LLMs to “self-correct” their own output [Stanić et al., 2024].
Below, we provide an overview of the related work on automatizing prompt
engineering and “self-correcting” LLMs.

Automatizing prompt engineering. Vast literature shows that prompt format
and contents are often important for achieving good performance with an LLM
[Reynolds and McDonell, 2021; Zhao et al., 2021; Lu et al., 2021; Moradi and
Samwald, 2021; Madaan and Yazdanbakhsh, 2022; Wei et al., 2023]. A prompt
typically consists of a task description (in natural language), in-context examples
(e.g. query-code in ViperGPT [Surís et al., 2023]) and an API (in the case where
LLMs write a program).

Various prompting techniques have been engineered, such as Chain-of-
Thought prompting [Wei et al., 2022], Self-Consistency [Wang et al., 2022c],
Tree of Thoughts [Yao et al., 2023], Graph of Thoughts [Besta et al., 2023], Plan-
and-Solve Prompting [Wang et al., 2023a], Least-to-Most Prompting [Zhou et al.,
2022a], etc. All these techniques rely on human prompt engineering, in partic-
ular, on in-context examples.

On the other hand, some methods try to automatize prompt engineering.
They sometimes use gradient-based optimization [Shin et al., 2020; Gao et al.,
2020; Wen et al., 2023] and some approaches require only API access to the
model [Xu et al., 2022a; Prasad et al., 2022].

Other works use LLMs for prompt optimization. APE [Zhou et al., 2022b]
first generates instructions with an LLM, then selects instructions with the high-
est accuracy, and uses them for future LLM prompts. APO [Pryzant et al., 2023]
generates feedback with an LLM that informs how to update the previous instruc-
tion. OPRO [Yang et al., 2023a] uses an LLM to generate new instructions in
each optimization step, asking the LLM to improve task accuracy by changing
task instructions, which requires determining the score on a small set of labeled
examples and providing it in the meta-prompt.
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Promptbreeder [Fernando et al., 2023] goes a step further and proposes a self-
referential self-improvement LLM using a meta-prompt that controls the genera-
tion of the main (task) prompt and evolves both via mutation. More importantly,
Promptbreeder shows some surprising results such that a simple prompt “SO-
LUTION” outperforms all previous approaches. This further demonstrates the
sensitivity of LLMs and the importance of automatizing the prompt engineering
process. Common to all above frameworks for automatizing prompting is that
they automatize the “task description” part of the prompt. Other approaches
[Stanić et al., 2024] automatize the generation of in-context examples, which
might have an even greater influence on the performance of the LLM.

LLMs and self-correction. In the LLM literature, there have been mixed find-
ings on the ability of LLMs to critique and self-correct their own reasoning and
outputs. Self-Refine [Madaan et al., 2023] provides feedback to the LLM of the
previously generated output, which is then refined. Several other approaches
show benefits of providing feedback to LLM in improving reasoning [Shinn et al.,
2023; Madaan et al., 2023], code generation [Chen et al., 2023c; Olausson et al.,
2023; Chen et al., 2023], improving LLM alignment [Bai et al., 2022; Ganguli
et al., 2023], etc.

On the other hand, there has been increasing evidence that LLMs cannot self-
correct reasoning yet [Huang et al., 2023; Stechly et al., 2023; Valmeekam et al.,
2023], unless they receive external feedback, which usually requires access to
ground truth labels. Other work [Stanić et al., 2024] also found that providing
the previous question and code as feedback to the model did not improve the
results, but that it is possible to improve performance by tuning hyperparameters
on the fly.

1.3 Contributions and organization

In this thesis, we make several contributions on learning object-centric repre-
sentations from raw visual data and on using LLMs as programmers for visual
reasoning (tool use). In terms of object-centric representations, we introduce
novel methods for all types of slots (parallel, sequential, and spatial), as well
as a novel synchrony-based method for learning object representations. We
develop novel methods in both the unsupervised and RL setup.

In Chapter 2 we present a method that improves the reasoning and general-
ization abilities of a sequential slots model. Here, we identify a key limitation of
sequential slots methods that compute interactions between objects in a sequen-
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tial manner, which limits their predictive power. We address this by endowing
a sequential slots model with a module with strong relational inductive bias
that computes in parallel pairwise interactions between inferred objects. This
model leads to better prediction on videos of interacting objects and improved
combinatorial generalization.

Since many real-world objects have hierarchical structures, in Chapter 3 we
introduce a method (called Hierarchical Relational Inference (HRI)) that is capa-
ble of inferring nodes and edges of a hierarchical graph directly from raw visual
data. Our approach to physical reasoning models objects as hierarchies of parts
that may locally behave separately but also act more globally as a single whole.
For this, HRI uses spatial slots. Unlike prior approaches, our method learns in an
unsupervised fashion directly from raw visual images to discover objects, parts,
and their relations. It explicitly distinguishes multiple levels of abstraction and
improves over a strong baseline in modeling synthetic and real-world videos.

As discussed above, (hierarchical) decomposition into objects is generally
task dependent, and sometimes it is infeasible and undesirable to decompose a
scene into all hierarchy levels. For these reasons, it might be more beneficial to
modulate objects with task information, such as words (in VQA) or actions/goals
(in RL). In Chapter 4 we introduce and study object-centric agents in an RL
setting. Starting from the Crafter benchmark, a 2D open-world survival game,
we also introduce a new set of environments that evaluate out-of-distribution
generalization. In particular, they evaluate the agent’s ability to generalize to
previously unseen objects or their frequencies of appearance. We show that
current agents struggle to generalize, whereas our novel object-centric agents
improve over strong baselines. The object-centric agents that we introduce are
based on both parallel slots and spatial slots. We achieve new SotA performance
in these environments and provide critical insights that are of general interest for
future work.

In Chapter 5 we look at synchrony-based methods, an alternative to slot-
based methods that have the potential to address several of their limitations.
The main limitations of slot-based methods are that the number of slots is hard-
wired; all slots have equal capacity; training has high computational cost; there
are no object-level relational factors within slots. Synchrony-based models can,
in principle, address these limitations by using complex-valued activations that
store binding information in their phase components. However, working ex-
amples of such synchrony-based models have been developed only very re-
cently and are still limited to toy grayscale datasets and simultaneous storage
of less than three objects in practice. In Chapter 5 we introduce architectural
modifications and a novel contrastive learning method that greatly improve the
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state-of-the-art synchrony-based model. For the first time, we obtain a class
of synchrony-based models capable of discovering objects in an unsupervised
manner in multi-object color datasets and simultaneously representing more
than three objects.

Finally, in Chapter 6 we look at “tool use” and introduce a framework for
compositional visual reasoning. Visual reasoning with LLMs addresses the lim-
itations of end-to-end models by decomposing the task and solving subtasks
by orchestrating a set of (visual) tools. Recently, these models achieved great
performance on tasks such as compositional visual question answering, visual
grounding, and video temporal reasoning. Nevertheless, in their current form,
these models heavily rely on human engineering of in-context examples in the
prompt, which are often dataset- and task-specific and require significant labor
by highly skilled programmers. In this work, we present a framework that miti-
gates these issues by introducing spatially and temporally abstract routines and
by leveraging a small number of labeled examples to automatically generate in-
context examples, thereby avoiding human-created in-context examples. On a
number of visual reasoning tasks, we show that our framework leads to consis-
tent gains in performance, makes LLMs as controllers setup more robust, and
removes the need for human engineering of in-context examples.

Lastly, in Chapter 7 we provide a summary of our contributions and offer
promising directions going forward.



Chapter 2

Improving Relational Reasoning In
Sequential Slots Models

Numerous studies [Xu and Carey, 1996; Kellman and Spelke, 1983; Spelke et al.,
1995; Baillargeon et al., 1985; Saxe and Carey, 2006] show that infants quickly
develop an understanding of intuitive physics, objects and relations in an unsu-
pervised manner. To facilitate the solution of real-world problems, intelligent
agents should be able to acquire such knowledge [van Steenkiste et al., 2019].
However, artificial neural networks are still far from human-level understanding
of intuitive physics.

Existing approaches to unsupervised learning about objects and relations
from visual data can be categorized into either parallel [Greff et al., 2016, 2017,
2019], sequential [Schmidhuber and Huber, 1991; Schmidhuber, 1993a; Eslami
et al., 2016; Kosiorek et al., 2018; Crawford and Pineau, 2019; Burgess et al.,
2019; Yuan et al., 2019] or spatial [Santoro et al., 2017; Zambaldi et al., 2019;
Crawford and Pineau, 2019; Stanić et al., 2021], depending on the core mecha-
nism responsible for inferring object representations from a single image. One
model from the former group is Tagger [Greff et al., 2016] which applies the
Ladder Network [Rasmus et al., 2015] to perform perceptual grouping. RTag-
ger [Prémont-Schwarz et al., 2017] replaces the Ladder Network by a Recurrent
Ladder Network, thus extending Tagger to sequential settings. NEM [Greff et al.,
2017] learns object representations using a spatial mixture model and its rela-
tional version R-NEM [van Steenkiste et al., 2018] endows it with a parallel rela-
tional mechanism. The recently proposed IODINE [Greff et al., 2019] iteratively
refines inferred objects and handles multi-modal inputs.

This chapter is based on “Relational Sequential Attend, Infer, Repeat” [Stanić and Schmid-
huber, 2019] paper, which was presented as a workshop paper at NeurIPS 2019.

25
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On the other hand, the sequential attention model AIR [Eslami et al., 2016]
learns to infer one object per iteration over a given image. Contrary to NEM,
it extracts object glimpses through a hard attention mechanism [Schmidhuber
and Huber, 1991] and processes only the corresponding glimpse. Furthermore,
it builds a probabilistic representation of the scene to model uncertainty. Many
recent models have AIR as the core mechanism: SQAIR [Kosiorek et al., 2018]
extends AIR to sequential settings, similarly does DDPAE [Hsieh et al., 2018].
SPAIR [Crawford and Pineau, 2019] scales AIR to scenarios with many objects
and SuPAIR[Stelzner et al., 2019] improves speed and robustness of learning in
AIR. The recent MoNET [Burgess et al., 2019] also uses a VAE and a recurrent
neural network (RNN) to decompose scenes into multiple objects. These meth-
ods usually model relations by a sequential relational mechanism such as an
RNN which limits their relational reasoning capabilities[Battaglia et al., 2018].

Here we present Relational Sequential Attend, Infer, Repeat (R-SQAIR) to
learn a generative model of intuitive physics from video data. R-SQAIR builds
on SQAIR which we augment by a mechanism that has a strong relational induc-
tive bias [Battaglia et al., 2016; van Steenkiste et al., 2018; Santoro et al., 2018].
Our explicit parallel model of pairwise relations between objects is conceptually
simpler than a sequential RNN-based model that keeps previous interactions in
its memory and cannot directly model the effects of interactions of previously
considered objects. Our experiments demonstrate improved generalization per-
formance of trained models in new environments.

2.1 Relational Sequential Attend Infer Repeat

Attend, Infer, Repeat (AIR) [Eslami et al., 2016] is a generative model that ex-
plicitly reasons about objects in a scene. It frames the problem of representing
the scene as a probabilistic inference in a structured VAE. At the core of the
model is an RNN that processes objects one at a time and infers latent variables
z = {zi

what, zi
where, z

i
pres}ni=1, where n ∈ N is the number of objects. The con-

tinuous latent variable zwhat ∈ Rd encodes the appearance of the object in the
scene (where d ∈ N is the hidden size) and zwhere ∈ R4 encodes the coordinates
according to which the object glimpse is scaled and shifted by a Spatial Trans-
former [Jaderberg et al., 2015]. Given an image x ∈ Rh×w×c, where h,w, c ∈ N
are height, width, and the number of channels, the generative model of AIR is
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defined as follows:

pθ(x) =
N∑

n=1

pθ(n)

∫
pzθ(z|n)pxθ(x|z)dz, (2.1)

where pθ(n) = Geom(n | θ) represents the number of objects present in the
scene, pzθ(z|n) captures the prior assumptions about the underlying object and
pxθ(x|z) defines how it is rendered in the image. In general, the inference for
Equation 2.1 is intractable, so [Eslami et al., 2016] employs amortized variational
inference using a sequential algorithm, where an RNN is run for N steps to infer
latent representation of one object at a time. The variational posterior is then:

qϕ(z | x) = qϕ
(
zn+1

pres = 0 | z1:n, x
) n∏

i=1

qϕ
(
zi, zipres = 1 | z1:i−1, x

)
, (2.2)

where qϕ is a neural network which outputs the parameters of the latent distribu-
tions: the mean and standard deviation of a Gaussian distribution for zwhat and
zwhere and the probability parameter of the Bernoulli distributed zpres ∈ [].

Relational Sequential Attend, Infer, Repeat (R-SQAIR) augments SQAIR
through a parallel relational mechanism. SQAIR extends AIR to the sequen-
tial setting by leveraging the temporal consistency of objects using a state-space
model. It has two phases: Discovery (DISC) and Propagation (PROP). PROP
is active from the second frame in the sequence, propagating or forgetting ob-
jects from the previous frame. It does so by combining an RNN, which learns
the temporal dynamics of each object, with the AIR core which iterates over
previously propagated objects (explaining away phenomena). DISC phase uses
the AIR core, conditioned on propagated objects, to discover new appearances
of objects. For a full description of AIR and SQAIR, we refer to previous work
[Eslami et al., 2016; Kosiorek et al., 2018].

R-SQAIR retains the strengths of its predecessors and improves their rela-
tional capabilities. More specifically, SQAIR relies on the RNN core of AIR to
model the relations. However, an RNN has only a weak relational inductive bias
[Battaglia et al., 2018], as it needs to compute pairwise interactions between ob-
jects sequentially, iterating over them in a specific order. R-SQAIR, on the other
hand, employs networks with strong relational inductive bias which can model
arbitrary relations between objects in parallel. To construct conceptually simple
yet powerful architectures that support combinatorial generalization, we use the
following two methods: Interaction Network (IN) [van Steenkiste et al., 2018]
and Relational Memory Core (RMC) [Santoro et al., 2018].
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Figure 2.1: Interaction Network of R-
NEM [van Steenkiste et al., 2018].

Figure 2.2: Relational Memory Core
[Santoro et al., 2018].

The R-SQAIR generative model is built by extending the PROP module of
SQAIR to include the relations γt = Γ(zt−1) ∈ Rn×n×dr , where Γ is the relational
module, n ∈ N is the number of objects, dr ∈ N is the dimensionality of the
relations vector, and zt−1 are object representations from the previous timestep,
defined as follows:

p(x1:T , z1:T ) = pD(zD1
1 )

T∏
t=2

pD(zDt
t |zPt

t )pP (zPt
t |γt)pθ(xt|zt), (2.3)

The discovery prior pD(zDt
t |zPt

t ) samples latent variables zDt
t for new objects that

enter the frame, by conditioning on propagated variables zPt
t . The propagation

prior pP (zPt
t |γt) samples latent variables for objects that are propagated from the

previous frame and removes those that disappear. Both priors are learned during
training. We recover the original SQAIR model for γt = zt−1. The inference
model is therefore as follows:

qϕ(z1:T | x1:T ) =
T∏
t=1

qDϕ
(
zDt
t | xt, zPt

t

) ∏
i∈Ot−1

qPϕ
(
zit | γt

i, hi
t

)
, (2.4)

where hi
t are hidden states of the temporal and AIR core RNNs. Discovery qDϕ

is essentially the posterior of AIR. Again, the difference to SQAIR lies in the
propagation module qPϕ , which receives the relations γt as input.

2.1.1 Relational Module

Interaction Network Our first relational module is the Interaction Network
(IN) of R-NEM [van Steenkiste et al., 2018], depicted in Figure 2.1, which is
closely related to Interaction Networks [Battaglia et al., 2016; Watters et al.,
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2017]. Here, the effect on object k of all other objects i ̸= k is computed
by the relational module γt = ΓIN(zt−1), which in the case of IN is defined as
follows (for simplicity we drop time indices):

ẑk = f(zk), ξk,i = g([ẑk; ẑi]), Ek =
∑
i ̸=k

gatt(ξk,i)·geff(ξk,i), γk = [zk; ek], (2.5)

where zi = {zi
what, zi

where, z
i
pres} from the previous time step. First, each object zi

is transformed using an MLP f to obtain ẑi, which is equivalent to a node embed-
ding operation in a graph neural network. Then each pair (ẑk, ẑi) is processed
by another MLP g, which corresponds to a node-to-edge operation by encod-
ing the interaction between object k and object i in the embedding ξk,i ∈ Rdξ ,
where dξ ∈ N is the embedding dimension. Note that the computed embedding
is directional. Finally, an edge-to-node operation is performed, where the effect
on the object k is calculated by summing the individual effects geff(ξk,i) ∈ Rde of
all other objects i on the particular object k. Note that the sum is weighted by an
attention coefficient gatt(ξk,i) ∈ Rde , where de is a positive integer, which allows
each individual object to consider only particular interactions. This technique
also yields better combinatorial generalization to a larger number of objects, as
it controls the magnitude of the sum.

Relational Memory Core We compare the effects modeled by IN to the ef-
fects learned by a Relational Memory Core (RMC), γt = ΓRMC(zt−1). RMC
(Figure 2.2) learns to compartmentalize objects into memory slots, and can keep
the state of an object and combine this information with the current object’s rep-
resentation zt. This is achieved by borrowing ideas from memory-augmented
networks [Sukhbaatar et al., 2015; Graves et al., 2014, 2016] and interpreting
memory slots as object representations. The interactions between objects are
then computed by a multi-head self-attention mechanism [Vaswani et al., 2017].
Finally, recurrence for sequential interactions is introduced, resulting in an ar-
chitecture that is similar to a 2-dimensional LSTM[Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,
1997], where rows of the memory matrix represent objects. The model parame-
ters are shared for each object, so the number of memory slots can be changed
without affecting the total number of model parameters. For a full description,
we refer to previous work [Santoro et al., 2018].
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Figure 2.3: R-SQAIR trained on sequence of 4 bouncing balls (top rows) and evaluated
on 6-8 bouncing balls.

Figure 2.4: Log-likelihood and relational log-likelihood of R-SQAIR and SQAIR on the
bouncing balls task.

2.2 Experiments

We analyze the physical reasoning capabilities of R-SQAIR on the bouncing
balls dataset, which consists of video sequences of 64x64 images. As done in
SQAIR experiments, we crop the central 50x50 pixels from the image, such that
a ball can disappear and later reappear. Although visually simple, this data set
contains highly complex physical dynamics and has previously been used for
similar studies (R-NEM [van Steenkiste et al., 2018]). The method is trained in
a SQAIR-like fashion by maximizing the importance-weighted evidence lower
bound IWAE [Burda et al., 2015], with 5 particles and the batch size of 32. Cur-
riculum learning starts at sequence length 3 which is increased by one every
10000 iterations, up to a maximum length of 10. Early stopping is performed
when the validation score has not improved for 10 epochs.

The qualitative evaluation of R-SQAIR is present in Figure 2.3. Each column
represents one time step in the video. The first row is about the R-SQAIR model
trained and evaluated on videos with 4 balls, with object representations high-
lighted by different color bounding boxes. In the second row, the same model
is evaluated on datasets with 6-8 balls. Note that R-SQAIR disentangles objects
already in the first few frames and later only refines the learned representations.
At each time step, it computes up to k = 4 object representations, by considering
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objects from the previous frame and the learned dynamics.

For all SQAIR hyperparameters, we use default values, except for the dimen-
sionality of latent variable zwhat, which is set to 5 instead of 50. This reflects the
low visual complexity of individual objects in the scene. For similar reasons, the
embedding dimensionality of IN that we use is also set to 5. We use a version
of the IN module with attention coefficients to compute the weighted sum of
the effects. In total, this adds 9 389 parameters to the 2 726 166 of the default
SQAIR implementation. It also suggests that improved performance is a result
of learning a better propagation prior rather than just increasing the number of
model parameters.

RMC has more hyperparameters to choose from. We use self-attention with
4 heads, each of dimensionality 10. The number of memory slots is 4 and co-
incides with the total number of sequential attention steps we perform. Finally,
RMC can perform several computations of attention per time step, where each
corresponds to a message passing phase. As we are interested only in collisions,
we computed attention only once per time step. This results in 98 880 param-
eters. Comparing the size of the SQAIR model, we obtain a conclusion similar
to the one for the case of IN.

Note that the last frames in Figure 2.3 are sampled from the learned propa-
gation prior. This enables us to evaluate the role of the relational module, as
it is responsible for learning the object dynamics. Moreover, as the models are
stochastic, we train 5 models for each architecture and sample 5 different last
frames. We compare models in terms of log-likelihood of data and relational
log-likelihood, which takes into account only the objects that are currently col-
liding (ground truth available in the dataset). The evaluation on the test set with
4 balls shows an increase in average data log-likelihood from 399.5 achieved by
SQAIR (0.21 relational) to 429.2 by R-SQAIR(IN) (relational 1.95) and 457.32
by R-SQAIR(RMC) (relational 3.62). The error bars in Figure 2.4 represent the
standard deviation of the stochastic samples from the trained models.

We test the generalization of R-SQAIR by evaluating the models trained
on sequences with 4 balls on a test set with videos of 6-8 balls. Both qual-
itative (Figure 2.3 bottom row) and quantitative results show that R-SQAIR is
capable of generalizing, with an increase in the relational log-likelihood from
-164.1 achieved by SQAIR to -96.7 achieved by R-SQAIR(IN) and -97 achieved
by R-SQAIR(RMC). Larger margins between relational losses of R-SQAIR and
SQAIR in the test set with 6-8 balls suggest higher generalization capabilities of
R-SQAIR.
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2.3 Conclusion and Discussion

Graph neural networks are promising candidates for combinatorial generaliza-
tion, a central theme of AI research [Battaglia et al., 2018; van Steenkiste et al.,
2019]. We show that a sequential attention model can benefit from incorpo-
rating an explicit relational module, which infers pairwise object interactions
in parallel. Without retraining, the model generalizes to scenarios with more
objects. Its learned generative model is potentially useful as part of a world sim-
ulator [Schmidhuber, 1990b; Schmidhuber, 1990; Ha and Schmidhuber, 2018;
Watters et al., 2019a].

At the time of writing this thesis, the significance of this chapter is more his-
torical, rather than presenting a model that is still the state-of-the-art model on
some dataset. It shows where the field of object-centric representation learn-
ing was only a few years ago. Since then, we have gone from visually simple
grayscale scenes to real-world scenes [Elsayed et al., 2022; Seitzer et al., 2022;
Zadaianchuk et al., 2023]. However, the algorithmic findings of our paper stood
the test of time. Current SotA models for prediction infer pairwise object inter-
actions in parallel, typically using Transformers.



Chapter 3

Learning Hierarchical Object
Representations

Common-sense physical reasoning in the real world involves making predictions
from complex high-dimensional observations. Humans somehow discover and
represent abstract objects to compactly describe complex visual scenes in terms
of ‘building blocks’ that can be processed separately [Spelke and Kinzler, 2007].
They model the world by reasoning about dynamics of high-level objects such
as footballs and football players and the consequences of their interactions. It
is natural to expect that artificial agents operating in the real world will benefit
from a similar approach [Lake et al., 2015; Greff et al., 2020].

Real world objects vary greatly in terms of their properties. This compli-
cates modelling their dynamics. Some have deformable shapes, e.g., clothes,
or consist of parts that support a variety of complex behaviors, e.g., arms and
fingers of a human body. Many objects can be viewed as a hierarchy of parts
that locally behave somewhat independently, but also act more globally as a
single whole [Mrowca et al., 2018; Lingelbach et al., 2020]. This suggests to
simplify models of object dynamics by explicitly distinguishing multiple levels
of abstraction, separating hierarchical sources of influence.

Prior approaches to common-sense physical reasoning explicitly consider ob-
jects and relations at a representational level, e.g., [Chang et al., 2017; Battaglia
et al., 2016; van Steenkiste et al., 2018; Kipf et al., 2018]. They decompose
complex physical interactions in the environment into pairwise interactions be-
tween objects, modelled efficiently by Graph Networks [Battaglia et al., 2018].
Here the representation of each object is updated at each time step by propagat-

This chapter is based on “Hierarchical Relational Inference” [Stanić et al., 2021] paper,
which was published at AAAI 2021.
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Groundtruth HRI NRI LSTM

Figure 3.1: HRI outperforms baselines at modeling interacting objects that are
coupled via hierarchically organized springs.

ing ‘messages’ through the corresponding interaction graph. While recent ap-
proaches (specifically) address the challenge of learning object representations
from raw visual data [Greff et al., 2017; Kosiorek et al., 2018; van Steenkiste
et al., 2018; Burgess et al., 2019; Greff et al., 2019] and of dynamically infer-
ring relationships between objects [van Steenkiste et al., 2018; Kipf et al., 2018;
Goyal et al., 2019; Veerapaneni et al., 2020], reasoning about the dynamics
and interactions of complex objects remains difficult without incorporating ad-
ditional structure. On the other hand, approaches that consider part-based rep-
resentations of objects and hierarchical interaction graphs lack the capacity to
learn from raw images and dynamically infer relationships [Mrowca et al., 2018;
Lingelbach et al., 2020].

Here we propose Hierarchical Relational Inference (HRI), a novel approach
to common-sense physical reasoning capable of learning to discover objects,
parts, and their relations, directly from raw visual images in an unsupervised
fashion. HRI extends Neural Relational Inference (NRI) [Kipf et al., 2018], which
infers relations between objects and models their dynamics while assuming ac-
cess to their state (e.g., obtained from a physics simulator). HRI improves upon
NRI in two regards. Firstly, it considers part-based representations of objects
and infers hierarchical interaction graphs to simplify modeling the dynamics
(and interactions) of more complex objects. This necessitates a more efficient
message-passing approach that leverages the hierarchical structure, which we
will also introduce. Secondly, it provides a mechanism for applying NRI (and
thereby HRI) to raw visual images that infers part-based object representations
spanning multiple levels of abstraction.

Our main contributions are as follows: (i) We introduce HRI, an end-to-end
approach for learning hierarchical object representations and their relations di-
rectly from raw visual input. (ii) It includes novel modules for extracting a hier-
archical part-based object representations and for hierarchical message passing.
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Figure 3.2: The proposed HRI model. An encoder infers part-based object repre-
sentations, which are fed to a relational inference module to obtain a hierarchi-
cal interaction graph. A dynamics predictor uses hierarchical message-passing
to make predictions about future object states. Their ‘rendering’, produced by a
decoder, is compared to the next frame to train the system.

The latter can operate on a (hierarchical) interaction graph more efficiently by
propagating effects between all nodes in the graph in a single message-passing
phase. (iii) On a trajectory prediction task from object states, we demonstrate
that the hierarchical message passing module is able to discover the latent hi-
erarchical graph and greatly outperforms strong baselines (Fig. 3.1). (iv) We
also demonstrate how HRI is able to infer objects and relations directly from
raw images. (v) We apply HRI to synthetic and real-world physical prediction
tasks, including real-world videos of moving human bodies, and demonstrate
improvements over strong baselines.

3.1 Method

Motivated by how humans learn to perform common-sense physical reasoning,
we propose Hierarchical Relational Inference (HRI). It consists of a visual en-
coder, a relational inference module, a dynamics predictor, and a visual de-
coder. All are trained end-to-end in an unsupervised manner. First, the visual
encoder produces hierarchical (i.e. part-based) representations of objects that
are grounded in the input image. This representation serves as input to the re-
lational inference module, which infers pairwise relationships between objects
(and parts) given by the edges in the corresponding interaction graph. The dy-
namics predictor performs hierarchical message-passing on this graph, using the
learned representations of parts and objects for the nodes. The resulting predic-
tions (based on the updated representations) are then decoded back to image
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space using the visual decoder, to facilitate an unsupervised training objective.
An overview is shown in Figure 3.2. We note that HRI consists of standard build-
ing blocks (CNNs, RNNs, and GNNs) that are well understood. In this way, we
add only a minimal inductive bias, which helps facilitate scaling to more com-
plex real-world visual settings, as we will demonstrate.

3.1.1 Inferring Objects, Parts, and their Relations

To make physical predictions about a stream of complex visual observations, we
will focus on the underlying interaction graph. It distinguishes objects or parts
(corresponding to nodes) and the relations that determine interactions between
them (corresponding to the edges), which must be inferred. Using this more
abstract (neuro-symbolic) representation of a visual scene allows us to explic-
itly consider certain invariances when making predictions (e.g., the number of
objects present) and reasoning about complex interactions in terms of simpler
pair-wise interactions between objects.

Inferring Object/Part Representations The task of the visual encoder is to infer
separate representations for each object from the input image. Intuitively, these
representations contain information about its state, i.e., its position, behavior and
appearance. In order to relate and compare these representations efficiently, it
is important that they are described in a common format. Moreover, since we
are concerned with a hierarchical (i.e. part-based) representation of objects, we
also require a mechanism to relate the part representations to the corresponding
object representation.

Here we address these challenges by partitioning the feature maps learned
by a CNN according to their spatial coordinates to obtain object representa-
tions. This is a natural choice, since CNNs are known to excel at representation
learning for images [Ciresan et al., 2012; Krizhevsky et al., 2012] and because
weight-sharing across spatial locations ensures that the resulting object represen-
tations are described in a common format. Indeed, several others have proposed
to learn object representations in this way [Santoro et al., 2017; Zambaldi et al.,
2019]. Here, we take this insight a step further and propose to learn hierar-
chical object representations in a similar way. In particular, we leverage the
insight that the parts belonging to real-world objects tend to be spatially close,
to apply a sequence of convolutions followed by down-sampling operations to
extract object-level representations from part-level representations (left side of
Figure 3.2). While this leaves the network with ample freedom to develop its
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own internal notion of an object, we find that representational slots learn to
describe physical objects (Fig. 3.4a).

The choice of kernel-size and degree of down-sampling allow us to adjust
how representations at one level of abstraction are combined at the next level.
Similarly, the parameters of the CNN layers that produce the initial set of feature
maps determine the size of the input region captured by these ‘spatial slots’ [Gr-
eff et al., 2020] at the lowest level of abstraction. Note the distinction between
parts, objects and slots. Parts refer to objects at the lowest level of the visual
hierarchy, while the more general notion of an object applies to nodes at all
levels. Slots are variable placeholders (of a function) at a representational level,
which at each point in time are expected to contain information about a particu-
lar object/part. Therefore, an architectural hierarchy of slots reflects a hierarchy
of objects. In general, we construct a 3-level part-based hierarchy, which is then
fed into the relational module.

Neural Relational Inference To infer relations between object representations,
we will make use of NRI [Kipf et al., 2018], which learns explicit relations. This
is advantageous, since it allows one to incorporate prior beliefs about the over-
all connectivity of the interaction graph (e.g., a degree of sparsity) and asso-
ciate a representation with each relation to distinguish between multiple differ-
ent relation types. By default, NRI takes as input a set of object trajectories
(states) and infers their pairwise relations (edges) using a Graph Neural Network
(GNN) [Scarselli et al., 2009; Gilmer et al., 2017; Battaglia et al., 2018]. It as-
sumes a static interaction graph, and performs relational inference by processing
the entire input sequence at once, i.e., the whole sequence (length 50) of a par-
ticular object is concatenated, and only a single, static, “node embedding” is
created via an MLP. In contrast, we will consider a dynamic interaction graph,
since objects move across the image and may end up in different spatial slots
throughout the sequence. This is achieved by inferring edges at each time step
based on the ten most recent object states, concatenating the latent vectors of a
particular object and using an MLP to obtain a “node embedding”.

More formally, given a graph G = (V , E) with nodes (objects) o ∈ V and
edges (relations) ri,j = (oi, oj) ∈ E , NRI defines a single node-to-node message
passing operation in a GNN similar to [Gilmer et al., 2017]:

ei,j = fe([oi, oj, ri,j]), o′
j = fo([

∑
i∈Noj

ei,j, oj]) (3.1)

where ei,j ∈ Rde is an embedding (effect) of the relation ri,j ∈ Rdr between
objects oi ∈ Rdo and oj ∈ Rdo , o′

j ∈ Rdo is the updated object embedding, Nj
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the set of indices of nodes connected by an incoming edge to object oj ∈ Rdo and
[·, ·] indicates concatenation, and de, dr, do positive integers. Functions fo and fe
are node- and edge-specific neural networks (MLPs in practice). By repeatedly
applying equation 3.1, multiple rounds of message passing can be performed.

The NRI ‘encoder’ receives as input a sequence of object state trajectories
o = (o1, ..., oT ), which in our case are inferred. It consists of a GNN fϕ that de-
fines a probability distribution over edges qϕ(rtij|ot−k:t) = softmax(fϕ(ot−k:t)ij),
where k is the window size, and relations are one-hot encoded. The GNN
performs the following message passing operations, where the initial node rep-
resentations oi are obtained by concatenating the corresponding object states
across the window:

o′
j = f 1

o (oj), e′i,j = f 1
e ([o′

i, o′
j]), o′′

j = f 2
o (
∑

i ̸=j e′i,j),
e′′i,j = f 2

e ([o′′
i , o′′

j ]), fϕ(ot−k:t)ij = e′′i,j

where ϕ contains the parameters of the message-passing functions, which are
simple MLPs, and o′, e′ and o′′, e′′ are node- and edge-embeddings after first and
second message passing operations respectively. To backpropagate through the
sampling from qϕ(rij|o), NRI uses a continuous approximation of the discrete
distribution to obtain gradients via the reparameterization trick [Maddison et al.,
2017; Jang et al., 2017].

3.1.2 Physical Reasoning

Physical reasoning is performed by the dynamics predictor, which leverages the
inferred object representations and edges to predict object states at the next time
step. To distinguish between representations at different levels of abstractions,
HRI makes use of hierarchical message passing. We will also use recurrent units
in the non-Markovian setting.

Hierarchical message passing The default approach to physical reasoning
based on message-passing employed in NRI can only propagate effects between
directly connected nodes. This is costly, as it requires several iterations for in-
formation to propagate across the whole graph, especially when the number
of nodes increases (a consequence of modeling objects as hierarchies of parts).
Alternatively, we can leverage the hierarchical structure of the interaction graph
to propagate all effects across the entire graph in a single step, i.e. evaluating
each relation only once. To achieve this, we introduce a hierarchical message
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passing module which propagates effects between objects using a three-phase
sequential mechanism, loosely inspired by Mrowca et al..

Starting from the leaf nodes, the bottom-up phase computes the effect
on parent nodes op based on messages from its children, e1p = e0p +

f bu
MP ({e0c}c∈Cp , e0p, {rcp}c∈Cp) where Cp is the set of children indices of object op

and the initial effects e0 are simply the object embeddings. In this way, global
information is propagated from every node in the hierarchy to the root node.
Afterwards, the bottom-up effect e1i on node oi is combined with effects from
its siblings (within-sibling phase) e2i = e1i + fws

MP ({e1s}s∈Si
, e1i , {rsi}s∈Ci), where

Si is the set of sibling indices of object oi. Starting from the root node, the
top-down phase then propagates top-down effects that are incorporated by com-
puting e3c = e2c + f td

MP (e2p, e2c , rpc) for all children oc based on its parent op. Func-
tions f bu

MP , f
ws
MP , and f td

MP perform a single node-to-edge and edge-to-node mes-
sage passing operation as in equation 3.1 and have shared weights. Note that
this mechanism is independent of the choice of object and relational inference
module and can act on any hierarchical interaction graph.

Dynamics predictor Physical reasoning is performed by the dynamics predic-
tor, which predicts future object states pθ(ot+1|o1:t, r1:t) from the sequence of
object states and interactions. We implement this as in the NRI ‘decoder’ [Kipf
et al., 2018], i.e. using a GNN that passes messages between objects, but with
two notable differences. Firstly, we will pass messages only if an edge is in-
ferred between two nodes, as opposed to also considering a separate dynamics
predictor for the “non-edge” relation that causes information exchange between
unconnected nodes1. Secondly, we will leverage the hierarchical structure of
the inferred interaction graph to perform hierarchical message-passing.

If we assume Markovian dynamics, then we have pθ(ot+1|o1:t, r1:t) =

pθ(ot+1|ot, rt) and can use hierarchical message passing to predict object states
at the next step:

pθ(ot+1|ot, rt) = N (ot +∆ot, σ2I), (3.2)

where σ2 is a fixed variance, ∆ot = fO([ot, et]), et = fH(ot, rt) is the effect
computed by the hierarchical message passing module fH , and fO is an output
MLP. Notice howwe learn to predict the change in the state of an object, which is
generally expected to be easier. When encoding individual images, no velocity
information can be inferred to form the object state. In this non-Markovian case

1Although messages are passed only if an edge between two nodes exists, a “non-edge”
categorical variable is used to allow the model to infer that there is no edge between two nodes.
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we adapt equation 3.2 to include an LSTM [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997]
that models pθ(ot+1|o1:t, r1:t) directly:

ht+1, ct+1 = fLSTM (ot, et, ct), ot+1 = fO(ht+1),

p(ot+1
j |o1:t, r1:t) = N (ot+1, σ2I),

where c and h are LSTM’s cell and hidden state respectively, and et = fH(ht, rt).

3.1.3 Learning

Standard approaches to modelling physical interactions that do not assume ac-
cess to states uses a prediction objective in pixel space [van Steenkiste et al.,
2018; Veerapaneni et al., 2020]. This necessitates a mechanism to ‘render’ the
updated object representations. In this case, HRI can be viewed as a type of Vari-
ational Auto-Encoder [Kingma and Welling, 2013; Rezende et al., 2014], where
the inferred edges and objects are treated as latent variables, and the ELBO can
be maximized for the predicted frames:

L =Eqϕ(r|x)[log pθ(x|r, o)]−DKL[qϕo(o|x)||pθo(o)]
−DKL[qϕr(r|x, o)||pθr(r)].

(3.3)

The relational module qϕr(r|x, o) outputs a factorized distribution over rij, which
in our case is a categorical variable that can take on two values (one-hot en-
coded) that indicate the presence of an edge between oi and oj. The edge prior
pθr(r) =

∏
i ̸=j pθr(rij) is a factorized uniform distribution, which controls the

sparsity of the learned graph. The object inference module qϕo(o|x) outputs a
factorized distribution over oi, and the object prior pθo(o) is Gaussian, as in a
standard VAE. Given the inferred interaction graph, the dynamics predictor and
visual decoder define pθ(x|r, o).

Visual Decoder The visual decoder renders the updated object states and we
will consider two different implementations of this mapping. The first variant,
which we call SlotDec, ensures compositionality in pixel space by decoding
objects separately followed by a summation to produce the final image. In Fig-
ure 3.2 it is depicted as a set since individual object slots that are decoded
separately, and decoders share weights. This implements a stronger inductive
bias that encourages each slot to correspond to a particular object (since images
are composed of objects) and also makes it easy to inspect the representational
content of each slot. On the other hand, summation in pixel space is problem-
atic when objects in scenes are more cluttered and occlude one another. For
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Figure 3.3: Performance on 4-3-state-springs. We compare HRI to (a) baselines
and (b) ablations in terms of the “normalized” negative log likelihood (higher is
better). (c) MSE for future prediction (prediction rollouts).

this reason we implement a second variant, which we call ParDec, where all
states are decoded together as in a standard convolutional decoder. As a result
of decoding all object slots together ParDec is less interpretable than SlotDec,
but computationally more efficient and potentially more scalable to real-world
datasets since it does not make strong assumptions on how information about
objects should be combined. This may also make it easier to handle background,
although this is not explored.

3.2 Related Work

More generic approaches to future frame prediction are typically based on
RNNs, which are either optimized for next-step prediction directly [Srivastava
et al., 2015; Lotter et al., 2017], e.g. using a variational approach [Babaeizadeh
et al., 2018; Denton and Fergus, 2018; Kumar et al., 2020], or (additionally) re-
quire adversarial training [Lee et al., 2019; Vondrick et al., 2016]. Several such
approaches were also proposed in the context of physical reasoning [Finn et al.,
2016; Lerer et al., 2016; Li et al., 2016]. However, unlike our approach, they
do not explicitly distinguish between objects and relations. This is known to af-
fect their ability to accurately model physical interactions and extrapolation [van
Steenkiste et al., 2018; Garnelo and Shanahan, 2019], despite their remarkable
capacity for modeling more complex visually scenes.

More closely related approaches to physical prediction explicitly distinguish
object representations and incorporate a corresponding relational inductive bias,
typically in the form of a graph network [Battaglia et al., 2018]. In this case,
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reasoning is based on message-passing between object states and relations are
either inferred heuristically [Chang et al., 2017; Mrowca et al., 2018; Lingel-
bach et al., 2020], implicitly by the message passing functions [Sukhbaatar
et al., 2015; Battaglia et al., 2016; Santoro et al., 2017; Watters et al., 2017;
Sanchez Gonzalez et al., 2018; Sanchez-Gonzalez et al., 2020] e.g. via atten-
tion [Hoshen, 2017; van Steenkiste et al., 2018], or explicitly as in NRI [Kipf
et al., 2018]. Typically, these approaches assume access to supervised state
descriptions, and only few works also infer object representations from raw
visual images [van Steenkiste et al., 2018; Veerapaneni et al., 2020; Watters
et al., 2019a]. RIMs [Goyal et al., 2019] impose a modular structure into an
RNN, whose sparse communication can be seen as a kind of relational infer-
ence. However, neither of these additionally incorporate a hierarchical induc-
tive bias to cope with more complex physical interactions (and corresponding
objects). Arguably, this is due to the difficulty of inferring corresponding part-
based object representations, and indeed prior approaches that do incorporate
a hierarchical inductive bias rely on supervised state descriptions [Mrowca et al.,
2018; Lingelbach et al., 2020].

Related approaches that specifically focus on the issue of learning object
representations from raw visual observations typically make use of mixture
models [Greff et al., 2017, 2019] or attention [Eslami et al., 2016; Kosiorek
et al., 2018; Stanić and Schmidhuber, 2019; Burgess et al., 2019; Crawford and
Pineau, 2019; Jiang* et al., 2020]. In our case, we adopt an approach based on
spatial slots [van Steenkiste et al., 2019; Greff et al., 2020] that puts less empha-
sis on the exact correspondence to objects. Unlike prior work [Santoro et al.,
2017; Zambaldi et al., 2019], we demonstrate how spatial slots can be extended
to a hierarchical setting.

Hierarchical structure learning has previously been explored in vision. In
this case, hierarchies are either learned from 3D volumetric primitives [Tulsiani
et al., 2017], or using ground truth pixel-wise flow fields to guide object or
object parts segmentation [Liu et al., 2019]. In concurrent work [Mittal et al.,
2020], RIMs were extended to consider a hierarchy of modules, although their
correspondence to perceptual objects (and parts) is unclear. A more relevant
approach was recently proposed by [Deng et al., 2019], which is able to infer
a hierarchy of objects and parts, directly from raw visual images. However, it
was not explored how this approach can be adapted to video, and how these
abstractions can be used for physics prediction.
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Figure 3.4: (a) HRI introspection: first column contains ground-truth, prediction
and their difference. The other columns show the 16 object slots decoded sep-
arately. (b) Negative log likelihood for all models on the 4-3-visual-springs and
(c) Human3.6M.

3.3 Experiments

In this section we evaluate HRI on four different dynamics modelling tasks: state
trajectories of objects connected via finite-length springs in a hierarchical struc-
ture (state-springs); corresponding rendered videos (visual-springs); rendered
joints of human moving bodies (Human3.6M); and raw videos of moving hu-
mans (KTH). We compare HRI to NRI [Kipf et al., 2018], which performs rela-
tional inference but lacks a hierarchical inductive bias, and to an LSTM [Hochre-
iter and Schmidhuber, 1997] that concatenates representations from all objects
and predicts them jointly, but lacks a relational inference mechanism altogether.
Appendix A contains all experimental details. Reported results are mean and
standard deviations over 5 seeds.

3.3.1 State Springs Dataset

We consider synthetic physical systems containing simple objects connected
via finite-length springs that can be organized according to a hierarchical inter-
action graph (Figure 3.5, middle row). Here, an approach that attempts to model
the underlying system dynamics (which are highly complex) would clearly ben-
efit from a hierarchical inductive bias, which allows us to validate our design
choices. In all configurations we consider hierarchies with 3 levels (containing a
root node, intermediate nodes, and leaf nodes), whose connectivity is decided
randomly while ensuring that all nodes are connected. Corresponding physical
objects are initialized at random locations with the root node biased towards
the center and the intermediate and leaf nodes towards a particular quadrant to
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reduce clutter (see also Appendix A).
We experiment with hierarchies containing 4 intermediate nodes, each hav-

ing 3 or 4 leaf nodes, denoted as 4-3-state-springs and 3-3-state-springs, re-
spectively. Each model receives as input the 4-dimensional state trajectories:
x(t), y(t),∆x(t),∆y(t).

t = 2t = 0 t = 4 t = 6 t = 8
Figure 3.5: Rendered inputs for 4-3-state-springs (leaf objects only) (top); full in-
teraction graph, unobserved by model (middle); Predictions and inferred edges
by HRI (bottom).

Comparison to baselines We compare HRI to NRI and LSTM on 4-3-state-
springs (Figure 3.3a) and 3-3-state-springs (Figure 7a in Appendix B), in terms
of the negative log likelihood inversely proportional to a version of HRI that
operates on the ground-truth interaction graph (HRI-GT)2. In this case, values
closer to 1.0 are better, although we also provide raw negative log likelihoods
in Figure A.2 which offers the same conclusions. It can be observed that HRI
markedly outperforms NRI on this task, and that both significantly improve over
the LSTM (which was expected). These findings indicate that the hierarchical
inductive bias in HRI is indeed highly beneficial for this task.

2This allows us to factor out the complexity of the task and make it easier to compare results
between tasks.
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Figure 3.6: (a) Ground truth (top) and predicted 10 time steps rollout for LSTM
(middle) and HRI (bottom) row on KTH. (b) Negative log likelihood for all mod-
els on KTH. (c) Rollout predictions accuracy for all models on KTH.

We also compare to baselines that focus only on the leaf objects (NRI-lo
and LSTM-lo) and are therefore not encouraged to separate hierarchical sources
of influence (i.e. we impose less structure). It can be observed that this does
not result in better predictions and the gap between NRI-lo and NRI indicates
that explicitly considering multiple levels of abstraction, as in HRI, is indeed
desirable.

Ablation & Analysis We conduct an ablation of HRI, where we modify the
relational inference module. We consider FCMP, a variation of NRI that does
not perform relational inference but assumes a fixed fully connected graph, and
HRI-H, which is given knowledge about the ‘valid’ edges in the ground-truth
hierarchical graph to be inferred and performs relational inference only on those.

In Figure 3.3b and Figure 7b (Appendix B) it can be observed how the lack of
a relational inference module further harms performance. Indeed, in this case
it is more complex for FCMP to implement a similar solution, since it requires
“ignoring” edges between objects that do not influence each other. It can also
be observed how HRI outperforms HRI-H (but see Figure 7b where they per-
form the same), which is surprising since the latter essentially solves a simpler
task. We speculate that training interactions could be responsible for this gap.
Switching to static graph inference yielded a significant drop in performance for
NRI (∼ 74% worse), while HRI remained mostly unaffected (∼ 5% worse).

We also consider the benefit of hierarchical message-passing in isolation by
comparing HRI to NRI-GT, which receives the ground-truth interaction graph.
In Figure 3.3b and Figure 7b (Appendix B) it can be seen how the lack of hier-
archical message-passing explains part of the previously observed gap between
HRI and NRI, but not all of it. It suggests that by explicitly considering multi-
ple levels of abstraction (as in HRI), conducting relational inference generally
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becomes easier on these tasks. Finally, we consider the effect of using a feedfor-
ward dynamics predictor (Figures 8 and 9 in Appendix B). It can be seen that in
the feedforward case, position and velocity are not enough to derive interactions
between objects. For this reason we exclusively focus on the recurrent predictor
from now on.

Long-term Prediction and Graph Inference We investigate if HRI is able to
perform long-term physical predictions by increasing the number of rollout steps
at test-time. In Figure 3.3c we report the MSE between the predicted and ground
truth trajectories and compare to previous baselines and variations. It can be
observed that HRI outperforms all other models, sometimes even HRI-GT, and
this gap increases as we predict deeper into the future. To qualitatively evaluate
the plausibility of HRI’s rollout predictions, we generated videos by rendering
them. As can be seen in Figure 3.5 (bottom row) both the predicted trajectories
and the inferred graph connectivity closely matches the ground-truth. Similar
results are obtained for 3-3-state-springs in Appendix B.

3.3.2 Visual Datasets

To generate visual data for springs we rendered 4-3-state-springs and 3-3-state-
springs with all balls having the same radius and one of the 7 default colors,
assigned at random3. Additionally, we consider Human3.6M [Ionescu et al.,
2013] (using rendered joints) and KTH [Schuldt et al., 2004] (using raw videos).
We train each model in two stages, which acts as a curriculum: first we train the
visual encoder and decoder on a reconstruction task, afterwards we optimize
the dynamics parameters on the prediction task.

Visual Springs To create the visual springs dataset, we render only the leaf
nodes. Hence the visible balls themselves are the “parts” that must be grouped
in line with more abstract “objects” corresponding to the intermediate and root
nodes of the interaction graph (e.g. the gold and silver balls in the bottom row
of Fig. 3.5) which are not observed.

In Figure 3.4b we compare HRI to several baselines and previously explored
variations (the results for 3-3-visual-springs are available in Figure 10 in Ap-
pendix B). We are able to observe similar results, in that HRI is the best per-
forming model, although the added complexity of inferring object states results

3Similar results were obtained when using homogeneous colors (Figures 11 and 12) and
when varying shape (Figures 17 to 21).
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in smaller differences. This is better understood by comparing the difference
between HRI and NRI4 to the difference between HRI and NRI-lo. It can be
seen that NRI-lo performs slightly worse than HRI (although it is less stable) and
is much better than NRI, which suggests that inferring the intermediate and root
node objects is one of the main challenges in this setting. Notice, however, that
HRI continues to markedly improve over the LSTM and visual NRI in this setting.
We note that comparing to NRI-GT or HRI-GT is not possible, since the mapping
from learned object representations to those in the graph is unknown.

Comparing SlotDec and ParDec in Figure 3.4b, we observe that better results
are obtained using the latter. We suspect that this is due to the visual occlusions
that occur, which makes summation in pixel space more difficult. Nonetheless,
in most cases we observe a clear correspondence between spatial slots and infor-
mation about individual objects (see Figure 3.4a). Finally, Figure 13 (Appendix
B) demonstrates how future predictions by HRI match the ground-truth quite
well. Similarly, we observe that the inferred interaction graph by HRI resembles
the ground-truth much more closely compared to NRI (Figure 15 in Appendix
B).

When evaluating HRI trained on 4-3-visual-springs on 3-3-visual-springs (i.e.
when extrapolating) the relative ordering is preserved (Figure 22 in Appendix
B).

Real-world Data We consider Human3.6M, which consists of 3.6 million 3D
human poses composed of 32 joints and corresponding images taken from pro-
fessional actors in various scenarios. Here we use the provided 2D pose projec-
tions to render 12 joints in total (3 per limb) as input to the model. This task is
significantly more complex, since the underlying system dynamics are expected
to vary over time (i.e. they are non-stationary). Fig. 3.4c demonstrates the per-
formance of HRI and several baselines on this task. Note that HRI is the best
performing model, although the gap to NRI and LSTM is smaller. This can be
explained by the fact that many motions, such as when sitting, eating, and wait-
ing involve relatively little motion or only motion in a single joint (and thereby
lack hierarchical interactions). Example future predictions by HRI can be seen
in Figure 14.

Finally, we apply HRI directly on the raw videos of KTH, which consists
of people performing one of six actions (walking, jogging, running, etc.). Fig-
ure 3.6a shows a comparison between the LSTM baseline and HRI model. In the

4Note that NRI requires object states. Here, we consider an adaptation using the encoder
and decoder proposed for HRI.
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video generated by the LSTM, the shape of the human is not preserved, while
HRI is able to clearly depict human limbs. We prescribe this to the ability of
HRI to reason about the objects in the scene in terms of its parts and their in-
teractions, which in turn simplifies the physics prediction. This observation is
also reflected in the quantitative analysis in Figs. 3.6b and 3.6c, where large
differences can be observed, especially when predicting deeper into the future.

3.4 Conclusion and Discussion

Hierarchical Relational Inference (HRI) is a novel approach to common-sense
physical reasoning capable of learning to discover objects, parts, and their rela-
tions, directly from raw visual images in an unsupervised fashion. It builds on
the idea that dynamics of complex objects are best modeled as hierarchies of
parts that separate different sources of influence. We compare HRI’s predictions
to those of a strong baseline on synthetic and real-world physics prediction tasks,
where it consistently outperforms. Several ablation studies validate our design
choices.

A potential limitation of HRI is that it groups parts into objects based on
spatial proximity, which may be suboptimal in the case of severe occlusions.
Further, it would be interesting to provide for inter-object interactions, and un-
known hierarchy depths. Both might be handled by increasing the hierarchy
depth and relying on the relational inference module to ignore non-existent
edges.

Since we published our paper on which this chapter is based, it remains one
of the few that tackles the question of learning hierarchical object-centric repre-
sentations. Follow-up work, such as the GLOM model [Hinton, 2023], discusses
ideas only at a conceptual level, without a concrete implementation or a work-
ing model. The lack of research on hierarchical object-centric representations
is partially due to the difficulty of the problem.

Moreover, since real-world scenes can be decomposed into a large number
(sometimes even intractably many) of different hierarchical levels, it might not
even be necessary to go beyond the two hierarchical levels that we introduced.
As long as there is a hierarchical relation describing “is part of”, the level at
which we represent the scene could be dynamic, i.e., based on a task, word,
goal, or an action. The rest of the scene can be left unmodelled, e.g. if we are
interested in counting the number of screws in a car wheel, we can safely ignore
the rest of the car and represent only the wheel and its parts.



Chapter 4

Learning to Generalize with
Object-centric Agents

In Chapter 3 we introduced a method (HRI) that is capable of inferring nodes
and edges of a hierarchical graph directly from raw visual data. HRI models
objects as hierarchies of parts that may locally behave separately but also act
more globally as a single whole. HRI explicitly distinguishes multiple levels of
abstraction and improves over a strong baseline in modeling synthetic and real-
world videos. However, (hierarchical) decomposition into objects is generally
task dependent, and sometimes it is infeasible and undesirable to decompose a
scene into all hierarchy levels. For these reasons, it might be more beneficial to
modulate objects with task information, such as words (in VQA) or actions/goals
(in RL). In this chapter we introduce object-centric agents in an RL setup, and
study their properties, especially in terms of out-of-distribution generalization.

Reinforcement learning agents must generalize beyond their training experi-
ence. Prior work has focused mostly on identical training and evaluation envi-
ronments. In this work, starting from the recently introduced Crafter benchmark,
a 2D openworld survival game, we introduce a new set of environments suitable
for evaluating some agent’s ability to generalize on previously unseen (numbers
of) objects and to adapt quickly (meta-learning). We introduce CrafterOOD, a
set of 15 new environments that evaluate OOD generalization. On CrafterOOD,
we show that the current agents fail to generalize, whereas our novel object-
centric agents achieve state-of-the-art OOD generalization while also being in-
terpretable.

This chapter is based on “Learning to Generalize with Object-centric Agents in the Open
World Survival Game Crafter” [Stanić et al., 2023] paper, which was published as a journal
article in IEEE Transactions on Games.
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Common benchmarks and solid baselines are essential for developing new
models and correctly measuring progress in machine learning. Datasets for su-
pervised learning (such as ImageNet [Deng et al., 2009]) and game-based envi-
ronments for reinforcement learning (RL) (such as Atari [Bellemare et al., 2013],
ProcGen [Cobbe et al., 2020] and MineRL [Guss et al., 2019, 2021]) have played
a crucial role in developing new methods and improving the state of the art. To
judge the improvements offered by novel methods, it is critical to compare them
to solid yet simple baselines, especially in deep RL, where reproducing existing
work is often hard due to a plethora of difficulties [Henderson et al., 2018].

Early benchmarks were important to show that certain deep RL methods
can learn control from high-dimensional images, e.g., neuroevolution via com-
pressed network encodings [Koutník et al., 2013] on the TORCS benchmark
[Wymann et al., 2000], or the DQN agent [Mnih et al., 2015] on the Atari
benchmark [Bellemare et al., 2013]. These benchmarks, however, focused on
narrow task sets, and conducted training and evaluation on in-distribution en-
vironments, where the agents could (simply) memorize sequences of actions
leading to high reward without understanding the underlying mechanics of the
world. Intelligent agents should discover salient objects (entities) of the world,
identify relevant properties of objects (e.g., shape is important, color is not)
and ignore irrelevant parts of the environment. For better evaluation, the fo-
cus has recently shifted to studying agent performance on carefully designed
benchmarks [Osband et al., 2020], with emphasis on agents that generalize to
environments beyond what they are trained on (e.g., ProcGen or Crafter [Hafner,
2021]).

Here we focus on Crafter [Hafner, 2021], a recently introduced open world
survival game that allows tractable investigation of new agents and their gener-
alization, exploration, and long-term reasoning capabilities. Compared to other
benchmarks, Crafter has a set of advantages that make it suitable for RL research:
fast iteration speed (agents can be trained within a few hours on a standard GPU
and a single CPU core), model evaluation by inspecting semantically meaningful
achievements unlocked by the agents, and controllable environmental objects
that facilitate systematic studies. Our experiments on the original Crafter envi-
ronment offer important, previously unpublished insights into baselines and en-
vironmental workings. In addition, we introduce two sets of new environments,
CrafterOODapp and CrafterOODnum, that test out-of-distribution (OOD) gener-
alization to unseen types and numbers of objects, respectively. This also sets the
stage for developing fast-adaptation algorithms in the context of meta-learning.

Ourmain contributions are: (1)We show that careful hyper-parameter tuning
improves the PPO baseline agent by a large margin. We achieve new state-of-
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Figure 4.1: Crafter gameplay showing an agent collecting resources (wood) and
crafting a weapon (wooden pickaxe), and its attention. Top row: input images.
Bottom row: visualized attention. Episode steps are plotted horizontally.

the-art performance on the original Crafter environment. (2) We show that feed-
forward agents can unlock almost all achievements by relying on the inventory
display (bottom part of the images in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2a) – a type of “scratchpad”).
(3) We show that recurrent agents improve over feedforward ones, even when
the inventory information is removed. (4) We show that tuned agents can unlock
almost all achievements. (5) We introduce CrafterOOD, a set of 15 new envi-
ronments, to evaluate OOD generalization of agents. (6) We introduce novel
object-centric agents that achieve state-of-the-art OOD generalization while be-
ing interpretable.

4.1 Environments

Here we briefly summarize essential properties of the Crafter environment and
the newly introduced CrafterOODapp and CrafterOODnum environments. For
additional details on Crafter we refer to [Hafner, 2021].

Crafter. Crafter is an open world survival game for RL research whose game
dynamics are inspired by the popular game Minecraft. The benchmark is de-
signed to facilitate existing research challenges: procedural generation to test
generalization, exploration due to a deep technology tree of achievements con-
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Figure 4.2: (a) Crafter gameplay. (b) Object-centric Self-Attention (OC-SA)
model with a CLS token and queries (Q), keys (K) and values (V). (c) Slot-based
Object-centric Cross-Attention (OC-CA) model. Pool operation averages the
slots to produce the final input vector fed into the actor and critic networks.

ditioned on one another, high-dimensional image observations requiring rep-
resentation learning, memory through partial observability, and finally, sparse
rewards that require long-term reasoning and credit assignment. It has the right
level of complexity that is challenging enough for the current agents to unlock
all achievements, yet not overly complex such that it facilitates interpretability
of the agent’s behavior and evaluation by unlocking semantically meaningful
achievements. In Crafter, a unique terrain is generated for every episode with
grasslands, lakes, and mountains that contain forests, caves, ores, and lava. The
world consists of 64× 64 grid cells, but the agent only observes 7× 9 grid cells
making Crafter a partially observed environment. At each step the agent receives
a 64×64×3 input image as in Fig. 4.2a, and returns an action from a categorical
space of 17 actions. Of those actions, four are for moving in the environment,
one is for sleeping, and the rest are for crafting or interacting with specific tools
or resources. For an example of gameplay, see Figure 4.2a, where you can see
the player (agent) in the middle, a skeleton on its top right, a zombie bottom-left
from the agent, a cow, water, trees, stones, iron and lava.

In the bottom-left part of Fig. 4.2a the agent’s health status is shown. The
heart represents the number of lives it has left, and next to it, the levels of food,
water, and energy (that it recharges by sleeping). Next to this is the inventory
display that shows the resources (here wood, stone, coal, and iron) and tools and
weapons (here wooden, stone, and iron pickaxes and swords) it has collected or
crafted so far. The agent must collect resources such as wood, stone, coal, and
iron to craft tools. The agent needs to eat food, drink water, sleep and defend
against enemies to prevent its health from reaching zero. All these agents and
resources are represented as objects in the environment. Eating food, collecting
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resources, defeating enemies, or crafting new tools are all “achievements”. The
first time the agent unlocks an achievement in an episode it receives a reward
of 1. On the other hand, for every lost health point the reward is −0.1, and
for every regained health point +0.1. When the health reaches zero or when
stepping into lava the agent dies, and the episode is over. Every time the agent
unlocks an achievement previously unlocked in the episode, it does not receive
any further reward. This should encourage the agent to explore and collect as
many achievements as possible instead of exploiting the ones it already knows.
Collecting the diamond is the final and the most difficult achievement. To col-
lect a diamond, the agent must build several tools that require even more basic
tools and resources to be collected. This results in a very deep technology tree
(see Figure 4 in the Crafter paper [Hafner, 2021]).

In total, there are 22 achievements and the main evaluation metric is the so-
called crafter score S. It is computed by averaging the unlocked achievements
in the log space (to account for differences in their difficulties):

S = exp( 1
N

N∑
i=1

ln(1 + si)), (4.1)

where si ∈ [0, 100] is percentage of episodes in which the achievement i was
unlocked and N is the number of achievements (here N = 22). This score is
invariant to the number of times an achievement was unlocked in an episode
(once it is achieved). Due to averaging in the log space, the score will increase
more for unlocking difficult achievements in a few episodes (e.g. a diamond)
than for unlocking easy ones more frequently (e.g. collecting wood). The final
evaluation metrics is the geometric mean of S over all episodes.

CrafterOODapp. Building on top of Crafter, we introduce CrafterOODapp,
where we develop another axis of variation: object appearance based on color.
We introduce new variants of objects the agent most frequently interacts with:
trees, cows, zombies, stones, coal, and skeletons. For a detailed overview of
the newly introduced objects, see Figure B.2. This evaluates generalization to
unseen or infrequently seen objects. The agent is trained on an environment
with one distribution of such objects’ appearances and then evaluated on an
environment with a different distribution, possibly one with objects never seen
during training. In this way, CrafterOODapp sets the stage for the development
of agents based on fast-adaptation or meta-learning.

In the default Crafter environment, the agent always sees only the first variant
of an object. On the other hand, in CrafterOODapp, the agent encounters one
of the four object variants with varying frequencies of occurrence. For example,
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in the easiest scenario, the agent sees all four object variants (O1, O2, O3, O4) with
equal (25%) probability in the training environment, and then in the evaluation
environment it encounters only the “last” three objects O2, O3, O4 with equal
(but increased, 33.3%) probability. We then generate progressively more chal-
lenging scenarios where the training environment contains more instances of
object variant O1. Lastly, in the most extreme case of zero-shot generalization,
we train agents on environments containing only the first object O1 and then
evaluate them on environments containing only the last three objectsO2, O3, O4.

CrafterOODnum. Also, building atop Crafter, we introduce CrafterOOD-
num, where the agent encounters different numbers of objects during the train-
ing and evaluation phases. As in CrafterOODapp, we vary the objects the agent
most frequently interacts with: trees, coal, cows, zombies, and skeletons. To get
a clear picture of these environments, in Table 4.6 we show the numbers of
each of these objects in the respective environment variants. Starting from de-
fault object distributions in Crafter, we increase or decrease object numbers by
powers of two. These variants are particularly challenging as the agent might
face never-before-seen situations such as fighting against more enemies or sur-
viving in environments with resources scarcer compared to what it was trained
on. Importantly, changing the number of objects does not change the maximum
score the agent can obtain, as it is still possible to unlock all the achievements,
but with different difficulties. However, this changes the reward function and
makes the credit assignment problem more difficult because reward is sparser
with fewer objects.

4.2 Methods

In this section, we describe the agents’ network architectures. We first introduce
CNN feedforward baselines, followed by LSTM-based recurrent agents, and fi-
nally introduce object-centric agents. To optimize agents we use the PPO [Schul-
man et al., 2017] implementation in the stable baselines [Raffin et al., 2021] (for
a discussion on off-policy algorithms see Appendix B.4).

4.2.1 Linear and Recurrent PPO

PPO learns to map images to actions via policy gradients. Two feedforward vari-
ants are investigated that differ by the CNN policy they use. We introduce a
recurrent version based on an LSTM [Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997] to
account for partial observability. Note that the first application of policy gradi-
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ents to LSTM dates back to 2007 [Wierstra et al., 2007]. For architecture details
see Appendix B.7.

PPO with NatureCNN (PPO-CNN). This baseline is architecturally identical
to the one used in [Hafner, 2021], with the CNN policy from the DQN paper
[Mnih et al., 2015].

PPO with size-preserving CNN (PPO-SPCNN). Size-preserving CNN
(SPCNN) differs from the PPO-CNN baseline by the CNN architecture. We in-
troduce it as a baseline for object-centric agents that use SPCNN for “feature mix-
ing,” inspired by SlotAttention’s visual encoder [Locatello et al., 2020]. SPCNN
does not have pooling layers, so the resulting output tensor is of the same height
and width as the input image. The policy input tensor is much larger (64x64x64
instead of 8x8x64 for CNN) making the policy also very large (134M vs. 1M
parameters).

Recurrent PPO Agents. Crafter is a partially observable environment. The
agent observes only a part of the world (see Figure 4.2a). To perform well, it
needs to remember the locations of resources, e.g. food, mining materials, and
where it placed objects for crafting new tools, e.g. table or furnace. Addition-
ally, some achievements require the agent to perform a long chain of reasoning.
For example, to collect a diamond, the agent needs to have an iron pickaxe, for
which it needs to have crafted a furnace and collected coal, for which in turn it
needs to have previously collected wood, placed a table, made a wooden pick-
axe, and collected stone (in that particular order). For the complete overview of
the technology tree, see Figure 4 in [Hafner, 2021]. For these reasons, we intro-
duce recurrent agents (LSTM-CNN and LSTM-SPCNN) where we use LSTMs as
the critic and the actor networks. These networks, in theory, entitle the agent to
have memories of the world map and its inventory and can help unlock achieve-
ments.

4.2.2 Object-centric Agents

Our experiments show that the baseline agents fail to generalize to OOD en-
vironments. This is in line with the previous findings that neural networks fall
short in generalization. One hypothesis for this is due to their inability to dy-
namically and flexibly bind information distributed throughout the network [Gr-
eff et al., 2020], also known as the binding problem [Von Der Malsburg, 1994;
Roskies, 1999]. To address this issue, there has been an increased interest in
designing object-centric neural networks that learn (discrete) object representa-
tions from raw visual input, which support efficient learning and generalization
to novel scenarios and behaviors. Object-centric methods have successfully
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been used for OOD generalization in supervised and unsupervised learning
[Greff et al., 2017; van Steenkiste et al., 2018; Kosiorek et al., 2018; Stanić and
Schmidhuber, 2019; Greff et al., 2019; Locatello et al., 2020; Stanić et al., 2021;
Kipf et al., 2021] and in RL [Watters et al., 2019a; Veerapaneni et al., 2020; Kipf
et al., 2020; Carvalho et al., 2021]. Since Crafter is composed of objects, we
expect these methods to facilitate learning and show stronger generalization ca-
pabilities. In this vein, we designed two object-centric agents and investigated
them on CrafterOOD environments. They take as input either patches extracted
from the image through a size-preserving CNN (Figure 4.4) or learn their own
representation of an object by attending over the whole input tensor (Figure 4.7).
Below we provide an overview of our two object-centric agents. For more de-
tails we refer to Appendix B.3.

Object-centric Self-Attention agents (OC-SA) (Figure 4.2b and Table B.3)
learn a policy via a dot-product self-attention between the input patches and a
learned “CLS” token (a vector initialized to unit Gaussian parameters and op-
timized via backprop). This is similar to using the CLS token in BERT [Devlin
et al., 2018]. Let (x1, ..., xk, CLS) ∈ R(k+1)×din be the input sequence, where
k is the number of input patches and din is their dimensionality. Dot-product
self-attention is defined as:

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax
(QKT

√
d

)
V, (4.2)

where Q ∈ R(k+1)×d, K ∈ R(k+1)×d, V ∈ R(k+1)×d, are the query, key and value
matrices, resulting from a linear mapping of the input sequence onto a space of
dimension d. Absolute sinusoidal positional embeddings [Vaswani et al., 2017]
are added to the input, enabling the learning of relative patch positions, e.g. if
an enemy is nearby.

Object-centric Cross-Attention agents (OC-CA) (Figure 4.2c and Table B.4)
learn a set of vectors, which we refer to as ’slots’, by attending either to a patch
grid or the whole input (this can be seen as an extreme case of the patch grid with
patch size of one pixel). This idea was introduced in SetTransformer [Lee et al.,
2019] and successfully used for object detection [Carion et al., 2020], unsuper-
vised learning of objects [Locatello et al., 2020], learning permutation-invariant
agents [Tang et al., 2020; Tang and Ha, 2021] and general perception modules
[Jaegle et al., 2021b,a; Alayrac et al., 2022]. OC-CA computes attention be-
tween queries, keys and values as in self-attention Eq. (4.2), but with the queries
coming from the n learned slots: Q ∈ Rn×d, K ∈ Rk×d, V ∈ Rk×d, where k is
the number of input patches or image pixels for learned objects. The extreme
patch size allows for higher expressiveness as each slot can attend to variable-
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size or more distant image regions. After cross-attention, slots are pooled by a
mean operation and fed to the policy.

Method Crafter Score

PPO* 4.6 ± 0.3
DreamerV2* 10.0 ± 0.2

PPO-CNN 10.3 ± 0.6
PPO-SPCNN 11.6 ± 0.6
LSTM-CNN 10.4 ± 0.2
LSTM-SPCNN 12.1 ± 0.8
OC-SA 11.1 ± 0.7
OC-CA 10.0 ± 0.4

PPO-CNN (no inventory) 6.9 ± 0.4
LSTM-CNN (no inventory) 7.7 ± 0.5

Table 4.1: Scores on Crafter for agents trained on 1M environmental steps. Re-
ported are mean scores and standard deviations of 10 random seeds. *score
from [Hafner, 2021].

4.3 Experiments on the Crafter environment

Here we present our findings on the original Crafter environment. We first in-
vestigate feedforward PPO baselines both with and without inventory display.
Recurrent agents are then investigated, and we show that they outperform feed-
forward ones. Finally, we evaluate asymptotic performance and show that the
tuned agents can learn to unlock all but the last achievement.

4.3.1 Improved baselines and hyper-parameter analysis.

By tuning a few hyper-parameters, we find that the simple PPO-CNN baseline
outperforms the model-based DreamerV2 [Hafner et al., 2020] (Table 4.1). Sur-
prisingly, even though the PPO-SPCNN model has 134M parameters, PPO is not
only able to train it, but often outperforms other methods (Tables 4.1 and 4.4).
This holds for both feedforward (PPO-SPCNN) and the recurrent (LSTM-SPCNN)
agents. PPO hyper-parameters we searched over are shown in Table 4.2. For
most hyper-parameters, in the experiments we used the default values (shown
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Hyper-parameter Sweep Values

Learning rate [0.001, 0.0005, 0.0003, 0.0001, 0.00005]
Batch size [64, 128, 256]
Number of rollouts [1024, 2048, 4096, 8196, 16384]
Number of epochs [3, 4, 6, 7, 10]
Discount factor [0.8, 0.9, 0.95, 0.97, 0.99]
GAE λ [0.5, 0.65, 0.75, 0.85, 0.95]
Clip Range [0.1, 0.2, 0.3]
Max Gradient Norm [0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1.0]

Table 4.2: PPO hyper-parameters we searched over. Final used values are
bolded, unless default values are used (shown in italic).

Hyper-parameter Sweep Values

Batch size 16, 32, 64

Discount factor [0.9, 0.95, 0.99, 0.999]

Actor entropy scale [0.003, 0.001, 0.0003, 0.0001, 0.00003]

KL loss scale [0.1, 0.3, 1, 3]

Reward loss scale [0.5, 1, 2]

Discount loss scale [0.5, 1, 2]

KL balance [0.5, 0.8, 1, 2]

Discount λ [0.8, 0.9, 0.95]

Table 4.3: DreamerV2 hyper-parameters we searched over.

in italic) that were tuned for Atari in previous work; the ones we changed are
bolded. For a detailed hyper-parameter analysis we refer to Appendix B.2.

The best performing agent in the Crafter Benchmark paper [Hafner, 2021]
was the DreamerV2 agent [Hafner et al., 2020]. Therefore, we also tried tuning
its hyper-parameters: the actor entropy scale, the discount factor, the transition,
and the entropy loss scales (recommended in Table B.1 of the DreamerV2 paper
[Hafner et al., 2020]), as well as the batch size, KL loss scale, reward loss scale
and the discount λ. However, our hyper-parameter search did not improve on
results in [Hafner, 2021] (see Table 4.3).
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4.3.2 Agents use inventory display as a “scratchpad.”

Although purely feedforward, PPO-SPCNN can unlock almost all achievements
(19/22 for 1M steps and 21/22 achievements when trained for 25M steps, Sec-
tion 4.3.4). This requires the agent to remember unlocked achievements (e.g., I
have an iron pick-axe now, need to mine a diamond next). However, the fact
that the memory-less feedforward models unlocked most achievements leads us
to hypothesize that it uses the inventory display as a “scratchpad.” We evalu-
ate this by removing the inventory display, thus making the environment much
less observable. Here the agent really needs memory to know when to drink or
whether it has already crafted an item or not. The results in Table 4.1 support
our hypothesis, e.g., compare PPO-CNN with and without the inventory display
(‘PPO-CNN (no inventory)‘).

4.3.3 Recurrent improve over feedforward agents

The agent’s reliance on the inventory display as a “scratchpad” led us to investi-
gate whether recurrent agents could improve over feedforward ones by memo-
rizing actions, maps, unlocked achievements and crafted tools in its inventory.
With the observable inventory, LSTM-CNN does not improve upon the feedfor-
ward variant PPO-CNN (10.3 vs. 10.4 in Table 4.1). However, when the inven-
tory is not observable, LSTM-CNN outperforms PPO-CNN (6.9 vs. 7.7). This
might indicate that the recurrent agents learn to store achievements in memory,
although not perfectly, as we observe a drop from the case with the observable
inventory. On the other hand, LSTM-SPCNN outperforms its feedforward vari-
ant PPO-SPCNN in both in-distribution and OOD settings (Table 4.4). Here the
inventory is observed, so the largest benefit must arise from the agent’s ability
to memorize the partially observed map layout.

4.3.4 Asymptotic Performance

As the Crafter benchmark is designed to accelerate RL research and facilitate
short research cycles, the default evaluation protocol is to train agents up to 1M
steps. To better understand the asymptotic performance, we train PPO-CNN
and PPO-SPCNN agents for 25M steps. The resulting mean Crafter scores over
ten seeds are shown in Table 4.5. Other agents do not improve significantly
over these two in the asymptotic regime. For readability, we omit standard
deviations (they are all below 0.6, decreasing to 0.2 at 25M steps due to the
geometric mean averaging in the score). Firstly, PPO-SPCNN consistently out-
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Train/Eval Dist PPO-CNN PPO-SPCNN LSTM-CNN LSTM-SPCNN OC-SA OC-CA

Training: O1 : 100% 10.4 ± 0.6 11.4 ± 0.5 10.5 ± 0.5 12.3 ± 0.4 11.0 ± 0.5 10.1 ± 0.6
Evaluation: O1 : 100% 10.3 ± 0.6 11.6 ± 0.6 10.4 ± 0.2 12.1 ± 0.8 11.1 ± 0.7 10.0 ± 0.4

O1−4 : 25% 9.2 ± 0.5 10.7 ± 0.6 10.7 ± 0.6 11.5 ± 0.4 9.7 ± 1.1 9.9 ± 0.6
O1 : 0%, O2−4 : 33.3% 9.2 ± 0.7 11.0 ± 1.1 11.0 ± 1.0 11.6 ± 0.6 9.7 ± 1.2 9.2 ± 0.7

O1 : 52%, O2−4 : 16% 9.9 ± 0.5 11.1 ± 0.7 11.5 ± 1.4 11.1 ± 0.5 9.6 ± 0.8 9.4 ± 0.9
O1 : 0%, O2−4 : 33.3% 10.0 ± 0.7 11.2 ± 1.1 11.4 ± 1.6 11.0 ± 0.5 10.6 ± 0.9 9.9 ± 0.9

O1 : 76%, O2−4 : 8% 9.9 ± 0.4 11.5 ± 0.6 10.7 ± 1.0 11.6 ± 0.6 9.8 ± 0.8 11.3 ± 0.5
O1 : 0%, O2−4 : 33.3% 9.2 ± 0.6 10.5 ± 0.8 10.4 ± 1.0 10.7 ± 0.7 9.2 ± 0.8 10.5 ± 0.7

O1 : 88%, O2−4 : 4% 10.1 ± 0.6 12.2 ± 0.8 11.5 ± 1.4 11.3 ± 0.4 10.5 ± 1 11.2 ± 0.9
O1 : 0%, O2−4 : 33.3% 9.1 ± 0.7 10.2 ± 0.7 10.1 ± 1.3 9.8 ± 0.8 9.4 ± 1.3 9.4 ± 1.0

O1 : 94%, O2−4 : 2% 10.9 ± 0.7 12.0 ± 0.8 11.4 ± 1.2 11.7 ± 0.6 10.5 ± 0.6 10.8 ± 1.1
O1 : 0%, O2−4 : 33.3% 8.6 ± 0.7 9.2 ± 1.1 9.1 ± 1.4 9.8 ± 0.8 9.9 ± 0.8 8.8 ± 0.9

O1 : 97%, O2−4 : 1% 10.5 ± 0.6 11.8 ± 0.7 11.9 ± 1.4 12.0 ± 0.3 10.3 ± 1.1 10.8 ± 0.6
O1 : 0%, O2−4 : 33.3% 7.3 ± 0.5 7.7 ± 1.0 8.2 ± 1.0 8.6 ± 1.0 9.3 ± 0.8 8.8 ± 0.8

O1 : 100%, O2−4 : 0% 10.5 ± 0.6 11.8 ± 0.6 10.7 ± 0.2 11.9 ± 0.8 11.1 ± 1.3 10.7 ± 0.6
O1 : 0%, O2−4 : 33.3% 7.3 ± 0.5 7.7 ± 0.9 5.8 ± 0.2 6.8 ± 1.0 8.0 ± 1.2 7.6 ± 0.5

Table 4.4: Scores on CrafterOODapp (mean and standard deviations over 10
random seeds) for agents trained for 1M environmental steps. Each setting has
two rows, denoting training (e.g. O1−4 : 25%) and evaluation (O1 : 0%, O2−4 :

33.3%) scores.

performs the PPO-CNN baseline. Moreover, the PPO-SPCNN agent learns to
unlock all but one achievement (the diamond) at 5M steps (though this is not a
regular event). We suspect that the difficulty in mining the diamond is its rarity,
combined with the depth and the complexity of the technology tree of skills
that the agent needs to master, and tools to acquire to even have a chance at
mining the diamond. Furthermore, there are only very few diamonds on the
map, so finding it through random exploration is a highly unlikely event per se.
Moreover, unlike humans the agents have no prior notion that a diamond is
valuable, and only observe it as a different colored patch This leads us to think
better better exploration strategies are needed. This challenge seems ideal for
investigating novel curiosity-based agents [Schmidhuber, 1990; Schmidhuber,
1991a; Schmidhuber, 2013] or reward shaping [Justesen and Risi, 2018]. In
Table 4.5 we also compare to the concurrent work [Yi et al., 2022] and two
previous works (RRL [Zambaldi et al., 2019] and SMORL [Zadaianchuk et al.,
2020]), results taken from [Yi et al., 2022]. We observe from Table 4.5 that other
models achieve significantly lower scores compared to ours.
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Method 1M 2M 5M 10M 20M 25M

PPO-CNN (Train) 10.3 15.7 18.5 27.4 29.0 29.4
PPO-CNN (Eval) 10.3 15.9 18.3 27.1 29.1 29.6

PPO-SPCNN (Train) 11.2 16.7 18.9 27.9 30.6 30.8
PPO-SPCNN (Eval) 11.6 16.5 19.4 27.8 30.5 30.9

OCARL [Yi et al., 2022] - - - - - 12.3
RRL [Zambaldi et al., 2019] - - - - - 4.22
SMORL [Zadaianchuk et al., 2020] - - - - - 3.94

Table 4.5: Asymptotic performance of PPO-CNN and PPO-SPCNN on the
Crafter environment up to 25M environmental interactions and comparison to
the related work.

4.4 OOD Generalization Experiments

In this section, we evaluate agents on new CrafterOODapp and CrafterOOD-
num environments, showing limited generalization of baseline agents and im-
proved generalization of object-centric ones.

4.4.1 CrafterOODapp - out-of-distribution object appearance.

In the CrafterOODapp environment, we generate a collection of increasingly
complex adaptation scenarios. Environments contain up to four object variants
for trees, cows, iron, stones, zombies, and skeletons, the objects the agent inter-
acts with most frequently (Fig. B.2 in Appendix B.1). The adaptation scenarios
differ in object distributions in training and evaluation environments (Table 4.7).
For example, the in-distribution training and evaluation corresponds to observ-
ing only the first object variant O1 (first two rows in Table 4.4).

Starting from training with uniformly distributed objects (O1−4 = 25%) we
make generalization progressively more difficult by skewing the training dis-
tribution towards the first object. In this way, we create environments that
contain the first object (O1) in 52% and all the others in 16% of the time
(O1 : 52%, O2−4 : 16% case in Table 4.4), then environments that contain the first
object in 76%, then 88% percent of the time, etc. The evaluation environment
always contains only the last three objects (we refer to them as the “evaluation”
objects) uniformly distributed (each observed in 33.3% of the time). Up to the
point of observing the evaluation objects in 16% of the time the agents general-
ize fairly well (Table 4.4, but see also Fig. B.3 in Appendix B.5). Decreasing the
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Train/Eval Dist PPO-CNN PPO-SPCNN LSTM-CNN LSTM-SPCNN OC-SA OC-CA

Train: easy (x2) 12.4 ± 2 13.7 ± 1.2 14.2 ± 0.8 13.3 ± 1.0 15.0 ± 1.8 13.7 ± 1.8
Eval: default 10.4 ± 1.7 12.1 ± 1.0 11.5 ± 0.7 11.4 ± 0.9 13.0 ± 1.3 11.7 ± 1.7

easy (x4) 13.1 ± 2.2 14.5 ± 1.8 15.1 ± 1.2 15.0 ± 0.7 18.6 ± 2.3 13.7 ± 1.9
default 8.8 ± 1.0 9.8 ± 1.7 9.1 ± 0.9 9.8 ± 0.9 12.8 ± 1.7 8.8 ± 0.9

mix (x4) 13.4 ± 1.7 13.9 ± 2.1 13.0 ± 0.7 14.7 ± 1.6 15.5 ± 2.0 14.7 ± 2.3
default 9.2 ± 0.6 10.2 ± 1.7 9.0 ± 0.9 10.5 ± 0.9 10.6 ± 1.7 9.4 ± 0.9

default 10.2 ± 0.4 11.5 ± 0.5 10.7 ± 0.6 12.1 ± 0.6 11.3 ± 0.4 10.2 ± 0.7
mix (x4) 11.2 ± 1.1 12.3 ± 1.0 11.6 ± 0.9 12.2 ± 1.3 12.6 ± 1.0 10.3 ± 0.9

default 10.3 ± 0.4 11.2 ± 0.6 10.9 ± 0.7 12.0 ± 0.4 11.1 ± 0.5 10.1 ± 0.6
easy (x2) 10.9 ± 1.4 13.7 ± 1.3 12.8 ± 0.9 12.9 ± 1.4 11.4 ± 1.2 10.1 ± 0.7

default 10.3 ± 0.7 11.2 ± 0.3 10.6 ± 0.3 11.8 ± 0.7 11.5 ± 0.7 10.1 ± 0.6
easy (x4) 11.3 ± 0.8 12.5 ± 0.9 12.8 ± 1.3 11.9 ± 1.0 12.9 ± 0.8 9.9 ± 1.2

easy (x2) 11.7 ± 1.3 13.3 ± 0.4 13.7 ± 1.4 13.4 ± 0.2 15.4 ± 1.2 12.8 ± 1.6
hard (x2) 8.0 ± 0.5 8.1 ± 1.7 7.6 ± 0.7 9.2 ± 0.8 10.5 ± 1.5 7.1 ± 0.8

easy (x4) 14.6 ± 2.2 15.4 ± 1.6 15.5 ± 1.2 15.3 ± 1.0 17.8 ± 1.5 15.2 ± 1.8
hard (x4) 3.0 ± 0.4 3.3 ± 0.4 3.0 ± 0.3 3.4 ± 0.4 4.9 ± 0.6 4.2 ± 0.3

Train: average 12.0 ± 1.4 13.1 ± 1.1 13.0 ± 0.8 13.4 ± 0.8 14.5 ± 1.3 12.6 ± 1.4
Eval: average 9.1 ± 0.9 10.2 ± 1.1 9.7 ± 0.9 9.1 ± 1.0 11.1 ± 1.1 8.9 ± 0.9

Table 4.6: Scores on CrafterOODnum (mean and standard deviations over 10
random seeds) for agents trained for 1M environmental steps. Each setting has
two rows, denoting scores on the training and evaluation environments.

percentage of evaluation objects in the training environment further, the perfor-
mance of all agents consistently drops. Finally, in the especially difficult zero-
shot generalization scenario, when trained only on the first object (O1 = 100%),
the agent relies on pure chance or interacting with objects that do not change
(e.g., water, iron). The agent’s failure to generalize is expected: to perform well
on unseen evaluation objects, it must perform fast adaptation and systematic
generalization in terms of composing the previously obtained knowledge about
the observed objects and the inferred representations of the newly introduced
evaluation objects.

Motivated by this observation, we introduce object-centric agents, which
should (at least in principle) learn better representations by decomposing the in-
put images into sets of objects and their distances via positional encodings. Our
experiments show that the object-centric agents OC-SA and OC-CA (the last two
columns in Table 4.4) match the vanilla PPO agents on in-distribution and easy
OOD generalization. In the most difficult OOD generalization cases though
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Env. Tree Coal Cow Zombie Skeleton

Easy (x4) 764 206 100 3 2.5
Easy (x2) 380 102 46 6 4.5
Default 189 50 26 15 9.5
Hard (x2) 95 27 13 33 19
Hard (x4) 52 12.5 6 60 38
Mix (all x4) 764 206 100 60 38

Table 4.7: CrafterOODnum environment object numbers.
Default is the original Crafter environment. Easy environments have (x2 or x4)
more resources and (x2 or x4) fewer enemies. In hard environments we decrease
the number of resources and increase the number of enemies. Mix environment
contains four times more resources and enemies.

Figure 4.3: An agent building a table. Top row: input images. Bottom row:
attention visualized by its intensity. Episode steps are plotted horizontally.

(the last three pairs of rows in Table 4.4), OC-SA and OC-CA generalize better
compared to PPO-CNN and PPO-SPCNN (9.9 vs 8.6 and 9.2 for O1 = 94%, 9.3
vs 7.3 and 7.7 forO1 = 97%, and 8.0 vs 7.3 and 7.7 forO1 = 100%). Additionally,
object-centric agents are interpretable and potentially easier to build on in future
work. We visualize their attention maps in Section 4.5.2. The observed gener-
alization gap makes environments with large differences in object distributions
(requiring zero-shot adaptation) fruitful for developing and evaluating novel fast-
adaptation [Schmidhuber, 1992, 1993b,c,d; Irie et al., 2022] and meta-learning
[Schmidhuber, 1987] agents, such as the ones based on Fast Weight Program-
mers [Schmidhuber, 1991c; Schmidhuber, 1992, 1993; Schlag et al., 2021; Irie
et al., 2021].
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Figure 4.4: An agent collecting resources. Top row: input images. Bottom row:
attention visualized by its intensity. Episode steps are plotted horizontally.

4.4.2 CrafterOODnum - out-of-distribution object numbers.

To test generalization on different numbers of objects, we introduce the
CrafterOODnum environment. We vary the numbers of objects the agent in-
teracts with most frequently: trees, coal, cows, zombies, and skeletons. These
variants are particularly challenging as the agent might face never-before-seen sit-
uations such as fighting against more enemies or surviving in environments with
resources scarcer compared to what it was trained on. In Table 4.6 we show the
numbers of objects in the respective environments. In Table 4.6, ‘Default‘ is the
Crafter environment introduced in [Hafner, 2021]. In ‘Easy‘ environments, we
increase (double or quadruple) the number of objects representing resources
and decrease the number of enemies. ‘Hard‘ environments consist of fewer
resources and more enemies. In the ‘mix‘ environment, we quadruple the num-
bers of all objects—making it on the one hand easier in terms of resources, but
on the other hand harder in terms of enemies.

For each pair of training and evaluation environments in Table 4.6 the agents
with the best generalization score are bolded. The object-centric agent OC-SA
outperforms all models in all but one case. Note how the performance decreases
when transferring to harder environments (Easy to Default) and increases when
transferring to easier environments (Default to Easy), confirming the intended
design difficulty level. The performance drop is largest when transferring from
‘Easy (x4)‘ to ‘Hard (x4)‘ environments where the evaluation environment con-
tains 16x fewer resources and 16x more enemies than the training environment.
Finally, the object-centric OC-SA agent achieves the best generalization on av-
erage across all the environments (the last row in Table 4.6).
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Variant Crafter Score

OC-CA 10.0 ± 0.4
OC-CA + Residual MLP 7.3 ± 0.4
OC-CA + LayerNorm 4.1 ± 0.3
OC-CA + Residual MLP + LayerNorm 3.1 ± 0.6
OC-CA + Slot Competition 7.1 ± 0.3

OC-CA, Number of Slots=1 8.2 ± 0.9
OC-CA, Number of Slots=2 7.8 ± 0.4
OC-CA, Number of Slots=4 8.7 ± 0.7
CA, Number of Slots=8 10.0 ± 0.4
OC-CA, Number of Slots=16 9.1 ± 0.9

OC-CA, Number of Heads=1 6.6 ± 0.5
OC-CA, Number of Heads=2 7.3 ± 0.9
OC-CA, Number of Heads=4 8.0 ± 0.6
CA, Number of Heads=8 10.0 ± 0.4
CA, Number of Heads=16 7.2 ± 0.8

OC-CA, Patch Size=1, Stride=1 6.9 ± 0.9
OC-CA, Patch Size=8, Stride=8 7.2 ± 0.4
OC-CA, Patch Size=12, Stride=8 8.7 ± 0.7
OC-CA, Patch Size=12, Stride=12 8.9 ± 0.7
OC-CA, Patch Size=16, Stride=8 6.2 ± 0.5
OC-CA, Patch Size=16, Stride=16 10.0 ± 0.4

Table 4.8: OC-CA Agents Network Ablation.

4.5 Object-centric Agents Analysis

In this section, we first perform an ablation study of object-centric agents, in-
specting various design choices. Afterwards, we visualize attention patterns of
object-centric agents, and find their policies to be interpretable and to match
our gameplay intuitions.

4.5.1 Object-centric Agents Ablation

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time cross-attention-based meth-
ods (e.g. SlotAttention- and Perceiver-like methods) are used in an open world
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Figure 4.5: An agent crafting weapons. Top row: input images. Bottom row:
attention visualized by its intensity. Episode steps are plotted horizontally.

Figure 4.6: An agent defending against enemies. Top row: input images. Bottom
row: attention visualized by its intensity. Episode steps are plotted horizontally.

Figure 4.7: Learned attention over the whole input image instead of a fixed patch
grid. Top row: input images. Bottom row: attention visualized by its intensity.
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survival game. In this section, we perform an ablation analysis, compare our
agent to the standard architectural choices from the literature and show that
these vanilla agents underperform.

The ablation study results are shown in Table 4.8. Firstly, cross-attention-
based methods typically employ LayerNorm [Ba et al., 2016] and residual MLPs.
In Table 4.8 we can see that the variant using these “CA + Residual MLP + Lay-
erNorm” underperforms. Including any of these modules individually (“CA +
Residual MLP” and “CA + LayerNorm”) does not improve performance. More-
over, competition over slots (a softmax over queries) “CA + Slot Competition”
akin to SlotAttention also hurts the downstream performance. This led us to con-
verge to an architecture that uses a single cross-attention over the input image,
with no latent self-attention, no layer normalization, no residual connections,
and no slot-wise competition.

We found the optimal number of heads and slots to be eight. We speculate
that the higher number of slots lets each attend to different objects in the input,
and the higher number of heads allows for operation specialization for each of
the heads. Finally, we observe that a larger patch size (with the appropriate
stride) improves performance. On the other hand, the agents with learned ob-
ject representations “CA, Patch Size=1, Stride=1” do not perform as well as the
attention with larger patches. Although in theory more powerful as it can attend
to varying object sizes, this variant needs first to learn which pixels belong to
each object. In Crafter, objects are of equal size, so the patches can be cho-
sen to correspond to those. We suspect the attention over pixels would better
generalize to objects of different sizes.

4.5.2 OC-SA Agents Visualization and Interpretability.

Here we visualize the CLS token attention in OC-SA. Visualizations in Figs. 4.3
to 4.6 stem from a single agent and are representative of most episodes of a
trained agent. In Fig. 4.4, we can see an agent collecting resources. In the
first frame (the leftmost figure) the agent notices a tree nearby and then focuses
consistently on it and collects it. In the final frame, the agent attends to the
newly collected wood resource.

The episode is continued in Figure 4.3, in which the agent builds a table.
After collecting one tree, the agent needs to collect another one to build a table.
It spots more trees in its vicinity and goes towards them, never losing sight of
the tree and the position where it wants to craft a table. It collects another tree
and attends again to the wood resources. Determining that it has enough wood
(two pieces), it builds a table to facilitate crafting of further tools and weapons.
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Once it has built the table, the agent can use it to craft tools (weapons), but
it first needs to collect more resources. In Figure 4.5 it collects the two nearby
trees and uses them to build a wooden sword and a wooden pickaxe (shown in
the inventory). The sequence is reminiscent of what a human player would do:
collect one tree, craft a sword, collect another tree and craft a pickaxe. It can
use pickaxe to collect stones or coal or to defend against enemies.

In Fig. 4.6, an agent defends against a zombie during the night (the reason
why the frame color is darker). Initially, the agent does not attend to the zombie,
probably because it is still far away. As the zombie gets closer, it attends more
and more to it and finally defeats it.

4.5.3 OC-CA Agents Visualization and Interpretability.

In Figure 4.7 we visualize the learned attention patterns when each slot can at-
tend to any set of pixels in the input image, compared to only a predefined set of
patches from a fixed grid. We find that the learned attention attends to the salient
objects in the scene: zombies (1st, 3rd, and 5th columns), trees (2nd, 3rd, and
4th columns), resources (water overall), and the inventory. We observe more
numerous but smaller attention patterns than the patch-based attention that is
typically focused on two to five patches. Although in theory more powerful, in
practice the learned attention models underperform the patch-based ones. We
suspect this is because the learned attention agents first need to find out what
an object actually is, whereas patch-based ones have a more “guided” learning
process. We speculate that greater gains of learned attention would occur in
scenarios with objects of varying sizes, in which case a fixed grid would be a
too rigid representation.

4.6 Related Work

RL benchmarks have played a crucial role in developing and evaluating novel
(deep) RL algorithms [Bellemare et al., 2013; Brockman et al., 2016; Kempka
et al., 2016; Beattie et al., 2016; Tassa et al., 2018; Juliani et al., 2018]. An
especially important role has been played by video games including arcade
games [Bellemare et al., 2013], racing environments [Wymann et al., 2000], first-
person shooters [Kempka et al., 2016], strategy games [Synnaeve et al., 2016;
Vinyals et al., 2017], and open world games [Guss et al., 2019, 2021]. For an
extensive survey of deep (reinforcement) learning for video game playing see
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[Justesen et al., 2019]. Open world games have recently received special atten-
tion, e.g., Minecraft [Johnson et al., 2016; Guss et al., 2019, 2021].

However, these environments come with their drawbacks. For example,
Minecraft is too complex to be solved from scratch by current methods [Milani
et al., 2020]. The recently published method for mining a diamond [Baker et al.,
2022] uses human-annotated data to bootstrap learning via behavioral cloning.
It is also unclear by what metric agents should be evaluated. On the other hand,
Atari requires large amounts of computation: training an agent with five random
seeds on each game for 200M steps requires over 2000 GPU days [Castro et al.,
2018; Hessel et al., 2018; Hafner, 2021], which hinders fast iteration cycles.
Most importantly, many Atari games are nearly deterministic, so the agents can
approximately memorize action sequences and are not required to generalize to
new situations [Machado et al., 2018].

Environments like ProcGen [Cobbe et al., 2020] evaluate the generalization
capabilities of agents through procedural level generation, which requires sub-
stantial compute [Hafner, 2021]. Chan et al. [Chan et al., 2022] recently in-
vestigated how RL algorithms perform in environments where feature distribu-
tion is not uniform but Zipfian, similar to the one of objects encountered in
the real world, or in our CrafterOODapp environments. Generalization bench-
marks based on DeepMind’s Control Suite [Tassa et al., 2018; Stone et al., 2021;
Hansen and Wang, 2021; Grigsby and Qi, 2020; Zhang et al., 2018] test the
agent’s robustness to background variations but not to variations of environmen-
tal object configurations, e.g., visual appearance, number of objects, or object
compositions. For a thorough recent survey on generalization in RL, see [Kirk
et al., 2021].

The Crafter game addresses these shortcomings. Crafter is an open world sur-
vival game for RL research whose dynamics are inspired by the popular game
Minecraft. The benchmark is designed to address existing research challenges,
such as strong generalization via procedural generation, deep exploration via
achievements conditioned on one another, learning from high-dimensional im-
age observations and sparse rewards that require long-term reasoning and credit
assignment. It facilitates evaluation by combining semantically meaningful
achievements and fast iteration speed. Our newly introduced CrafterOODapp
and CrafterOODnum inherit all these benefits and additionally test some agent’s
generalization ability and robustness in presence of unseen objects, setting the
stage for the development of fast-adaptation or meta-learning agents.

Research on RL neural network-based policies that generalize to OOD envi-
ronments is an important research area currently tackled from several directions
[Kirk et al., 2021]. One potential explanation of the poor generalization of neu-
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ral networks is that they cannot dynamically and flexibly bind the information
distributed throughout the network [Greff et al., 2020]. This is also known as
the binding problem [Von Der Malsburg, 1994; Roskies, 1999]. Recent work
addresses this through object-centric neural networks that learn (discrete) object
representations from raw visual input, to support efficient learning and general-
ization to novel scenarios and behaviors. Object-centric methods have success-
fully been used for OOD generalization in both supervised and unsupervised
learning [Greff et al., 2015, 2016, 2017; van Steenkiste et al., 2018; Eslami et al.,
2016; Kosiorek et al., 2018; Stanić and Schmidhuber, 2019; Burgess et al., 2019;
Greff et al., 2019; Engelcke et al., 2020; Locatello et al., 2020; Stanić et al., 2021;
Creswell et al., 2021; Kipf et al., 2021] and in RL [Watters et al., 2019a; Veera-
paneni et al., 2020; Kipf et al., 2020; Carvalho et al., 2021]. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first time they are used in open world RL survival games.

Architecturally closest to our work are methods that learn a set of vectors
(slots) by attending to the input via cross-attention. This idea was introduced in
SetTransformer [Lee et al., 2019] and successfully used for object detection [Car-
ion et al., 2020], unsupervised learning of objects [Locatello et al., 2020; Kipf
et al., 2021], learning permutation-invariant agents [Tang et al., 2020; Tang and
Ha, 2021], and general perception modules [Jaegle et al., 2021b,a; Alayrac et al.,
2022]. Most similar to our object-centric agents are the AttentionAgent [Tang
et al., 2020] and the SensoryNeuron [Tang and Ha, 2021]. The former uses
neuroevolution to optimize an architecture with a hard attention bottleneck, re-
sulting in a network that only receives a fraction of the visual input and gen-
eralizes to unseen backgrounds. The latter further improves AttentionAgent’s
robustness to permuted orderings of its inputs. Our agents also share similari-
ties with attention-based modular neural networks [Santoro et al., 2018; Goyal
et al., 2019; Mott et al., 2019; Carvalho et al., 2021], learning a (modular) repre-
sentation by attending over the input. However, unlike our object-centric work,
prior work did not consider object-centric agents for OOD generalization in
procedurally generated open world games.

4.7 Conclusion and Discussion

Challenging benchmarks are essential for the research on new reinforcement
learning methods. However, they should be simple enough to allow for conve-
nient systematic analysis and fast iteration cycles. Tests against strong baselines
are crucial.

The paper we described in this chapter contributions to all of the above. We
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report important observations on the Crafter environment. Our analysis shows
that PPO-based agents trained for 20M steps can unlock all but the last achieve-
ment. However, this impressive score still falls short of the human score [Hafner,
2021], indicating that Crafter remains an open research challenge, especially for
sample-efficient RL agents.

We introduce CrafterOODapp and CrafterOODnum, new environments
that evaluate some agent’s robustness against varying object appearances and
numbers of objects. Baseline agents fail to adapt in evaluation environments
containing unseen objects, whereas our novel object-centric agents perform
well. An additional benefit of object-centric agents is their interpretability. In
the investigated environments, self-attention-based methods outperform cross-
attention methods. Future work will confirm or disconfirm similar superiority
in environments with varying object sizes. Further variations could also include
different reward between training and test environments or different production
trees (such as having more or less path leading to an achievement) in the evalu-
ation environments.

Our OOD environments should help to evaluate fast-adaptation and meta-
learning agents. For example, object-centric agents could be improved by incor-
porating decoding objectives, to extract as much signal from the environment
as possible, and by exploring ways of training larger object-centric networks.
It would also be interesting to investigate whether object-centric inductive bi-
ases can enable model-based RL agents to learn better world models. Crafter
and our newly introduced CrafterOOD are good candidates for exploring all
of these directions, offering control of environmental configurations, excellent
visual inspection, and fast iteration cycles.

Finally, goals and actions only implicitly modulate the learning of object rep-
resentations. It would be interesting to investigate ways of explicitly modulating
objects either by conditioning them on the goal or the action.
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Chapter 5

Synchrony-based Object Discovery
with Complex-Valued Autoencoders

Current state-of-the-art object-centric models use slots and attention-based rout-
ing for binding. However, this class of models has several conceptual limitations:
the number of slots is hardwired; all slots have equal capacity; training has
high computational cost; there are no object-level relational factors within slots.
Synchrony-based models in principle can address these limitations by using
complex-valued activations which store binding information in their phase com-
ponents. However, working examples of such synchrony-based models have
been developed only very recently, and are still limited to toy grayscale datasets
and simultaneous storage of less than three objects in practice. In this chap-
ter, we introduce architectural modifications and a novel contrastive learning
method that greatly improve the state-of-the-art synchrony-based model [Löwe
et al., 2022]. For the first time, we obtain a class of synchrony-based models
capable of discovering objects in an unsupervised manner in multi-object color
datasets and simultaneously representing more than three objects.

Slot-based approaches have several conceptual limitations. First, the binding
information (i.e. addresses) about object instances are maintained only by the
constant number of slots—a hard-wired component which cannot be adapted
through learning. This restricts the ability of slot-based models to flexibly rep-
resent a varying number of objects with variable precision without tuning the
slot size, number of slots, number of iterations, etc. Second, the inductive bias
used by the grouping module strongly enforces independence among all pairs
of slots. This restricts individual slots to store relational features at the object-

This chapter is based on “Contrastive Training of Complex-Valued Autoencoders for Object
Discovery” [Stanić et al., 2023b] paper, which was published at NeurIPS 2023.
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level, and requires additional processing of slots using a relational module, e.g.,
Graph Neural Networks [Battaglia et al., 2016; Gilmer et al., 2017] or Trans-
former models [Vaswani et al., 2017; Schmidhuber, 1992; Schlag et al., 2021].
Third, binding based on iterative attention is in general computationally very de-
manding to train [Löwe et al., 2022]. Additionally, the spatial broadcast decoder
[Watters et al., 2019b] (a necessary component in these models) requires mul-
tiple forward/backward passes to render the slot-wise reconstruction and alpha
masks, resulting in a large memory overhead as well.

Recently, Löwe et al. [2022] revived another class of neural object binding
models [Mozer et al., 1991; Mozer, 1998; Reichert and Serre, 2014] (synchrony-
based models) which are based on complex-valued neural networks. Synchrony-
based models are conceptually very promising. In principle, they address most
of the conceptual challenges faced by slot-based models. The binding mecha-
nism is implemented via constructive or destructive phase interference caused
by the addition of complex-valued activations. They store and process informa-
tion about object instances in the phases of complex activations which are more
amenable to adaptation through gradient-based learning. Further, they can in
principle store a variable number of objects with variable precision by partition-
ing the phase components of complex activations at varying levels of granularity.
Additionally, synchrony-based models can represent relational information di-
rectly in their distributed representation, i.e., distance in phase space yields an
implicit relational metric between object instances (e.g., inferring part-whole
hierarchy from distance in “tag” space [Mozer, 1998]). Lastly, the training of
synchrony-based models is computationally more efficient by two orders of mag-
nitude [Löwe et al., 2022].

However, the true potential of synchrony-based models for object binding is
yet to be explored; the current state-of-the-art synchrony-based model, Complex-
valued AutoEncoder (CAE) [Löwe et al., 2022], still has several limitations. First,
it is yet to be benchmarked on any multi-object datasets [Kabra et al., 2019] with
color images (even simplisitic ones such as Tetrominoes) due to limitations
in the evaluation method to extract discrete object identities from continuous
phase maps [Löwe et al., 2022]. Second, we empirically observe that it shows
low separability (Table 5.2) in the phase space, thereby leading to very poor
(near chance-level) grouping performance on dSprites and CLEVR. Lastly, CAE
can simultaenously represent at most 3 objects [Löwe et al., 2022], making it
infeasible for harder benchmark datasets [Kabra et al., 2019; Greff et al., 2022].

Our goal is to improve the state-of-art synchrony models by addressing these
limitations of CAE [Löwe et al., 2022]. First, we propose a few simple archi-
tectural changes to the CAE: i) remove the 1x1 convolution kernel as well as
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the sigmoid activation in the output layer of decoder, and ii) use convolution
and upsample layers instead of transposed convolution in the decoder. These
changes enable our improved CAE, which we call CAE++, to achieve good
grouping performance on the Tetrominoes dataset—a task on which the orig-
inal CAE completely fails. Further, we introduce a novel contrastive learning
method to increase separability in phase values of pixels (regions) belonging
to two different objects. The resulting model, which we call Contrastively
Trained Complex-valued AutoEncoders (CtCAE), is the first kind of synchrony-
based object binding models to achieve good grouping performance on multi-
object color datasets with more than three objects (Figure 5.2). Our contrastive
learning method yields significant gains in grouping performance over CAE++,
consistently across three multi-object color datasets (Tetrominoes, dSprites
and CLEVR). Finally, we qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate the separability
in phase space and generalization of CtCAE w.r.t. number of objects seen at
train/test time.

5.1 Background

We briefly overview the CAE architecture [Löwe et al., 2022] which forms the
basis of our proposed models. CAE performs binding through complex-valued
activations which transmit two types of messages: magnitudes of complex acti-
vations to represent the strength of a feature and phases to represent which fea-
tures must be processed together. The constructive or destructive interference
through addition of complex activations in every layer pressurizes the network
to use similar phase values for all patches belonging to the same object while
separating those associated with different objects. Patches of the same object
contain a high amount of pointwise mutual information so their destructive in-
terference would degrade its reconstruction.

The CAE is an autoencoder with real-valued weights that manipulate
complex-valued activations. Let h and w denote positive integers. The input
is a positive real-valued image x′ ∈ Rh×w×3 (height h and width w, with 3 chan-
nels for color images). An artificial initial phase of zero is added to each pixel
of x′ (i.e., ϕ = 0 ∈ Rh×w×3) to obtain a complex-valued input x ∈ Ch×w×3:

x = x′ ⊙ eiϕ, where ⊙ denotes a Hadamard product (5.1)

Let din, dout and p denote positive integers. Every layer in the CAE transforms
complex-valued input x ∈ Cdin to complex-valued output z ∈ Cdout (where we
simply denote input/output sizes as din and dout which typically have multiple
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dimensions, e.g., h×w×3 for the input layer), using a function fw : Rdin → Rdout

with real-valued trainable parameters w ∈ Rp. fw is typically a convolutional or
linear layer. First, fw is applied separately to the real and imaginary components
of the input:

ψ = fw (Re(x)) + fw (Im(x)) i ∈ Cdout (5.2)

Note that both Re(x), Im(x) ∈ Rdin . Second, separate trainable bias vectors
bm, bϕ ∈ Rdout are applied to the magnitude and phase components of ψ ∈
Cdout :

mψ = |ψ|+ bm ∈ Rdout ; ϕψ = arg(ψ) + bϕ ∈ Rdout (5.3)

Third, the CAE uses an additional gating function proposed by Reichert and
Serre [2014] to further transform this “intermediate” magnitude mψ ∈ Rdout .
This gating function dampens the response of an output unit as a function of
the phase difference between two inputs. It is designed such that the corre-
sponding response curve approximates experimental recordings of the analo-
gous curve from a Hodgkin-Huxley model of a biological neuron [Reichert and
Serre, 2014]. Concretely, an intermediate activation vector χ ∈ Rdout (called
classic term [Reichert and Serre, 2014]) is computed by applying fw to the mag-
nitude of the input x ∈ Cdin , and a convex combination of this classic term
and the magnitude mψ (called synchrony term [Reichert and Serre, 2014]) from
Eq. 5.3 is computed to yield “gated magnitudes” mz ∈ Rdout as follows:

χ = fw (|x|) + bm ∈ Rdout ; mz =
1

2
mψ +

1

2
χ ∈ Rdout (5.4)

Finally, the output of the layer z ∈ Cdout is obtained by applying non-linearities
to this magnitude mz (Eq. 5.4) while leaving the phase values ϕψ (Eq. 5.3) un-
touched:

z = ReLU(BatchNorm(mz))⊙ eiϕψ ∈ Cdout (5.5)

The ReLU activation ensures that the magnitude of z is positive, and any phase
flips are prevented by its application solely to the magnitude component mz.
For more details of the CAE [Löwe et al., 2022] and gating function [Reichert
and Serre, 2014] we refer the readers to the respective papers. The final object
grouping in CAE is obtained through K-means clustering based on the phases at
the output of the decoder; each pixel is assigned to a cluster corresponding to
an object [Löwe et al., 2022].
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Figure 5.1: Sampling process of positive (green) and negative (red) pairs for one
anchor (purple) in the CtCAE model. The sampling process here is visualized
only for the decoder output. Note that we contrast the encoder output in an iden-
tical manner. Anchor address (the purple box marked with an X) corresponds to
the patch of magnitude values and the feature corresponds to the phase values.
See Contrastive Training of CAEs in Section 5.2 for more details.

5.2 Method

We describe the architectural and contrastive training details used by our pro-
posed CAE++ and CtCAE models respectively below.

CAE++. We first propose some simple but crucial architectural modifications
that enable the vanilla CAE [Löwe et al., 2022] to achieve good grouping perfor-
mance on multi-object datasets such as Tetrominoes with color images. These
architectural modifications include — i) Remove the 1x1 convolution kernel and
associated sigmoid activation in the output layer (“fout” in Löwe et al. [2022]) of
the decoder, ii) Use convolution and upsample layers in place of transposed con-
volution layers in the decoder (cf. “fdec” architecture in Table 3 from Löwe et al.
[2022]). We term this improved CAE variant that adopts these architectural mod-
ifications as CAE++. As we will show below in Table 5.1, these modifications
allow our CAE++ to consistently outperform the CAE across all 3 multi-object
datasets with color images.

Contrastive Training of CAEs. Despite the improved grouping of CAE++ com-
pared to CAE, we still empirically observe that CAE++ shows poor separa-
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bility1 (we also illustrate this in Section 5.3). This motivates us to introduce
an auxiliary training objective that explicitly encourages higher separability in
phase space. For that, we propose a contrastive learning method [Gutmann and
Hyvärinen, 2010; Oord et al., 2018] that modulates the distance between pairs
of distributed representations based on some notion of (dis)similarity between
them (which we define below). This design reflects the desired behavior to drive
the phase separation process between two different objects thereby facilitating
better grouping performance.

Before describing our contrastive learning method mathematically below,
here we explain its essential ingredients (illustrated in Figure 5.1). For setting
up the contrastive objective, we first (randomly) sample “anchors” from a set of
“datapoints”. The main idea of contrastive learning is to “contrast” these anchors
to their respective “positive” and “negative” examples in a certain representa-
tion space. This requires us to define two representation spaces: one associated
with the similarity measure to define positive/negative examples given an an-
chor, and another one on which we effectively apply the contrastive objective,
itself defined as a certain distance function to be minimized. We use the term
addresses to refer to the representations used to measure similarity, and conse-
quently extract positive and negative pairs w.r.t. to the anchor. We use the term
features to refer to the representations that are contrasted. As outlined earlier,
the goal of the contrastive objective is to facilitate separability of phase values.
It is then a natural choice to use the phase components of complex-valued out-
puts as features and the magnitude components as addresses in the contrastive
loss. This results in angular distance between phases (features) being modu-
lated by the contrastive objective based on how (dis)similar their corresponding
magnitude components (addresses) are. Since the magnitude components of
complex-valued activations are used to reconstruct the image (Equation (5.7)),
they capture requisite visual properties of objects. In short, the contrastive objec-
tive increases or decreases the angular distance of phase components of points
(pixels/image regions) in relation to how (dis)similar their visual properties are.

Our contrastive learning method works as follows. Let h′, w′, df, NA, and
M denote positive integers. Here we generically denote the dimension of the
output of any CAE layer as h′×w′×df. This results in a set of h′×w′ “datapoints”
of dimension df for our contrastive learning. From this set of datapoints, we
randomly sample NA anchors. We denote this set of anchors as a matrix A ∈
RNA×df ; each anchor is thus denoted as Ak ∈ Rdf for all k ∈ {1, ..., NA}. Now by

1We define separability as the minimum angular distance of phase values between a pair of
prototypical points (centroids) that belong to different objects
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Algorithm 1: Mining positive and negative pairs for a single anchor for
the contrastive objective. Scalar parameters are ktop — the number of
candidates from which to sample one positive pair and mbottom — the
number of candidates from which to sample (M − 1) negative pairs.

Inputs: anchor_address ∈ Rdf , addresses ∈ Rh′×w′×df , features
∈ Rh′×w′×df .

Params: Scalars ktop,mbottom,M .
1: addresses ← Flatten(addresses, dims=(0,1))
2: features ← Flatten(features, dims=(0,1))
3: distances ← CosineDistance(addresses, anchor_address)
4: top_k_features ← features[argsort(distances, dim=0)[:ktop]]
5: bottom_m_features ← features[argsort(distances,

dim=0)[−mbottom:]]
6: pos_pair_idx ∼ Uniform [0, ktop] ▷ sample 1 positive pair
7: neg_pair_idxs ∼ Uniform [0, mbottom]×(M − 1) ▷ M − 1 samples

without replacement
8: positive_pair ← top_k_features[pos_pair_idx]
9: negative_pairs ← bottom_m_features[neg_pair_idxs]

10: return positive_pair, negative_pairs

using Algorithm 1, we extract 1 positive and M − 1 negative examples for each
anchor. We denote these examples by a matrix Pk ∈ RM×df for each anchor
k ∈ {1, ..., NA} arranged such that Pk

1 ∈ Rdf is the positive example and all other
rows Pk

j ∈ Rdf for j ∈ {2, ...,M} are negative ones. Finally, our contrastive
loss is an adaptation of the standard InfoNCE loss [Oord et al., 2018] which is
defined as follows:

Lct =
1

NA

NA∑
k=1

log
(

exp
(
d
(
Ak;Pk

1

)
/τ
)∑M

j=1 exp
(
d
(
Ak;Pk

j

)
/τ
)) (5.6)

where NA is the number of anchors sampled for each input, d(xk; xl) refers to
the cosine distance between a pair of vectors xk, xl ∈ Rdf and τ ∈ R>0 is the
softmax temperature.

We empirically observe that applying the contrastive loss on outputs of both
encoder and decoder is better than applying it on only either one (Table 5.5). We
hypothesize that this is the case because it utilizes both high-level, abstract and
global features (on the encoder-side) as well as low-level and local visual cues
(on the decoder-side) that better capture visual (dis)similarity between positive
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and negative pairs. We also observe that using magnitude components of com-
plex outputs of both the encoder and decoder as addresses for mining positive
and negative pairs while using the phase components of complex-valued out-
puts as the features for the contrastive loss performs the best among all the other
possible alternatives (Table C.8). These ablations also support our initial intu-
itions (described above) while designing the contrastive objective for improving
separability in phase space.

Finally, the complete training objective function of CtCAE is:

L = Lmse + β · Lct ; Lmse = ||x′ − x̂||22 ; x̂ = |y| (5.7)

where L defines the loss for a single input image x′ ∈ Rh×w×3, and Lmse is the
standard reconstruction loss used by the CAE [Löwe et al., 2022]. The recon-
structed image x̂ ∈ Rh×w×3 is generated from the complex-valued outputs of
the decoder y ∈ Ch×w×3 by using its magnitude component. In practice, we
train all models by minimizing the training loss L over a batch of images. The
CAE baseline model and our proposed CAE++ variant are trained using only
the reconstruction objective (i.e. β = 0) whereas our proposed CtCAE model is
trained using the complete training objective.

5.3 Results

Here we provide our experimental results. We first describe details of the
datasets, baseline models, training procedure and evaluation metrics. We then
show results (always across 5 seeds) on grouping of our CtCAE model compared
to the baselines (CAE and our variant CAE++), separability in phase space,
generalization capabilities w.r.t to number of objects seen at train/test time and
ablation studies for each of our design choices. Finally, we comment on the
limitations of our proposed method.

Datasets. We evaluate the models on three datasets from the Multi-Object
datasets suite [Kabra et al., 2019] namely Tetrominoes, dSprites and CLEVR
(Figure 5.2) used by prior work in object-centric learning [Greff et al., 2019; Lo-
catello et al., 2020; Emami et al., 2021]. For CLEVR, we use the filtered version
[Emami et al., 2021] which consists of images containing less than seven ob-
jects. For the main evaluation, we use the same image resolution as Emami et al.
[2021], i.e., 32x32 for Tetrominoes, 64x64 for dSprites and 96x96 for CLEVR
(a center crop of 192x192 that is then resized to 96x96). For computational rea-
sons, we perform all ablations and analysis on 32x32 resolution. Performance
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Input Recon. GT Mask Mask Phase Rad. Phase Magnitude

Figure 5.2: Unsupervised object discovery on Tetrominoes, dSprites and
CLEVR with CtCAE. “Phase Rad.” (col. 5) is the radial plot with the phase val-
ues from -π to π radians. “Phase” (col. 6), are phase values (in radians) averaged
over the 3 output channels as a heatmap (colors correspond to those from “Phase
Rad.”) and “Magnitude” (col. 7) is the magnitude component of the outputs.

of all models are ordered in the same way on 32x32 resolution as the original
resolution (see Table 5.1), but with significant training and evaluation speed up.
In Tetrominoes and dSprites the number of training images is 60K whereas in
CLEVR it is 50K. All three datasets have 320 test images on which we report all
the evaluation metrics. For more details about the datasets and preprocessing,
please refer to Appendix C.1.

Models & Training Details. We compare our CtCAE model to the state-of-the-
art synchrony-basedmethod for unsupervised object discovery (CAE [Löwe et al.,
2022]) as well as to our own improved version thereof (CAE++) introduced in
Section 5.2. For more details about the encoder and decoder architecture of all
models see Appendix C.1. We use the same architecture as CAE [Löwe et al.,
2022], except with increased number of convolution channels (same across all
models). We train models for 50K steps on Tetrominoes, and 100K steps on
dSprites and CLEVR with Adam optimizer [Kingma and Jimmy Ba, 2015] with
a constant learning rate of 4e-4, i.e., no warmup schedules or annealing (all
hyperparameter details are given in Appendix C.1).
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Dataset Model MSE ↓ ARI-FG ↑ ARI-FULL ↑

Tetrominoes CAE 4.57e-2 ± 1.08e-3 0.00 ± 0.00 0.12 ± 0.02

(32x32) CAE++ 5.07e-5 ± 2.80e-5 0.78 ± 0.07 0.84 ± 0.01

CtCAE 9.73e-5 ± 4.64e-5 0.84 ± 0.09 0.85 ± 0.01

SlotAttention – 0.99 ± 0.00 –

dSprites CAE 8.16e-3 ± 2.54e-5 0.05 ± 0.02 0.10 ± 0.02

(64x64) CAE++ 1.60e-3 ± 1.33e-3 0.51 ± 0.08 0.54 ± 0.14

CtCAE 1.56e-3 ± 1.58e-4 0.56 ± 0.11 0.90 ± 0.03

SlotAttention – 0.91 ± 0.01 –

CLEVR CAE 1.50e-3 ± 4.53e-4 0.04 ± 0.03 0.18 ± 0.06

(96x96) CAE++ 2.41e-4 ± 3.45e-5 0.27 ± 0.13 0.31 ± 0.07

CtCAE 3.39e-4 ± 3.65e-5 0.54 ± 0.02 0.68 ± 0.08

SlotAttention – 0.99 ± 0.01 –

dSprites CAE 7.24e-3 ± 8.45e-5 0.01 ± 0.00 0.05 ± 0.00

(32x32) CAE++ 8.67e-4 ± 1.92e-4 0.38 ± 0.05 0.49 ± 0.15

CtCAE 1.10e-3 ± 2.59e-4 0.48 ± 0.03 0.68 ± 0.13

CLEVR CAE 1.84e-3 ± 5.68e-4 0.11 ± 0.07 0.12 ± 0.11

(32x32) CAE++ 4.04e-4 ± 4.04e-4 0.22 ± 0.10 0.30 ± 0.18

CtCAE 9.88e-4 ± 1.42e-3 0.50 ± 0.05 0.69 ± 0.25

Table 5.1: MSE and ARI scores (mean ± standard deviation across 5 seeds)
for CAE, CAE++ and CtCAE models for Tetrominoes, dSprites and CLEVR
on their respective full resolutions. For all datasets, CtCAE vastly outperforms
CAE++ which in turn outperforms the CAE baseline. Results for 32x32
dSprites and CLEVR are also provided, these follow closely the scores on the
full resolutions. SlotAttention results are from Emami et al. [2021].

Evaluation Metrics. We use the same evaluation protocol as prior work [Greff
et al., 2019; Locatello et al., 2020; Emami et al., 2021; Löwe et al., 2022] which
compares the grouping performance of models using the Adjusted Rand Index
(ARI) [Rand, 1971; Hubert and Arabie, 1985]. We report two variants of the
ARI score [Hubert and Arabie, 1985], i.e., ARI-FG and ARI-FULL consistent with
Löwe et al. [2022]. ARI-FG measures the ARI score only for the foreground and
ARI-FULL takes into account all pixels.
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Figure 5.3: CAE, CAE++ and CtCAE comparison on Tetrominoes (columns
1-3), dSprites (columns 4-6) and CLEVR (columns 7-9). First row: ground truth
masks and input images.

Unsupervised Object Discovery. Table 5.1 shows the performance of our
CAE++, CtCAE, and the baseline CAE [Löwe et al., 2022] on Tetrominoes,
dSprites and CLEVR. We first observe that the CAE baseline almost completely
fails on all datasets as shown by its very low ARI-FG and ARI-FULL scores. The
MSE values in Table 5.1 indicate that CAE even struggles to reconstruct these
color images. In contrast, CAE++ achieves significantly higher ARI scores,
consistently across all three datasets; this demonstrates the impact of the archi-
tectural modifications we propose. However, on the most challenging CLEVR
dataset, CAE++ still achieves relatively low ARI scores. Its contrastive learning-
augmented counterpart, CtCAE consistently outperforms CAE++ both in terms
of ARI-FG and ARI-FULL metrics. Notably, CtCAE achieves more than double
the ARI scores of CAE++ on the most challenging CLEVR dataset which high-
lights the benefits of our contrastive method. All these results demonstrate that
CtCAE is capable of object discovery (still far from perfect) on all datasets which
include color images and more than three objects per scene, unlike the exisiting
state-of-the-art synchrony-based model, CAE.

Quantitative Evaluation of Separability. To gain further insights into why our
contrastive method is beneficial, we quantitatively analyse the phase maps us-
ing two distance metrics: inter-cluster and intra-cluster distances. In fact, in all
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Dataset Model Inter-cluster (min) ↑ Inter-cluster (mean) ↑ Intra-cluster ↓

Tetrominoes CAE++ 0.14 ± 0.00 0.30 ± 0.02 0.022 ± 0.010

CtCAE 0.15 ± 0.01 0.31 ± 0.03 0.020 ± 0.010

dSprites CAE++ 0.13 ± 0.05 0.51 ± 0.05 0.034 ± 0.007

CtCAE 0.13 ± 0.03 0.39 ± 0.10 0.027 ± 0.009

CLEVR CAE++ 0.10 ± 0.06 0.53 ± 0.15 0.033 ± 0.013

CtCAE 0.12 ± 0.05 0.50 ± 0.12 0.024 ± 0.005

Table 5.2: Quantifying the Separability through inter- and intra-cluster metrics
of the phase space. For the inter-cluster metric, we report both the minimum
and mean across clusters.

CAE-family of models, final object grouping is obtained through K-means clus-
tering based on the phases at the output of the decoder; each pixel is assigned
to a cluster with the corresponding centroid. Inter-cluster distance measures the
Euclidean distance between centroids of each pair of clusters averaged over all
such pairs. Larger inter-cluster distance allows for easier discriminability during
clustering to obtain object assignments from phase maps. On the other hand,
intra-cluster distance quantifies the “concentration” of points within a cluster,
and is computed as the average Euclidean distance between each point in the
cluster and the cluster centroid. Smaller intra-cluster distance results in an eas-
ier clustering task as the clusters are then more condensed. We compute these
distance metrics on a per-image basis before averaging over all samples in the
dataset. The results in Table 5.2 show that, the mean intra-cluster distance (last
column) is smaller for CtCAE than CAE++ on two (dSprites and CLEVR) of
the three datasets. Also, even though the average inter-cluster distance (fourth
column) is sometimes higher for CAE++, the minimum inter-cluster distance
(third column)—which is a more relevant metric for separability—is larger for
CtCAE. This confirms that compared to CAE++, CtCAE tends to have better
phase map properties for object grouping, as is originally motivated by our con-
trastive method.

Object Storage Capacity. Löwe et al. [2022] note that the performance of CAE
sharply decreases for images with more than 3 objects. We report the perfor-
mance of CtCAE and CAE++ on subsets of the test set split by the number of
objects, to measure how their grouping performance changes w.r.t. the num-
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Input Recon. GT Mask Mask Phase Rad. Phase Magnitude

Figure 5.4: CtCAE on CLEVR is able to infer more than four objects, although it
sometimes makes mistakes, such as specular effects or grouping together based
on color (two yellow objects).

ARI-FG ARI-FULL ARI-FG ARI-FULL ARI-FG ARI-FULL ARI-FG ARI-FULL

dSprites 2 objects 3 objects 4 objects 5 objects

CAE++ 0.29 0.58 0.39 0.53 0.43 0.45 0.45 0.44
CtCAE 0.45 0.76 0.48 0.72 0.48 0.65 0.48 0.61

CLEVR 3 objects 4 objects 5 objects 6 objects

CAE++ 0.32 0.35 0.33 0.32 0.31 0.26 0.32 0.27
CtCAE 0.53 0.71 0.52 0.70 0.47 0.67 0.45 0.68

Table 5.3: Object storage capacity: training on the full dSprites dataset and
evaluating separately on subsets containing images with 2, 3, 4 or 5 objects.
Analogously, training on the full CLEVR dataset and evaluating separately on
subsets containing images with 3, 4, 5 or 6 objects.

ber of objects. In dSprites the images contain 2, 3, 4 or 5 objects, in CLEVR
3, 4, 5 or 6 objects. Note that the models are trained on the entire training split
of the respective datasets. Table 5.3 shows that both methods perform well on
images containing more than 3 objects (their performance does not drop much
on images with 4 or more objects). We also observe that the CtCAE consistently
maintains a significant lead over CAE in terms of ARI scores across different
numbers of objects. In another set of experiments (see Appendix C.2), we also
show that CtCAE generalizes well to more objects (e.g. 5 or 6) when trained
only on a subset of images containing less than this number of objects. Addi-
tionally, we observe that CtCAE generalizes well to more objects (e.g. 5 or 6)
when trained only on a subset of images containing less than this number of
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Model ARI-FG ↑ ARI-FULL ↑

CAE 0.00 ± 0.00 0.12 ± 0.02

CAE-(fout 1x1 conv) 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00

CAE-(fout sigmoid) 0.12 ± 0.12 0.35 ± 0.36

CAE-transp.+upsamp. 0.10 ± 0.21 0.10 ± 0.22

CAE++ 0.78 ± 0.07 0.84 ± 0.01

CtCAE 0.84 ± 0.09 0.85 ± 0.01

Table 5.4: Architectural ablations on Tetrominoes.

objects (see Appendix C.2 for results).

Ablation on Architectural Modifications. Table 5.4 shows an ablation study
on the proposed architectural modifications on Tetrominoes (for similar find-
ings on other datasets, see Appendix C.2.2). We observe that the sigmoid acti-
vation on the output layer of the decoder significantly impedes learning on color
datasets. A significant performance jump is also observed when replacing trans-
posed convolution layers [Löwe et al., 2022] with convolution and upsample
layers. By applying all these modifications, we obtain our CAE++ model that
results in significantly better ARI scores on all datasets, therefore supporting our
design choices.

Ablation on Feature Layers to Contrast. In CtCAE we contrast feature vectors
both at the output of the encoder and the output of the decoder. Table 5.5 jus-
tifies this choice; this default setting (Enc+Dec) outperforms both other options
where we apply the constrastive loss either only in the encoder or the decoder
output. We hypothesize that this is because these two contrastive strategies are
complementary: one uses low-level cues (dec) and the other high-level abstract
features (enc).

Qualitative Evaluation of Grouping. Finally, we conduct some qualitative
analyses of both successful and failed grouping modes shown by CAE++ and
CtCAEmodels through visual inspection of representative samples. In Figure 5.3,
Tetrominoes (columns 1-2), we observe that CtCAE (row 4) exhibits better
grouping on scenes with multiple objects of the same color than CAE++ (row
3). This is reflected in the radial phase plots (column 2) which show better sepa-
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Model ARI-FG ↑ ARI-FULL ↑

Enc-only 0.21 ± 0.11 0.29 ± 0.15

Dec-only 0.38 ± 0.17 0.69 ± 0.18

Enc+Dec 0.50 ± 0.05 0.69 ± 0.25

Table 5.5: Contrastive loss ablation for CtCAE on CLEVR.

rability for CtCAE than CAE++. Further, on dSprites (rows 3-4, columns 4-5)
and CLEVR (rows 3-4, columns 7-8), CtCAE handles the increased number of
objects more gracefully while CAE++ struggles and groups several of them to-
gether. For the failure cases, Figure 5.4 shows an example where CtCAE still has
some difficulties in segregating objects of the same color (row 2, yellow cube
and ball) (also observed sometimes on dSprites, see Figure C.10). Further, we
observe how the specular highlights on metallic objects (purple ball in row 1
and yellow ball in row 2) form a separate sub-part from the object (additional
grouping examples in Appendix C.3).

5.4 Related Work

Slot-based binding. A wide range of unsupervised models have been intro-
duced to perform perceptual grouping summarized well by Greff et al. [2020].
They categorize models based on the segregation (routing) mechanism used to
break the symmetry in representations and infer latent representations (i.e. slots).
Models that use “instance slots” cast the routing problem as inference in a mix-
ture model whose solution is given by amortized variational inference [Greff
et al., 2016, 2019], Expectation-Maximization [Greff et al., 2017] or other ap-
proximations (Soft K-means) thereof [Locatello et al., 2020]. While others [Es-
lami et al., 2016; Kosiorek et al., 2018; Stanić and Schmidhuber, 2019] that
use “sequential slots” solve the routing problem by imposing an ordering across
time. These models use recurrent neural networks and an attention mechanism
to route information about a different object into the same slot at every timestep.
Some models [Burgess et al., 2019; Engelcke et al., 2020] combine the above
strategies and use recurrent attention only for routing but not for inferring slots.
Other models break the representational symmetry based on spatial coordinates
[Crawford and Pineau, 2019; Lin et al., 2020] (“spatial slots”) or based on spe-
cific object types [Hinton et al., 2018] (“category slots”). All these models still
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maintain the “separation” of representations only at one latent layer (slot-level)
but continue to “entangle” them at other layers.

Synchrony-based binding. Synchrony-based models use complex-valued ac-
tivations to implement binding by relying on their constructive or destructive
phase interference phenomena. This class of models have been sparsely ex-
plored with only few prior works that implement this conceptual design for
object binding [Mozer et al., 1991; Mozer, 1998; Reichert and Serre, 2014;
Löwe et al., 2022]. These methods differ based on whether they employ both
complex-valued weights and activations [Mozer et al., 1991; Mozer, 1998] or
complex-valued activations with real-valued weights and a gating mechanism
[Reichert and Serre, 2014; Löwe et al., 2022]. They also differ in their reliance
on explicit supervision for grouping [Mozer et al., 1991] or not [Mozer, 1998;
Reichert and Serre, 2014; Löwe et al., 2022]. Synchrony-based models in con-
trast to slot-based ones maintain the “separation” of representations throughout
the network in the phase components of their complex-valued activations. How-
ever, none of these prior methods can group objects in color images with up to
6 objects or visual realism of multi-object benchmarks in a fully unsupervised
manner unlike ours. Concurrent work [Löwe et al., 2023] extends CAE by intro-
ducing new feature dimensions (“rotating features”; RF) to the complex-valued
activations. However, RF cannot be directly compared to CtCAE as it relies on ei-
ther depth masks to get instance grouping on simple colored Shapes or features
from powerful vision backbones (DINO [Caron et al., 2021]) to get largely se-
mantic grouping on real-world images such as multiple instances of cows/trains
or bicycles in their Figures 2 and 20 respectively.

Binding in the brain. The temporal correlation hypothesis posits that the mam-
malian brain binds together information emitted from groups of neurons that fire
synchronously. According to this theory [von der Malsburg, 1995; Singer and
Gray, 1995], biological neurons transmit information in two ways through their
spikes. The spike amplitude indicates the strength of presence of a feature while
relative time between spikes indicates which neuronal responses need to bound
together during further processing. It also suggests candidate rhythmic cycles in
the brain such as Gamma that could play this role in binding [Jefferys et al., 1996;
Fries et al., 2007]. Synchrony-based models functionally implement the same
coding scheme [von der Malsburg and Schneider, 1986; von der Malsburg and
Buhmann, 1992; Engel et al., 1992] using complex-valued activations where the
relative phase plays the role of relative time between spikes. This abstracts away
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all aspects of the spiking neuron model to allow easier reproduction on digital
hardware.

Contrastive learning with object-centric models. Contrastive learning for
object-centric representations has not been extensively explored, with a few
notable exceptions. The first method [Löwe et al., 2020] works only on toy
images of up to 3 objects on a black background while the second [Baldassarre
and Azizpour, 2022] shows results on more complex data, but requires com-
plex hand-crafted data augmentation techniques to contrast samples across a
batch. Our method samples positive and negative pairs within a single image
and does not require any data augmentation. Most importantly, unlike ours,
these models still use slots and attention-based routing, and thereby inherit all
of its conceptual limitations. Lastly, ODIN [Hénaff et al., 2022] alternately re-
fines the segmentation masks and representation of objects using two networks
that are jointly optimized by a contrastive objective that maximizes the similar-
ity between different views of the same object, while minimizing the similarity
between different objects. To obtain the segmentation masks for objects, they
simply spatially group the features using K-means. Their method relies on careful
data augmentation techniques such as local or global crops, viewpoint changes,
color perturbations, etc. which are applied to one object.

5.5 Conclusion and Discussion

We propose several architectural improvements and a novel contrastive learning
method to address the limitations of the current state-of-the-art synchrony-based
model for object binding, the complex-valued autoencoder (CAE [Löwe et al.,
2022]). Our improved architecture, CAE++, is the first synchrony-based model
capable of dealing with color images (e.g. Tetrominoes). Our contrastive learn-
ing method further boosts CAE++ by improving its phase separation process.
The resulting model, CtCAE, largely outperforms CAE++ on the rather chal-
lenging CLEVR and dSprites datasets.

Admittedly, our synchrony-based models still lag behind the state-of-the-art
slot-based models [Locatello et al., 2020; Singh et al., 2022], but this is to be
expected, as research on modern synchrony-based models is still in its infancy.
We hope that our work will inspire the community to invest greater effort in
such promising models and alternative conceptual designs for object discovery
in general.
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Chapter 6

Compositional Visual Reasoning with
LLMs as Programmers

Compositional visual question answering requires a model to answer questions
about visual content in a compositional manner, involving multiple steps of rea-
soning or considering relationships between different objects or entities within
an image. It is a complex task as it requires understanding both the visual infor-
mation in an image and the structure of the question, and reasoning about how
different visual elements relate to one another to generate the correct answer.
Recently, large progress has been made on many such vision and language
tasks by scaling end-to-end neural networks models in terms of size, training
data, and compute [Alayrac et al., 2022; Chen et al., 2022b; Yu et al., 2022;
Wang et al., 2022a; Gan et al., 2022; Lu et al., 2022; Li et al., 2023; Driess
et al., 2023; Chen et al., 2023b,a]. However, even the largest state-of-the-art
(SotA) models struggle in tasks that require compositional reasoning, ability to
generalize, fine-grained spatial reasoning capabilities, and counting [Bugliarello
et al., 2023; Paiss et al., 2023; Hsieh et al., 2023; Yuksekgonul et al., 2022;
Zhao et al., 2022; Hendricks and Nematzadeh, 2021]. An example of such task
is the following query: “Could the cookies on the table be equally distributed
among children?” [Surís et al., 2023]. To solve this, the model needs to detect
the cookies in the image, filter out the ones that are not on the table, detect chil-
dren, count cookies and children, and check if the cookies count is divisible by
the children count. Questions like these are difficult for current end-to-end vi-
sion and language models (VLMs). Scaling VLMs further makes them even more
data- and compute-hungry [Villalobos et al., 2022], so the scale alone seems un-

This chapter is based on “Towards Truly Zero-Shot Compositional Visual Reasoning with
LLMs as Programmers” [Stanić et al., 2023b] paper, that is currently under submission.
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likely to solve these tasks, especially due to the exponentially-large long tail of
compositional tasks.

On the other hand, it is questionable whether solving compositional tasks
with a single monolithic end-to-end neural network is the optimal approach.
Intuitively, it might be easier to first decompose the task into several subtasks,
individually solve the subtasks, and then use the intermediate results to solve
the original task. This is reminiscent of the way humans approach compositional
problems. According to Daniel Kahneman’s framework [Kahneman, 2017], our
thought process can be thought of as consisting of two mechanisms: System
1 and System 2. System 2 is the “slow”, “analytical” system that can decom-
pose the task into subtasks, while System 1 is the “fast”, “reactive” system that
solves individual tasks such as recognizing patterns. In machine learning, the
early work on task decomposition was pioneered by Neural Module Networks
(NMNs) [Andreas et al., 2016; Johnson et al., 2017; Hu et al., 2017]. NMNs
are trained end-to-end in the hope that every module will learn a separate func-
tion that will be reusable across tasks. However, these models have a number
of drawbacks, namely that the program generation requires hand-tuned parsers,
they are difficult to optimize (sometimes requiring reinforcement learning), and
they have the issue of a module “collapse”, where some modules are never
activated and others take over all the work, contrary to the design intentions.

Recently, an alternative approach based on “tool use” gained popularity
[Cobbe et al., 2021; Komeili et al., 2021; Thoppilan et al., 2022; Parisi et al.,
2022; Zeng et al., 2022; Gao et al., 2023; Qin et al., 2023; Zhuge et al., 2023].
In “tool use”, an LLM solves a task by controlling (akin to System 2) a set of tools
(such as an object detector, akin to System 1) [Zeng et al., 2022; Shen et al.,
2023; Zhuge et al., 2023]. In particular, VisProg [Gupta and Kembhavi, 2023],
ViperGPT [Surís et al., 2023], and CodeVQA [Subramanian et al., 2023] show
great promise in solving visual question answering by using an LLM to generate a
program (in Python or a custom scripting language). During execution, the pro-
gram calls individual vision models (such as object detector, depth estimator)
through an API that is provided in the prompt. For example, to answer “Which
color is the jacket of the second person from the left?” (Figure 6.1a), the program
needs to detect people, sort them from left to right, select the second, detect their
jacket, and query its color. These models achieved SotA on compositional visual
question answering, visual grounding, and video temporal reasoning tasks. By
their construction, they are interpretable, compositional, adaptable (tools can
be upgraded on the fly), offer strong generalization, mathematical, and reason-
ing skills, and do not require gradient-based training. However, in their current
form, they heavily rely on human engineering of in-context (program) examples
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(ICEs) in the prompt. Moreover, ICEs are dataset- and task-specific. To gener-
ate them, significant labor is required by highly skilled programmers. For this
reason, we argue that these methods should not be called “zero-shot” in their
current form.

In this work, we present a framework that mitigates these issues, makes LLMs-
as-programmers setup more robust, and removes the need for human engineer-
ing of ICEs. Our framework, whose effectiveness we show across a number
of compositional question-answering and video temporal reasoning tasks with
ViperGPT (but is universally applicable to other approaches), consists of the
following:

• Firstly, instead of using a simple API with only basic routines that call
individual tools, we introduce an “Abstract API”. Abstract API consists of
spatially and temporally abstract routines that remove the large burden on
the LLM to have strong spatial and temporal reasoning.

• Second, instead of relying on a large number of dataset-specific (question,
code)-pairs as ICEs, we introduce a setup that generates ICEs automatically.
Using a few labeled examples (which are significantly cheaper to obtain,
e.g. via crowd-sourcing), we generate query-code examples in a zero-
shot manner and use these as ICEs. This mitigates the need for human
engineering of ICEs.

• Third, we show how LLMs as controllers for visual reasoning can (to
some extent) perform “self-correction” through “self-debugging” and “self-
tuning” without any ground truth labels. In “self-debugging”, we gener-
ate new code when the previous fails to execute, either by providing the
LLM previous query-code pair and the execution error as feedback or from
scratch. In “self-tuning”, we show how the tool hyperparameters can be
tuned automatically if execution fails due to a module.

6.1 LLMs as programmers for visual reasoning frame-
work

In this section, we first provide a brief overview of the ViperGPT approach [Surís
et al., 2023] on top of which we show the utility of our framework. We then
describe each component of our framework, namely the Abstract API, automatic
generation of ICEs, and self-correction.
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Figure 6.1: (a) RefCOCO [Yu et al., 2016] example image. (b) A code-generating
LLM takes as input the query, the Python API (functions for “tool use” and Ab-
stract API routines (functions) we introduce in Section 6.1.2) and a number of
ICEs (we replace human-engineered ICEs by automatically-generated ACEs in
Section 6.1.3). The LLM generates code that takes as input the image and out-
puts an answer (here a bounding box). If code fails to run, “self-tuning” (Sec-
tion 6.1.4) can adjust parameters and generate new code.

6.1.1 Background

ViperGPT takes as input an image or a video and a textual query. The textual
query is fed into an LLM (Codex [Chen et al., 2021]), together with the tools API
and ICEs. The LLM generates a program that solves the given query using the
tools without further training. The information in the prompt is crucial for good
ViperGPT performance, as it is the only task-specific information provided. The
prompt consists of a Python API with the necessary functions to solve the visual
query, such as object detection, depth estimation, and language model queries.
Additionally, ViperGPT uses several dataset-specific ICEs in the prompt. As we
show in Section 6.2, performance depends heavily on these human-engineered
examples.

ViperGPT API defines an ImagePatch and a VideoSegment class that con-
tain image and video processing functions. Each function calls a pretrained
model to compute the result. The API in the prompt does not contain function
implementations, but it contains docstrings and query-code examples of their
use. The ViperGPT API defines the following functions: find takes as input
an image and a textual query, calls an open vocabulary detector and returns a
list of image patches of detected objects; exists takes as input an image and a
textual query and returns true if the query object exists in the image, otherwise
false; verify_property takes as input an image, a noun representing an object
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and an attribute property to verify and returns a boolean whether the object
has this property; best_image_match that takes as input a list of image patches
and a textual query and returns the image patch that best matches the query;
best_text_match that takes as input a list of queries and one image, and re-
turns the query that best matches the image; compute_depth that computes the
median depth of an image or image patch; distance which computes the pixel-
distance between two images; simple_query which handles textual queries that
are not decomposable, by calling an image captioning model; select_answer
that given a context text describing a scene and a list of possible answers queries
an LLM to select the correct answer. The VideoSegment class does not contain
any functions that call individual models, but only the start and end point of the
video segment and an iterator over the frames, which returns an ImagePatch
object. For the full ViperGPT API, see Appendix D.4.

The code-generating LLM outputs code that attempts to solve the query. This
code is executed, taking as input an image or a video (and optionally a list of
possible answers) and outputs a result (e.g. a bounding box or a string). Due
to generating programs in native Python code, ViperGPT avoids the need for
custom interpreters and can leverage Python built-in functions (e.g. sort, if/else
control flows, math functions, etc.).

6.1.2 Abstract API through visual routines

When programming, we continuously build new layers of abstraction. We start
from a set of primitive functions and then abstract them away by adding new
functions. These are then grouped into libraries, and additional layers of ab-
straction are built on top. By abstracting away the implementation details, we
are able to build systems with ever-increasing capabilities and complexity. Mo-
tivated by this, we introduce a set of spatially and temporally abstract functions
(routines 1) that abstract away a number of lines of code for the same function-
ality and together make the Abstract API. From a practical perspective, we are
motivated by a number of failure cases observed in the experiments (see Sec-
tion 6.2). As presented in Section 6.1.1, ViperGPT’s API is fairly simple (contains
almost exclusively functions to call pretrained models). Although simplicity is
good and often desirable, in the case of visual reasoning with LLMs as program-
mers, the lack of expressive visual routines requires the code-generating LLM
to have strong spatial and temporal reasoning capabilities. Qualitative analysis

1Note that our “routines” do not correspond to the visual routines of Ullman [1987] such as
tracing or scanning.
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showed that this is often not the case and that the current LLMs are not yet perfect
in these terms (e.g. they confuse left and right, top and bottom). For example, for
the query “return the second person from the right”, the program generated by
the LLM correctly sorts the persons along the horizontal axis but then wrongly
takes the second index in the array (instead of the second last). Similarly, they
sometimes “confuse” temporal order, e.g., if a “before” event means a smaller
or a larger time index.

For these reasons, we introduce a set of spatially and temporally ab-
stract routines. We add the following spatial routines: get_patch_left_of,
get_patch_right_of, get_patch_above_of, get_patch_below_of for rela-
tional retrieval relative to a patch; get_patch_closest_to_anchor_object
that sorts patches by their distance to an anchor object and returns
the one with the smallest distance; sort_patches_left_to_right,
sort_patches_bottom_to_top, and sort_patches_front_to_back to sort
the list of patches along horizontal, vertical or depth axis; get_middle_patch
to get the middle patch from a given list of image patches; For videos, we add
temporal routines for event “localization”: get_video_segment_of_event,
get_video_segment_before_event, get_video_segment_after_event,
and routines to either caption a video: caption_video or answer a simple
question about the video: simple_query. The routines that we introduce
are general in the sense that they are not specific to any individual task or
dataset. This facilitates their reuse across tasks and avoids engineering task and
dataset-specific routines. It is an open research question what the “optimal” set
of primitive routines is. Another exciting research direction is using LLM with
their own abstract routines, then reusing those to come up with even more
abstract routines and so on. We leave these for future work.

6.1.3 Automatic generation of in-context examples

In-context examples (ICEs) greatly influence the performance of LLMs [Brown
et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2023]. For example, ViperGPT [Surís et al., 2023]
uses between 10 and 16 hand-engineered dataset-specific query-code ICEs per
dataset. Similarly, VisProg [Gupta and Kembhavi, 2023] uses between 16 and
31 ICEs and CodeVQA [Subramanian et al., 2023] about 50 ICEs. However,
constructing these ICEs requires heavy human engineering, as they might need
to be rewritten in a way that the LLM can use them to “generalize” to other
examples across the dataset. Furthermore, the constructed examples are specific
not only to the dataset but also to the LLM and the API. If any of those changes,
they need to be written from scratch. Finally, to write good query-code ICEs,
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highly skilled labor is required, ideally someone familiar with the workings of
LLMs and a good grasp of Python programming.

In our work, we move beyond this need for human engineering of query-
code ICEs. We start from a small set of labeled examples (e.g. 16 image-
question-answer tuples), as is common in few-shot transfer learning [Zhai et al.,
2019; Kolesnikov et al., 2020]. We run our framework in a zero-shot man-
ner (without any ICEs) on these few-shot examples, sort the results by accu-
racy, select the best-performing programs, pair them with the corresponding
queries, and use them as ICEs during test time. We call such ICEs automatically-
generated in-context examples (ACEs). Importantly, no gradient-based optimiza-
tion is performed on the few-shot examples. Intuitively, this works since even
if the LLM does not always generate a program that solves the task correctly,
it might sometimes come up with a correct program. Since retrieval is often
easier than generating programs from scratch, the reuse of the correct programs
improves performance on the test set.

ACEs provide a number of benefits over manually writing ICEs. First of all,
ACEs are much cheaper to obtain as they do not require highly skilled labor to
write them. Second, the algorithm that generates ACEs is general: it is neither
specific to the API nor the LLM. If any of these changes, ACEs can be easily gener-
ated by re-running the algorithm. Furthermore, they can be seen as a first step of
the LLM “coming up” with its own abstract rules and thus creating a “rulebook”
(discussed in Section 6.1.2). Finally, few-shot (image, question, answer)-labeled
examples are often available in datasets typically used in machine learning. If
not available, they are cheap to obtain via crowd-sourcing and can be reused
for further studies as a benchmark.

6.1.4 Self-correction

One of the advantages of solving visual reasoning tasks with LLMs as program-
mers is that we know when code fails to execute. The failure can happen, e.g.
due to a compilation error (e.g. due to hallucination), some of the models fail-
ing, or a wrong return type (e.g. a bounding-box is expected, but code returns
a string). Note that to detect these types of errors, no ground-truth labels are
needed.

Self-debugging. If the code execution fails, we can query the code-generating
LLM to correct the previously generated code. We do this by feeding back the
query, the previously generated code, and the resulting error in the prompt (see
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the feedback template in Appendix D.3). Moreover, if the LLM’s sampling tem-
perature is higher than zero, we can query the model with a different random
seed to generate new code from scratch. There are advantages to both of these
approaches. If the code-generating LLM has good “self-correction” abilities, then
it should be able to correct its own mistakes based on the feedback, as we hu-
mans could. However, if the LLM is not good at self-correction or does not
know how to incorporate such feedback (e.g. if the LLM is not trained to be
conversational), then feeding back the previous query and code will only “bias”
the model to output the same solution. In that case, generating new code from
scratch could work better.

Self-tuning. In some cases, we know that code execution failed due to some
components of a particular module. For example, the open vocabulary detector
fails due to a too high threshold hyperparameter. When the threshold is high,
we have a higher number of false negatives. For such cases, we propose to auto-
matically change the hyperparameter of the module (e.g. reduce the threshold)
and execute code again.

6.2 Experiments

Tasks. We evaluate our method on four datasets: RefCOCO, RefCOCO+ [Yu
et al., 2016], GQA [Hudson and Manning, 2019] and NExT-QA [Xiao et al.,
2021] used in previous work [Surís et al., 2023]. These datasets evaluate a
diverse set of capabilities, namely visual grounding (RefCOCO, RefCOCO+),
compositional image question answering (GQA), and video temporal reasoning
(NExT-QA). In RefCOCO (example in Figure 6.1a), the task is to detect a bound-
ing box of an object given its natural language description (“referring expres-
sion”). In compositional question answering in GQA, the task is to answer in
natural language a compositional natural language query. We use the “test-dev”
split of the GQA dataset, as in ViperGPT. In NExT-QA, the task is to answer a
temporally compositional question by selecting one of the given multiple choice
options. As in ViperGPT, we use NExT-QA “hard” split [Buch et al., 2022]. For
RefCOCO and RefCOCO+, methods are evaluated in terms of Intersection over
Union (IoU) between the detected and the ground truth bounding box and for
GQA and NExT-QA in terms of accuracy of the predicted answer.

Vision and Language Models. For code generation, we use a code instruction-
tuned version of PaLM 2 [Anil et al., 2023] code-bison accessible via theGoogle
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Model RefCOCO (IoU) RefCOCO+ (IoU) GQA (acc.) NExT-QA (acc.)

Zero-Shot (ZS) SotA 53.0 57.5 44.7 38.3
Few-Shot (FS) SotA 53.3 52.5 35.7 38.3
Supervised (Sup) SotA 94.0 91.7 72.1 63.1

ViperGPT (paper) 72.0 67.0 48.1 60.0
ViperGPT (GitHub (GH) ZS) 46.7 - - -
ViperGPT (GH w/ DS-ICEs) 60.5 - - -

E2E bsl.(ZS OWLv2/PaLI-3) 33.5 31.7 40.1 58.9
E2E LLM-only baseline - - - 53.3

Ours (code-bison, Zero-Shot) 44.4 ± 0.9 38.2 ± 0.0 32.1 ± 0.4 60.2 ± 0.3
Ours (code-bison) 51.2 ± 0.2 45.7 ± 0.1 33.4 ± 0.2 61.0 ± 0.1

Table 6.1: Comparison of our method against previous end-to-end and “LLMs as
controllers” SotA methods. For “Ours (code-bison)”, we report mean scores ±
standard deviation across three random seeds. The reference numbers for SotA
on each dataset are taken from the following publications: RefCOCO: ZS [Yang
et al., 2023b], FS [Yao et al., 2021], Sup [Wang et al., 2022b]; RefCOCO+: ZS
[Yang et al., 2023b], FS [Yao et al., 2021], Sup [Wang et al., 2022b]; GQA: ZS
[Li et al., 2023], FS [Jin et al., 2021], Sup [Nguyen et al., 2022]; NExT-QA: ZS
[Chen et al., 2023b], FS [Chen et al., 2023b], Sup [Ye et al., 2023].

Cloud API [Google, 2023]. We use the same model to select an answer for
the multichoice questions in the NExT-QA dataset. Vision models we use are
OWLv2 [Minderer et al., 2023] for object detection, SigLiT [Zhai et al., 2023]
for text-image comparison, MiDaS [Ranftl et al., 2020] for depth estimation, and
PaLI-3 [Chen et al., 2023b] for image captioning and answering visual queries.
Note that all models are different from the models that ViperGPT used (see
Appendix D.2).

Baselines. Strong baselines are essential for correctly measuring progress in
machine learning. This is especially true in the emerging area of “tool use”
[Cobbe et al., 2021; Komeili et al., 2021; Thoppilan et al., 2022; Parisi et al.,
2022; Zeng et al., 2022; Gao et al., 2023; Qin et al., 2023; Zhuge et al., 2023].
When using an LLM and other pre-trained models, we must be careful to re-
port the exact LLM version and/or API when it was accessed, and ideally report
results over several random seeds to measure the statistical significance. In Ta-
ble 6.1, we provide an overview of the previous Zero-Shot (ZS), Few-Shot (FS),
and Supervised (Sup) SotA methods, ViperGPT, end-to-end (E2E) baselines, and
our results on all datasets we used for evaluation.
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Early in the project, we found it difficult to reproduce the results reported in
the ViperGPT paper. Our first hypothesis is that this is due to differences in the
vision and language models we use compared to the ViperGPT paper. However,
when running the original ViperGPT code from the official GitHub repository
on RefCOCO, we were only able to achieve an IoU of 60.5 as opposed to 72.0
reported in the paper. Note, however, that ViperGPT uses Codex, which is
discontinued, so we use GPT-3.5-turbo [OpenAI, 2023b]. Also note that this
score was obtained using 16 dataset-specific ICEs (DS-ICEs). These examples
contain large amounts of dataset-specific human-engineered information, such
as “clothing requires returning the person”. In the case of truly Zero-Shot learn-
ing (without any human-engineered ICEs), the IoU score of ViperGPT’s official
GitHub code drops by 14 points to 46.7. Moreover, in their GitHub code we
found hand-engineered improvements: if returning a bounding box fails, then
return an “average” bounding box, and if code execution fails on GQA, then
query the image captioner (BLIP-2 [Li et al., 2023]). These code changes lead
to improved results, but make it hard to quantify the true power of LLMs as
controllers approach.

In Table 6.1, we also provide Zero-Shot end-to-end baselines. On RefCOCO
and RefCOCO+, we feed the query as input to the OWLv2 model and return its
output. For the GQA end-to-end baseline, we query the PaLI-3 model (which
was fine-tuned for multi-task inference on different captioning and VQA data
sets, but not on GQA). For NExT-QA, we provide two baselines. For the first
baseline, we subsample and caption with PaLI-3 one frame per second, and then
feed all these captions to an LLM (code-bison) together with the question and
multiple choice answers. As the second baseline, we simply feed the LLM the
question and the possible answers and ask it to choose one. LLM-only baseline
achieves an accuracy of 53.3%, which is only 5.4% lower than the baseline that
also gets videos as input and significantly above the chance level accuracy of
20% (since there are 5 possible multichoice answers to each question). This sug-
gests that NExT-QA might not fully evaluate the vision properties of the model
and that new datasets are needed; for example, the Perception Test [Pătrăucean
et al., 2023] was created specifically to avoid such problems.

Lastly, in Table 6.1 we report the Zero-Shot performance in our setup, as well
as results for our best performing model variant (averaged over three random
seeds). In the following sections, we evaluate each component, as well as their
combinations, to obtain the reported results. Using GPT-3.5-turbo instead of
code-bison resulted in a slight drop in performance, but as we shall see below,
the same conclusions hold for both code-bison and GPT-3.5-turbo for all our
suggested improvements. In the following, we present the components of our
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Figure 6.2: Using our Abstract API improves performance over the ViperGPT
API across all datasets. Similarly, ACEs consistently improve performance, and
these gains compound with the gains from the Abstract API. Uncertainty bars
represent standard deviations computed over three random seeds.

framework. For an ablation study, see Table 6.2 that shows that each component
contributes positively to the final scores on each dataset.

6.2.1 Zero-Shot through spatially and temporally Abstract API

In Figure 6.2, we show the effect of using our Abstract API instead of the API
used in ViperGPT. The API for RefCOCO, RefCOCO+, and GQA uses the same
set of image routines (see Appendix D.4), whereas the API for NExT-QA uses
only video-specific (temporal) routines. For now, we focus on the brown bars
in Figure 6.2, and we compare the ViperGPT API and our Abstract API. We can
see that our Abstract API leads to gains both with and without ACEs across all
datasets. The performance gain is most notable for the NExT-QA dataset when
ACEs are not used. We suspect that this is due to the LLM’s difficulty in reasoning
about the temporal order of events. This confirms our hypothesis that building
a more abstract API such that the LLM does not need to use low-level Python
routines is a promising direction.

Finally, we investigate whether our conclusions also hold for other LLMs,
namely OpenAI’s GPT-3.5-turbo. On RefCOCO GPT-3.5-turbo achieves an
IoU of 28.9 with the ViperGPT API and 39.8 with our Abstract API and an
accuracy of 9.4 and 42.9 for the ViperGPT API and our Abstract API, respec-
tively, on NExT-QA. This confirms that our Abstract API brings gains not only
for code-bison, but also for other LLMs. For each sample in the evaluation, we
allow only one trial of code generation (no self-correction). Compared to the re-
sults with code-bison, IoU of 37.7 and 40.5 on RefCOCO and accuracy of 11.5
and 46.1 on NExT-QA for the ViperGPT API and our Abstract API, respectively,
the results with GPT-3.5-turbo are slightly worse. We suspect that the reason
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Figure 6.3: Increasing the number of ACEs in the prompt improves performance.
Note that using the ViperGPT API onNExT-QA results in only three correct ACEs,
so the performance plateaus after four ACEs.

for this could be that GPT-3.5-turbo is mainly built to be a conversational agent,
while code-bison is specifically trained to have good coding capabilities.

6.2.2 Few-shot boostrapping via automatically generated in-
context examples (ACEs)

We evaluate the effect of using automatically generated in-context examples
(ACEs), described in Section 6.1.3. We can either sample few-shot examples
manually or pick them at random. Both of these variants lead to good results,
as we show in the following experiments. However, selecting examples manu-
ally allows for a better “quality” (in terms of diversity) given a small number of
few-shot examples, so by default we use these for all experiments. For the first
set of experiments, we manually pick 16 few-shot examples from the training
set: image/video, question, and ground-truth answer. We try to make examples
diverse to cover question “types” (e.g. left-right, front-back, closest-to, etc.).

In Figure 6.2, we show the effect of ACEs. For each dataset and for each
API, the performance without ACEs is shown with the brown bar, and the per-
formance with ACEs corresponds to the blue bar. We can see that for all datasets
and all APIs, ACEs improve performance. The largest gains when using ACEs
are for RefCOCO, RefCOCO+, andNExT-QA datasets when using the ViperGPT
API. This indicates that ACEs are effective in dealing with complex spatial and
temporal reasoning. More importantly, it can be seen in Figure 6.2 that the gains
from both the Abstract API and ACEs compound for all tasks, indicating that they
provide complementary strengths. Figure 6.3 shows how the performance in
terms of IoU and accuracy scales with the number of few-shot examples used to
generate ACEs. As expected, increasing the number of few-shot examples leads
to improved performance. Note that the ViperGPT API on NExT-QA is able to
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correctly “solve” only 3 few-shot examples, so there are no gains beyond using
4 few-shot examples.

We evaluate the effect of using randomly sampled few-shot examples instead
of manually selecting them. On RefCOCO, we sample 100 few-shot random
samples from the training set, run Zero-Shot framework on them, sort the result-
ing programs by their IoU, and select the top 16 programs. Therefore, we end
up with the same number of ACEs as with manual selection. On RefCOCO,
we achieve IoU of 47.9 and 49.1 with the ViperGPT API and our Abstract API
respectively. These results are slightly better than those with manually selected
few-shot examples (46.9 and 48.2 IoU). This shows that the manual labor for
generating ACEs can be removed altogether if we already have some labeled ex-
amples. With 50 few-shot random samples we obtain similar performance, and
for 16 such samples we observe a small drop in performance (see Tables D.3
and D.4 in the Appendix D.1 for detailed results).

As in the previous section, we test whether our findings are consistent
with GPT-3.5-turbo on RefCOCO and NExT-QA. On RefCOCO, when using
GPT-3.5-turbo, ACEs improve IoU from 28.9 to 39.8 with the ViperGPT API
and from 38.1 to 41.6 with our Abstract API. Similarly, for GPT-3.5-turbo on
NExT-QA, ACEs improve accuracy from 9.4 to 42.9 the ViperGPT API and from
56.7 to 58.8 with our Abstract API. This confirms that the benefit of ACEs is not
only limited to code-bison but also holds for GPT-3.5-turbo as well.

Another benefit of the few-shot setup when generating ACE is that it allows
us to “tune” hyperparameters (HPs). For example, when sweeping over LLM
temperature and object detection threshold HPs, we observed that the relative
performances on the few-shot examples closely resemble the one when sweep-
ing over the full validation dataset (the analysis is shown in Appendix D.1).

6.2.3 Self-correction

In this section, we analyze the ability of the framework to “self-correct” itself
without any external feedback when code execution fails.

Self-debugging. When the program execution fails (due to e.g. compilation
errors), we can retry by generating a new program [Chen et al., 2021]. When
creating a new program, we can also feed the previously generated code and the
question as part of the prompt (see Appendix D.4), a variant that we call “self-
debugging”. Another option would be to simply repeat the exact same prompt
as in the previous trial and rely on stochasticity in the LLM with a tempera-
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Figure 6.4: Increasing the number of “self-tuning” steps leads to improved per-
formance. Our Abstract API (Abs. API) consistently outperforms the ViperGPT
API (Vip. API). The best performance is achieved when using dynamic object
detector threshold (Dyn.t) in addition to the Abstract API with ACE.

Model RefCOCO (IoU) RefCOCO+ (IoU) GQA (acc.) NExT-QA (acc.)

ViperGPT API 38.4 32.0 27.9 11.5
+ Abstract API 42.3 (+3.9) 34.0 (+2.0) 30.0 (+2.1) 57.6 (+46.1)
+ ACE 47.3 (+5.0) 41.7 (+7.7) 30.6 (+0.6) 60.7 (+3.1)
+ Self-debugging 48.2 (+0.9) 42.9 (+1.2) 32.4 (+1.8) 61.0 (+0.3)
+ Self-tuning 51.2 (+3.0) 45.7 (+2.8) 33.4 (+1.0) -

Table 6.2: Component-wise ablations of our framework. Each component con-
tributes positively to the final score. Their relative contributions vary for different
tasks. We report mean scores across three random seeds.

ture greater than zero to generate a new correct solution. In our experiments,
the “self-debugging” variant did not lead to an improvement in performance.
In all cases, the performance plateaus after the first trial. This is in line with
other recent findings [Huang et al., 2023; Stechly et al., 2023; Valmeekam et al.,
2023]. On the other hand, the variant without any feedback in the prompt led
to an increasingly better performance as the number of “trials” increases (see
Figure 6.4).

Self-tuning. In some cases, we know that code fails due to some specific mod-
ule. Therefore, we can then adjust the hyperparameters of the respective module
and re-run code. For example, the open vocabulary detector we used (OWLv2)
has a threshold hyperparameter that controls how sensitive it is. The lower this
threshold, the more false positives we will have, but also the fewer false nega-
tives. There is no global “optimal” value for this threshold that performs best for
all images. Our framework allows us to adjust this hyperparameter dynamically:
if the open vocabulary detector fails, we can lower the threshold and run the
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Figure 6.5: Error diagrams for the ViperGPT API and our Abstract API. We visual-
ize the percentages of samples with IoU in certain ranges. “Err” classes are sam-
ples for which code execution failed due to either: object detection (Obj.Det),
wrong return type (Ret.Type) or some other error (Other) e.g. hallucination.

visual program again. In Figure 6.4, we can see that variants with a dynamic
object detection threshold outperform all other variants and achieve the best
performance. Note that the variant that achieves the highest performance after
five trials has a lower performance for the first trial. This happens because we
start with a higher object detection threshold value of 0.15 (by default, we use
0.1). In this case, initially there will be more false negatives, but also fewer false
positives. As we decrease the threshold in subsequent trials, the previously false
negatives are detected and the queries are correctly answered.

6.2.4 Error analysis

Another benefit of visual reasoning with LLMs as programmers is interpretabil-
ity. For example, we can get insights into the percentage of successful program
executions, which can be further decomposed into the ones that resulted in cor-
rect or incorrect responses, and for the programs that failed to execute, we can
provide further insights into why they failed, i.e. which module failed to return
the correct result. Figure 6.5 shows one such error analysis on RefCOCO. Cate-
gories labeled with “Error” are the ones for which code failed to execute due to
either object detection (Obj.Det), wrong return type (Ret.Type) or some other
error (Other) e.g. hallucination. For all other cases, code executed correctly (it
returned a bounding box), but sometimes it failed to detect the object (“IoU = 0”
case). First, we notice that for both APIs the number of “correct” detections
(IoU higher than 0.7) grows as we include ACEs and “self-tuning” through the
dynamic object detection threshold. We can also see that the percentages of
samples with high IoU are always higher for our Abstract API compared to the
ViperGPT API. Finally, note that the percentage of error cases drops from 12.8%
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to 4.8% for the ViperGPT API and from 9.1% to 3.8% for our Abstract API.

6.3 Discussion and future work

Although the LLMs as controllers framework is very promising for visual reason-
ing, there is much future work to be explored. First, the use of video-specific
models (or tools) could greatly improve performance on video tasks compared
to the image-specific models we used. Moreover, the code generating LLM cur-
rently only takes the question as the input, but for some questions the program
that correctly solves the question can only be generated given the image or video
as the input too.

The results with the Abstract API show that this is a promising path forward,
but more research is needed to find the “optimal” set of visual and temporal
routines. Starting from these primitive routines, the model should be able to
build an ever-growing library of routines (e.g. through the ACE generation pro-
cess) that it can later reuse. This growing library of routines will most likely
grow larger than the size of the context window, so research is needed on an
API “router” that can select routines that are relevant to a specific task at hand.
Furthermore, it would be important to research ways of eliminating the need for
few-shot examples when generating ACEs, e.g. by providing a natural language
dataset specification (a datasheet).

Lastly, more effort should be put into creating better benchmarks for eval-
uating compositional visual reasoning, as current ones have a number of lim-
itations. For example, not all samples in RefCOCO and RefCOCO+ require
compositional reasoning, so the LLM should only query the open-vocabulary
object detector. Similarly, many referring expressions in GQA are ambiguous
in the sense that there is not a single unique answer. Finally, NExT-QA contains
ambiguous questions (e.g. why someone did certain actions) or questions that
can be answered by looking at the multiple choice answers only and disregard-
ing the visual input altogether. The Perception Test [Pătrăucean et al., 2023] is
a promising benchmark for future work, as it was specifically created to avoid
such problems. We hope that our findings inform future research on LLMs as
controllers for visual reasoning and encourage systematic evaluation and bench-
marking efforts in the future.
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6.4 Conclusion

In this work, we present a framework that makes LLMs as programmers for visual
reasoning more robust, removes the need for human engineering of in-context
examples (ICEs), and thus brings them a step closer to truly zero-shot visual rea-
soners. We introduce an “Abstract API” that consists of spatially and temporally
abstract routines, which improves performance by reducing the burden on the
code-generating LLM to have strong spatial and temporal reasoning. By using a
few labeled examples, we show how one can generate query-code ICEs automat-
ically (ACEs) in a zero-shot manner. When used as in-context examples, ACEs
consistently improve performance, eliminating the need for human engineer-
ing of ICEs. We demonstrate how LLMs as controllers for visual reasoning can
(to a certain extent) perform “self-correction” through “self-debugging” and “self-
tuning” without any ground-truth labels. In self-debugging, generating new code
from scratch led to consistently better results, but providing the previous query-
code pair as feedback to the LLM did not improve performance. In self-tuning,
we show that hyperparameters of certain modules can be tuned automatically if
code execution fails due to these modules. Across a number of compositional
question-answering and video temporal reasoning tasks, we demonstrate that
each component of our framework consistently leads to improvement.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

This dissertation provides several contributions towards improving composi-
tional visual reasoning and generalization using neural networks. In our work,
we hypothesized that the current NNs suffer from the binding problem, and of-
fered three ways of going forward: learning an object- and relation-centric world
model, scaling NNs, and employing task decomposition through modular NNs,
e.g. by using a large language model (LLM) as a controller.

First, we argued for the importance of learning object-centric representations
from raw visual data. In this context, we introduced a method that improves the
reasoning and generalization abilities of a sequential slots model (Chapter 2).

We then argued for the importance of learning hierarchical object represen-
tations. In Chapter 3 we introduced a method that is capable of inferring nodes
and edges of a hierarchical graph directly from raw visual data. We showed
that our approach to physical reasoning models objects as hierarchies of parts
that may locally behave separately but also act more globally as a single whole,
which greatly improves physics reasoning capabilities on videos.

In Chapter 4 we argued that (hierarchical) decomposition into objects is gen-
erally task-dependent and that it is sometimes infeasible and undesirable to de-
compose a scene into all hierarchy levels. For these reasons, it might be more
beneficial to modulate objects with task information, such as words, actions, or
goals. In an RL setting, we first introduced a set of new environments that evalu-
ate out-of-distribution generalization, and showed that agents based on NNs that
learn distributed representations fail to generalize. We then introduced object-
centric agents and showed that they perform favorably and generalize better to
OOD environments.

Since slot-based methods have certain conceptual limitations, we then
(Chapter 5) studied an alternative way to unsupervised object discovery. In this
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context, we introduced a synchrony-based method that can, for the first time,
discover objects in an unsupervised manner in multi-object color datasets and
simultaneously represent more than three objects.

Finally, in Chapter 6 we studied an alternative method to unsupervised
object-centric representation learning, namely one based on “tool use”. There,
we improved a framework for compositional visual reasoning with LLMs as con-
trollers by introducing spatially and temporally abstract routines and by lever-
aging a small number of labeled examples to automatically generate in-context
examples, thereby avoiding human-created in-context examples.

Limitations In each chapter of this thesis, we discuss limitations of our methods
and here we provide their summary.

In Chapter 2 we introduced R-SQAIR, a method that improves the reasoning
and generalization abilities of a sequential slots model. However, in its cur-
rent form, this method is limited to grayscale data, due to using SQAIR to infer
the objects from the images. A second limitation is that this method computes
all pairwise relations for every frame, which is often wasteful in the real-world
where the interactions occur infrequently.

In Chapter 3 we introduced HRI, a method that learns part-object hierarchi-
cal structure and their relations purely from raw visual data. A limitation of this
method is that it uses spatial slots to learn about parts and objects, which could
be addressed by using parallel or sequential slots. Another limitation is that it
relies on operations of the CNN to group parts into objects. This could be ad-
dressed by using a more flexible architecture with weaker inductive bias, such
as Transformers. Furthermore, we evaluated HRI only on a limited number of
real world datasets, so the question remains how it scales to other scenarios. Fi-
nally, HRI assumes that we can extract a fixed, static hierarchical representation
of the scene, whereas this is often infeasible and undesirable in the real world,
where the hierarchy level over which we operate should be task dependent.

In Chapter 4 we introduced new object-centric agents and showed that they
have better out-of-distribution generalization properties. A limitation of our ap-
proach is that it does not modulate object representations with neither actions
nor goals. Furthermore, the environment we used for benchmarking has fairly
low visual complexity and objects are well-defined. This raises questions about
the scalability of our method, mainly due to the scalability issues of object-
centric methods, which are not specific to the RL setup.

In Chapter 5 we showed how synchrony-based models can be scaled to color
images by using a contrastive objective. However, our method still only scales to
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color scenes with low visual complexity. In particular, we found it to sometimes
struggle with objects that have specular highlights and similarly colored objects.
Another limitation of our work is that the contrastive objective can be compu-
tationally demanding, depending on the number of patches (resolution) over
which we contrast. Finally, inherits the general drawback of synchrony-based
methods, which is computationally more expensive inference, due to clustering
features to determine feature groupings into objects.

In Chapter 6 we introduced a framework for compositional visual reasoning
with LLMs as controllers that leverages abstract routines and a small number of
labeled examples to make LLMs-as-controllers setup more robust and reduce
the dependence on human engineering. Perhaps the biggest limitation of our
approach is that the code-generating LLM takes as input only the question and
a Python API, but not the visual input. However, some questions can only be
answered if we consider visual input as the context. For example, query “second
from the right” for an image of people would require us to first detect persons,
whereas if we are given an image of dogs, we would ask the object detector to
detect the dogs in the image. Finally, in our approach, we do not create a library
of already generated functions that can be reused later.

Outlook and future work Throughout this thesis, we hinted at many future
research directions, but here we provide three high-level research directions:
learning task-modulated object representations, scaling synchrony-based meth-
ods, and further improving the LLMs-as-controllers framework.

First, we believe that the most promising way to scale object-centric repre-
sentations to real-world datasets is to study the weakly supervised setup where
we are given a bag of words that represent objects or concepts in the scene, and
learn to ground these in pixels in an unsupervised manner.

Second, the synchrony-based method we introduced in this thesis is only ca-
pable of handling visually simple scenes and still lags behind slot-based meth-
ods. More research is needed to close this gap. One promising direction could
be investigating ways of making not only activations, but also weights to be
complex-valued.

Third, in the direction of LLMs as controllers for visual reasoning in video
tasks, it would be beneficial to use video-specific models. Furthermore, for
some questions, the “correct” visual program can only be generated if not only
the question is fed into the LLM but also the visual input. Future work should in-
vestigate this by turning the code-generating LLM into a VLM. Lastly, new ways
should be investigated to make the framework truly self-referential, both in cor-
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recting its errors in generated code and in starting from the given primitive visual
routines and then building an ever-increasing “library” of visual routines.

Finally, it is an open research question whether gains would be obtained
by combining some of the three directions we proposed in this thesis: object-
centric inductive biases, scaling NNs, and reasoning with LLMs-as-controllers.
For example, in Chapter 6 we used exclusively pre-trained object detectors, but
it would be interesting to see how one could incorporate models that are trained
to discover objects in a completely unsupervised manner. In a way, only a part
of the binding problem in end-to-end models (e.g. compositional reasoning) is
circumvented by using LLMs-as-controllers, but the low-level question on how
to infer discrete representations from raw visual input still remains. Similarly,
the question remains on whether object-centric NNs can be scaled and what
their scaling laws are. Although there are some initial results on scaling object-
centric NNs [Elsayed et al., 2022], increasing their capacity is often in conflict
with the “bottleneck” principle based on which they are encouraged to learn
object representations. Therefore, the best way on how to make this trade-off
remains an open research question.
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Appendix A

Additional Details for Learning
Hierarchical Object Representations

In this section we decribe all datasets and the training procedure in detail. Addi-
tionally, we provide model architecture configurations for the HRI model, abla-
tion models, NRI and LSTM baselines. Reported results in the bar plots are the
mean and standard deviation obtained for each model using 5 different random
seeds.

A.1 Datasets

Four main datasets are used: state-springs, visual-springs (rendered version of
state-springs), and two real-world benchmark datasets: one obtained by render-
ing the joints of the Human3.6M dataset and the other using the raw videos of
the KTH dataset.

A.1.1 Springs

We simulate a system of moving objects connected via finite-length springs
starting from the open source simulator implementation of Kipf et al. [2018].
We make the following modifications: objects are connected via finite length
springs (instead of ideal springs) and the sampled graphs have a hierarchical
structure in terms of connectivity, initial spatial positions and the spring con-
stants (which reflects in the speed by which objects in different layers of the
hierarchy move). Objects are connected via finite springs, which makes them
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act according to a modified Hooke’s law:

Fij = −kF (ri − rj − l · ri − rj
|ri − rj|

), (A.1)

where ri and rj are (x, y)-coordinates of objects i and j, kF is the spring con-
stant and l is its length. The objects are connected in a hierarchical graph, and
they move inside a unit box (bounce elastically from the walls). To simulate the
system, we initialize the root node position randomly in a neighborhood around
the center of the image by sampling its (x, y) coordinates from N (0, 0.25). We
then initialize the intermediate and the leaf nodes randomly inside each of the
four image quadrants to ensure an initial bias towards spatial grouping. In partic-
ular, we sample from Gaussian distributions with variance 0.25 and the means
(for (x, y)-coordinates) being the centers of the four quadrants: (−0.25, 0.25),
(0.25, 0.25), (−0.25,−0.25) and (0.25,−0.25). For each sample in the dataset,
we sample a graph with random connectivity: we start from a full tree graph,
where sibling nodes are fully connected, then drop edges at random with a
probability of 0.5, but ensure that the resulting graph is connected. The spring
lengths are: 0.4 between the root and intermediate nodes, 0.1 between interme-
diate and leaf nodes, 0.65 within intermediate node siblings and 0.2 within leaf
node siblings. All springs have the same constant, except for springs between
leaf node siblings, which have a value that is half the value of other constants.
In total we generate a dataset of 5 · 105 training, 105 validation, and 105 test
sequences, each 50 frames (steps) long.

We note that all objects in the springs dataset are free to move anywhere
in the space, and not limited to a particular quadrant. The intermediate nodes
are only initialized with a bias towards quadrants, which was done to obtain
a scenario where the objects naturally group together from the beginning of
the sequence. This is identical to initializing all positions at random, and then
performing rollouts until the objects’ positions converge (which would always
happen due to the hierarchical forces that act between them).

A.1.2 Human3.6M

This dataset Ionescu et al. [2013] consists of 3.6 million 3D human poses, cor-
responding 2D pose projections and images. We use the provided 2D pose
projections to render 12 joints in total (3 of each limb). In total there are 11
professional actors in 17 scenarios, from which subjects number 1, 5, 6, 7, and
8 are used for training, and subjects number 9 and 11 for testing. This allows
us to create 10k training and 3.5k test sequences of 50 frames.
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A.1.3 KTH

The KTH Action dataset Schuldt et al. [2004] consists of real-world videos of
people performing one of six actions: walking, jogging, running, boxing, hand-
waving and hand-clapping. We trained all models on 64× 64 video sequences,
by conditioning on 10 frames and training the model to predict the next 10
frames in ten frames in the sequence, as done in previous work Denton and Fer-
gus [2018]. We split the dataset into a training dataset containing 8k sequences
and test dataset containing 1.5k test sequences, consisting of subjects not present
in the training dataset.

A.2 Training Details

All models are trained with Adam Kingma and Jimmy Ba [2015] using default
parameters and a learning rate of 5 · 10−4. We use a batch size of 32 and train
models for 100 epochs. On the visual task we train each model in two stages,
which acts as a curriculum: for the first 50 epochs we train the visual encoder
and decoder on a reconstruction task, afterwards we optimize the relational
module and dynamics parameters on the prediction task.

Optimizing only for the next step prediction task can lead to a predictor
which ignores the inferred relational graph (also noted in Kipf et al. [2018]). To
avoid this, in the feedforward case we predict 10 steps in the future by feeding
in predicted output as the next step input, and only feed the ground truth in-
put every 10 steps. In the recurrent case this might lead to instabilities, so we
introduce a “burn-in-phase”, where we feed the ground truth input at the be-
ginning, and predict the last 10 steps of the sequence. To train the models we
optimize for ELBO over such sequences, whereas we evaluate the models on the
next step prediction task. The Gaussian output distribution has a fixed variance
σ2 = 5 · 10−5.

We evaluate the models based on the negative log likelihood loss and the
“normalized” negative log likelihood (Figs. 3.3a and A.2), which is inversely
proportional to a version of HRI that operates on the ground-truth interaction
graph (HRI-GT) (higher value is better). The latter allows us to factor out the
complexity of the task and make it easier to compare results between tasks. We
average the negative log likelihood either over the number of objects (for the
state datasets) or pixels (for the visual datasets).
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A.3 HRI Architecture Details

We describe every module in terms of blocks it consists of, e.g. node-to-edge
MLP, edge-to-node MLP, LSTM etc. The architectures in all tables represent
the forward pass, except for Table A.1, where for the first part (leaf object en-
coder) we have two variants (depending on whether we use SlotDec or ParDec),
whereas the hierarchy inference module is the same in both cases.

A high-level overview of the HRI model is presented in Fig. 3.2, with a high-
level summary of all components. Below we describe each component in detail.

Visual Encoder The visual encoder takes as input the concatenation of 32 ×
32× 3 RGB frame and a 32× 32× 2 (x, y)-fixed coordinate channels (as in Liu
et al. [2018]; Watters et al. [2019b], simplifying the object’s position inference
relative to the image frame), processes it with several convolutional layers with
ReLU non-linearities and batch norm Ioffe and Szegedy [2015] and outputs a
hierarchy of object representations. First it infers the 4 × 4 leaf objects (note
different variants for this part in Table A.1 depending on the decoder), from
which 4 intermediate nodes and 1 root node are inferred. This results in 16 leaf
objects, 4 intermediate objects, and one root object, each 48-dimensional. They
are all mapped with a FC layer (with shared weights) to 16-dimensional vectors
and fed through another (Object-wise VAE) FC layer (µ and σ for the standard
VAE reparametrization). For KTH experiments the input resolution is 64×64×1,
handled by repeating the first convolutional layer of the encoder.

Relational Inference Module The relational inference module takes a se-
quence of K = 10 object vectors (16-dimensional in visual and 4-dimensional
in state case) as input and outputs one-hot encoding (2-dimensional) of the pair-
wise relations e(i,j) (the outputs of the fo MLP inTable A.2). The samples are
drawn as rij = softmax((e(i,j) + g)/τ) where g is drawn from a Gumbel(0, 1)
distribution and τ = 0.5 is the temperature parameter.

Dynamics Predictor The dynamics predictor ( Table A.3) takes as input in-
ferred object states of dimensionality d and the inferred pairwise edges, and
predicts the object states at the next time step via rounds of message passing. Hi-
erarchical message passing functions f bu

MP , f
ws
MP , and f td

MP perform a single node-
to-edge and edge-to-node message passing operation as in equation 3.1, where
their node-to-edge and edge-to-node MLPs all share the same set of weights.
The feedforward variant replaces LSTM with one layer (FC with 64 ReLU units)
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Leaf Object Encoder for SlotDec

8× 8 conv, 48 ReLU units, stride 8, batch norm

Leaf Object Encoder for ParDec

8× 8 conv, 48 ReLU units, max pool 2, batch norm
8× 8 conv, 48 ReLU units, max pool 2, batch norm
8× 8 conv, 48 ReLU units, max pool 2, batch norm

Hierarchical objects inference

2× 2 conv, 48 ReLU units, max pool 2, batch norm
2× 2 conv, 48 ReLU units, max pool 2, batch norm
Object-wise FC, 16 ReLU units.
Object-wise VAE FC, 2× 16 units (µ, σ).

Table A.1: Visual encoder architectures

that takes as input the concatenation of object at the current step and the effect
computed by the message passing.

Visual Decoder The visual decoder takes as input a set of N vectors (d =

16-dimensonal object states) and produces the output image according to the
architecture in Table A.4. For the SlotDec a unique float index i ∈ [0, 1] is
appended to each object state, which helps learning the visual object colors, as
they are decoded separately as a (permutation invariant) set and then summed.
Note that for the KTH experiments the image resolution is 64 × 64 × 1, which
is handled by simply adding another ‘4 × 4 convTranspose, 64 ReLU, stride
2’ layer to the decoder. In a similar way we add a convolutional layer to the
encoder and by doing this we are able to infer the same hierarchy regardless of
the input resolution. To account for additional visual complexity of predicting
As in Denton and Fergus [2018], we add skip connections between encoder and
decoder to enable the model to easily generate static background features, and
allow the dynamics predictor to focus on modelling the changes.

A.4 Ablations

Following are the ablation-specific configurations:

• HRI-GT: HRI model that gets ground truth graph as the input to the dy-
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Node-embeding MLP

Concatenate K object states in a slot-wise manner
FC, 64 ELU
FC, 64 ELU, batch norm

Concatenate object pairs slot-wise oij = [oi, oj]

Node-to-edge MLP fn2e

FC, 64 ELU
FC, 64 ELU, batch norm

Edge-to-node MLP fe2n

FC, 64 ELU
FC, 64 ELU, batch norm

Append slot-wise the skip connection of oij

Node-to-edge MLP (shared weights with fn2e)

FC, 64 ELU
FC, 64 ELU, batch norm

Output MLP fo

FC, 64 ELU
FC, 64 ELU, batch norm
FC, 2 output units

Table A.2: Relational inference module architectures

namics predictor (no relational inference).

• HRI-H: HRI model that performs relational inference on a smaller subset
of edges (other edges are excluded), by considering the convolutional and
pooling operations that infer the hierarchical object slots. Let o1 be the
root object, o2, o3, o4, o5 intermediate objects, and o6 − o21 leaf objects.
The subset of edges HRI-H considers are parent-child (and vice-versa child-
parent) (1−2, 1−3, 1−4, 1−5), (2−6, 2−7, 2−8, 2−9), (3−10, 3−11, 3−
12, 3−13), (4−14, 4−15, 4−16, 4−17) and (5−18, 5−19, 5−20, 5−21)

and all within-sibling edges.

• NRI-GT: NRI model that gets ground truth graph as the input to the dy-
namics predictor (no relational inference).
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Bottom-up message passing round f bu
MP

(on child-parent edges)

Node-to-edge MLP fn2e
FC, 64 ReLU
FC, 64 ReLU, batch norm
Edge-to-node MLP fe2n
FC, 64 ReLU
FC, 64 ReLU, batch norm

Within-siblings message passing round fws
MP

(on sibling edges)
Shared weights of fn2e and fe2n MLPs with f bu

MP

Top-down message passing round f td
MP

(on parent-child edges)
Shared weights of fn2e and fe2n MLPs with f bu

MP

LSTM

LSTM, 64 hidden units

Output MLP fo

FC, 64 ReLU
FC, d output units.

Table A.3: Dynamics predictor architecture

• FCMP: NRI model that performs message passing in the dynamics predic-
tor on a fully connected graph (no relational inference).

Note also that the performance gain observed in our experiments is not
a consequence of an increased model capacity: in the case of visual springs
dataset HRI and the NRI baseline have the same number of parameters - 292’141,
whereas the LSTM baseline has more - 317’707.

A.5 NRI Baseline

To infer the object states on which NRI performs relational inference we use
the visual encoder and decoder of the HRI architecture. This ensures a fair
comparison between NRI and HRI in the visual setting. We emphasise that
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SlotDec

FC, 4× d ReLU
4× 4 convTranspose, 64 ReLU, stride 2
4× 4 convTranspose, 64 ReLU, stride 2
4× 4 convTranspose, 64 ReLU, stride 2
4× 4 convTranspose, 3 ReLU, stride 2

ParDec

4× 4 convTranspose, 64 ReLU, stride 2
4× 4 convTranspose, 64 ReLU, stride 2
4× 4 convTranspose, 3 ReLU, stride 2

Table A.4: Visual decoder architectures

standard NRI as presented in Kipf et al. [2018] did not support learning from
visual images.

The dynamics predictor (‘decoder’ in NRI Kipf et al. [2018]) is presented
in Table A.5, which uses an LSTM Hochreiter and Schmidhuber [1997] instead
of the GRU Cho et al. [2014] cell.

A.6 LSTM Baseline

Similarly to the NRI baseline, the LSTM baseline uses the same (pretrained) vi-
sual encoder and decoder to map from image to object states, and vice-versa.
We use an LSTM with 64 hidden units that concatenates representations from all
objects and predicts their future state jointly. Essentially, the NRI baseline dy-
namics predictor can be viewed as extending the LSTM by adding the message
passing part (functions fn2e and fe2n) based on the inferred interaction graph. In
contrast, the LSTM baseline only explicitly considers the nodes of the graph, but
not its edges (relations).

A.7 Additional Results

Below we provide additional results for the 3-3 state and visual dataset, the
results for datasets containing homogeneous (white) balls instead of colored
ones: 3-3-state-visual-white and 4-3-state-visual-white in Appendix A.9, present
the rollouts on visual spring datasets and Huma3.6M dataset in Appendix A.10,
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Node-to-edge MLP fn2e

FC, 64 ReLU
FC, 64 ReLU, batch norm

Edge-to-node MLP fe2n

FC, 64 ReLU
FC, 64 ReLU, batch norm

LSTM

LSTM, 64 hidden units

Output MLP fo

FC, 64 ReLU
FC, d output units.

Table A.5: NRI dynamics predictor

results on datasets containing objects of different shapes, sizes and occlusions in
Appendix A.11, and finally results on generalization (extrapolation) of models
trained on 4-3-visual-springs to 3-3-visual springs in Appendix A.12.

A.8 State Springs

Additional results in terms of the negative log likelihood are provided for the
4-3-state-springs dataset in Fig. A.2. By having the absolute, instead of the nor-
malized score, we can see how markedly big the gap between the recurrent
and the feedforward dynamics predictor is. Additionally, the results in Figs. A.1
and A.3 for the 3-3-state-springs show that same conclusions hold as for the 4-
3-state-springs, with the exception of Fig. A.1b where HRI and HRI-H perform
the same (for 4-3-state-springs HRI outperforms HRI-H, see Fig. 3.3b).
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Figure A.1: Performance on the 3-3-state-springs dataset. We compare HRI to
(a) baselines and (b) ablations in terms of the “normalized” negative log likeli-
hoodwhich is inversely proportional to HRI-GT, which receives the ground-truth
graph. In this case higher is better. (c) MSE when predicting into the future (pre-
diction rollouts).
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Figure A.2: Performance of HRI and ablation models on the 4-3-state-springs
dataset in terms of the negative log likelihood in both recurrent and feedforward
case. Note the difference in the ranges of y axis indicating the inability of the
feedforward model to learn accurate dynamics prediction.
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Figure A.3: Performance of HRI and ablation models on the 3-3-state-springs
dataset in terms of the negative log likelihood in both recurrent and feedforward
case. Note the difference in the ranges of y axis indicating the inability of the
feedforward model to learn accurate dynamics prediction.
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A.9 Visual Springs - Different Number of Objects
and Homogeneous Colors

We provide additional results and visualizations for the 3-3-visual-springs and
additional two experiments that we performed with homogeneous (white) balls:
3-3-visual-springs-white and 4-3-visual-springs-white. The result in Fig. A.4 con-
firms that our model is able to handle different number of balls, by learning to
simply leave some slots empty ( Fig. A.4a). Moreover, the results in Figs. A.5
and A.6 closely match the ones in Figs. 3.4 and A.4, thus showing that our
method does not rely on color to disentangle objects into separate slots.
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Figure A.4: (a) HRI introspection: first column contains ground-truth, predicted
image and their difference. In the other 4 columns we visualize 16 object slots
decoded separately. (b) Negative log likelihood for all models on the 3-3-visual-
springs dataset.

A.10 Prediction Rollouts and Latent Interaction
Graph Inference

We provide additional results for the 4-3-visual-springs and Human3.6M dataset.
In particular, Fig. A.7 shows 10 time step prediction rollout of HRI model on 4-
3-visual springs dataset, where it can be seen that the predictions closely match
the ground truth sequence. The rollout sequence in Fig. A.8 shows similar per-
formance on the Human3.6M dataset. Inferred interaction graphs on 4-3-visual
springs by HRI (top row) and NRI (bottom row) are shown in Fig. A.9. The
first column shows the groundtruth graphs, and the graphs to follow in the next
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Figure A.5: (a) HRI introspection: first column contains ground-truth, predicted
image and their difference. In the other 4 columns we visualize 16 object slots
decoded separately. (b) Negative log likelihood for all models on 3-3-visual-
springs-white.
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Figure A.6: (a) HRI introspection: first column contains ground-truth, predicted
image and their difference. In the other 4 columns we visualize 16 object slots
decoded separately. (b) Negative log likelihood for all models on 4-3-visual-
springs-white.

columns correspond to graphs inferred by models in different sequence steps.
The graph inferred by HRI resembles the ground-truth much more closely com-
pared to NRI.
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Figure A.7: Ground truth (top) and predicted (bottom) 10 time steps rollout of
HRI on 4-3-visual-springs.

Figure A.8: Ground truth (top) and predicted (bottom) 10 time steps rollout of
HRI on Human3.6M.
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Figure A.9: Inferred interaction graphs on 4-3-visual-springs by HRI (top row)
andNRI (bottom row). In the first column are groundtruth graphs, and the graphs
to follow in subsequent columns correspond to graphs inferred by the respective
model over the video sequence frames.
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A.11 Visual Springs - Diverse Datasets

In this section we provide results on 5 additional datasets: Triangles, Squares,
Diverse-Objects (contains balls, triangles and squares of various sizes), Large-
Objects, and Curtain. Samples of a frame from each of these datasets are
shown in Fig. A.10. Qualitative introspection and quantitative performance
in Figs. A.11 to A.15 show that HRI is able to handle datasets containing dif-
ferent object shapes, sizes, and also handle occlusions, while outperforming
all considered baselines in all cases. Curtain dataset is created form 4-3-visual-
springs dataset by inserting a 12× 12 pixels curtain at random position in each
video sequence.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure A.10: Samples from: (a) Triangles, (b) Squares, (c) Diverse-Objects, (d)
Large-Objects, and (e) Curtain datasets.
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Figure A.11: (a) HRI introspection: first column contains ground-truth, predic-
tion and their difference. The other columns show the 16 object slots decoded
separately. (b) Negative log likelihood for all models on the Triangles dataset.
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Figure A.12: (a) HRI introspection: first column contains ground-truth, predic-
tion and their difference. The other columns show the 16 object slots decoded
separately. (b) Negative log likelihood for all models on the Squares dataset.
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Figure A.13: (a) HRI introspection: first column contains ground-truth, predic-
tion and their difference. The other columns show the 16 object slots decoded
separately. (b) Negative log likelihood for all models on the Diverse-objects
dataset.
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Figure A.14: (a) HRI introspection: first column contains ground-truth, predic-
tion and their difference. The other columns show the 16 object slots decoded
separately. (b) Negative log likelihood for all models on the Large-Objects
dataset.
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Figure A.15: (a) HRI introspection: first column contains ground-truth, predic-
tion and their difference. The other columns show the 16 object slots decoded
separately. (b) Negative log likelihood for all models on the Curtain dataset.
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A.12 Visual Springs - Generalization to Different
Number of Objects

We test whether HRI is able to generalize to scenarios with different number
of objects by first training on 4-3-visual-springs and then testing on 3-3-visual
springs. The qualitative results are shown in Fig. A.16a, where it can be seen that
HRI is able to infer separate object representations even on a dataset it was not
originally trained on. Quantitative comparison of model performance is shown
in Fig. A.16b. Compared to Fig. A.4b we observe a slight drop in performance,
but HRI remains the best performing model. A prediction sequence is shown
in Fig. A.17. Note how HRI makes minor mistakes in the first few frames, but
adapts afterwards to the setting with different number of objects from what it was
trained on, and models the dynamics more accurately in subsequent frames.
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Figure A.16: (a) HRI introspection: first column contains ground-truth, predic-
tion and their difference. The other columns show the 16 object slots decoded
separately. (b) Negative log likelihood for all models on trained on 4-3-visual-
springs and evaluated on 3-3-visual-springs dataset.

Figure A.17: Ground truth (top) and predicted (bottom) 10 time steps rollout of
HRI trained on 4-3-visual springs and evaluated on 3-3-visual-springs.
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Appendix B

Additional Details for Learning to
Generalize with Object-centric
Agents

B.1 OOD environment Objects

Player Plant Cow Zombie Skeleton Arrow

Water Sand Grass Tree Path Stone

Coal Iron Diamond Lava Table Furnace

Figure B.1: Original Crafter objects. Figure from Hafner [2021].
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TreeV1 CowV1 ZombieV1 StoneV1 CoalV1 SkeletonV1

TreeV2 CowV2 ZombieV2 StoneV2 CoalV2 SkeletonV2

TreeV3 CowV3 ZombieV3 StoneV3 CoalV3 SkeletonV3

TreeV4 CowV4 ZombieV4 StoneV4 CoalV4 SkeletonV4

Figure B.2: In CrafterOODapp there are four variants of objects for trees, cows,
zombies, stone coal and skeletons.

B.2 Network Configurations
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Feature Extractor

8× 8 conv, 32 ReLU units, stride 4

4× 4 conv, 64 ReLU units, stride 2

3× 3 conv, 64 ReLU units, stride 1

Flatten
Linear, 512 ReLU units.

Action Network

Linear, 17 units.

Value Network

Linear, 1 units.

Table B.1: PPO-CNN: baseline agent with the CNN from DQN Mnih et al.
[2015].

Feature Extractor

5× 5 conv, 64 ReLU units, stride 1, padding 2

5× 5 conv, 64 ReLU units, stride 1, padding 2

5× 5 conv, 64 ReLU units, stride 1, padding 2

5× 5 conv, 64 ReLU units, stride 1, padding 2

Flatten
Linear, 512 ReLU units.

Action Network

Linear, 17 units.

Value Network

Linear, 1 units.

Table B.2: PPO-SPCNN: agent with the size-preserving CNN.
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Feature Extractor

5× 5 conv, 64 ReLU units, stride 1, padding 2

5× 5 conv, 64 ReLU units, stride 1, padding 2

5× 5 conv, 64 ReLU units, stride 1, padding 2

5× 5 conv, 64 ReLU units, stride 1, padding 2

Split into 8× 8 patches and flatten the patch grid

Self-Attention Network

Learned CLS token of 256 size.
Slot-wise projection: Linear, 256 units.
// Self-Attention layer 1:
Query map: Linear, 256 units.
Key map: Linear, 256 units.
Values map: Linear, 256 units.
// Self-Attention layer 2:
Query map: Linear, 256 units.
Key map: Linear, 256 units.
Values map: Linear, 256 units.

Action Network

Linear, 17 units.

Value Network

Linear, 1 units.

Table B.3: OC-SA: agent with the self-attention module.
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Feature Extractor

5× 5 conv, 64 ReLU units, stride 1, padding 2

5× 5 conv, 64 ReLU units, stride 1, padding 2

5× 5 conv, 64 ReLU units, stride 1, padding 2

5× 5 conv, 64 ReLU units, stride 1, padding 2

Split into 16× 16 patches and flatten the patch grid

Self-Attention Network

Learned slots 8× 256 size.
Query map: Linear, 256 units.
Key map: Linear, 256 units.
Values map: Linear, 256 units.

Action Network

Linear, 17 units.

Value Network

Linear, 1 units.

Table B.4: OC-CA: agent with the cross-attention module.
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Feature Extractor

8× 8 conv, 32 ReLU units, stride 4

4× 4 conv, 64 ReLU units, stride 2

3× 3 conv, 64 ReLU units, stride 1

Flatten
Linear, 512 ReLU units.

Action Network

LSTM, 256 units.
Linear, 17 units.

Value Network

LSTM, 256 units.
Linear, 1 units.

Table B.5: LSTM-CNN: recurrent agent with an LSTM and a CNN from
DQN Mnih et al. [2015].

Feature Extractor

5× 5 conv, 64 ReLU units, stride 1, padding 2

5× 5 conv, 64 ReLU units, stride 1, padding 2

5× 5 conv, 64 ReLU units, stride 1, padding 2

5× 5 conv, 64 ReLU units, stride 1, padding 2

Flatten
Linear, 512 ReLU units.

Action Network

LSTM, 256 units.
Linear, 17 units.

Value Network

Linear, 256 units.
Linear, 1 units.

Table B.6: LSTM-SPCNN: recurrent agent with an LSTM and a size-preserving
CNN.
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B.3 Object-centric agents formal details

In this section we provide a mathematical description of our object-centric agent
implementations.

B.3.1 Object-centric Self-Attention (OC-SA) agents

OC-SA agent rely on simple Multi-Head Self-Attention mechanism Vaswani et al.
[2017]. Formally, the inputs to the attention mechanism are N image patches
(mapped through convolution layers) {xi}Ni=1 ∈ Rdin of dimension din. We treat
the input patches as a set of vectors, and add one additional CLS ∈ Rdin to-
ken Devlin et al. [2018], that is fed to the policy network after computing the
attention with all other vectors from the {xi}Ni=1 set. Therefore, the input to the
self-attention is the set of vectors (x1, .., xN , CLS) ∈ RN×din . From each input
vector, a query, key and value vectors are computed, using projection matrices
WQ,WK ,W V . Query, key and value vectors are all of the same dimensionality
d, resulting in aggregated Q ∈ R(N+1)×d, K ∈ R(N+1)×d, V ∈ R(N+1)×d matri-
ces. We compute dot products of each query is computed with all the keys and
scaled by

√
d. We then use softmax over the query dimension to obtain the

attention weights over the value vectors. Formally, scaled dot-product attention
is computed as:

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax
(QKT

√
d

)
V. (B.1)

In practice, we use multi-head self-attention variant Vaswani et al. [2017], which
allows the model to compute different mappings in each head and aggregate it
in the end. Formally, multi-head self-attention is defined as:

MultiHeadSelfAttention(Q,K, V ) = Concat(AttentionHead1, .., AttentionHeadh),

(B.2)
where h is the number of heads and

AttentionHeadi = Attention(QWQ
i , KWK

i , V W V
i ), (B.3)

where the projection matrices WQ
i ∈ Rd×dmodel , WK

i ∈ Rd×dmodel , W V
i ∈

Rd×dmodel , where dmodel = d/h.

B.3.2 Object-centric Cross-Attention (OC-CA) agents

OC-CA agents are similar in spirit to cross-Attention (e.g. Jaegle et al. [2021b])
and slot-attention (e.g. Locatello et al. [2020]) models. Similarly to self-attention
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Algorithm 2: Modified slot-attention algorithm sketch (modified from
Locatello et al. [2020]). The input is a set ofNinputs vectors of dimension
d which is mapped to a set of Nslots slots of dimension d. We initialize
the slots by sampling their initial values as independent samples from
a Gaussian distribution with shared, learnable parameters µ ∈ Rd and
σ ∈ Rd.

1: Input: inputs ∈ RNinputs×d, slots ∼ N (µ, diag(σ)) ∈ RNslots×d

2: Layer params: k, q, v: linear projections for attention; Optional: MLP and
LayerNorm (x3)

3: inputs = LayerNorm (inputs) ▷ # optional LayerNorm
4: slots = LayerNorm (slots) ▷ # optional LayerNorm
5: attn = softmax 1√

d
k(inputs) · q(slots)T , axis=`slots/queries'

6:

slot_updates = WeightedMean (weights=attn + ϵ, values=v(inputs))
7: slots += MLP (LayerNorm (slot_updates)) ▷ # optional residual MLP

(per slot)
8: return slots

keys and the values in slot-/cross-attention are also computed from the input
which in our case are N image patches (mapped through convolution layers)
{xi}Ni=1 ∈ Rd of dimension d. However, unlike in self-attention, in cross-
attention the queries come from a separate set of learned vectors called slots.
In essence, this module maps from a set of Ninputs to a set of Nslots. Intuitively,
each slot can learn to describe an object or an entity in the input.

A sketch of the Slot-Attention algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2 and a sketch
of the Cross-Attention algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3. The main difference
between slot- and cross-attention is that in the slot-attention softmax is normal-
ized over slots (queries) dimension, and in the cross-attention softmax is normal-
ized over keys (as in standard self-attention). It is argued Locatello et al. [2020]
that softmax normalization over slots (queries) ensures that the attention coeffi-
cients sum to one for each individual input feature vector, which prevents the
attention mechanism from ignoring parts of the input. In our work OC-CA uses
the cross-attention mechanism. We do however experiment with slot-attention
too (OC-CA + Slot Competition entry in Table 4.8). Note also the optional Lay-
erNorm and residual MLP steps in both algorithms (these were also ablated in
Table 4.8).

Lastly, note the differences of our ‘modified’ slot-attention with respect to the
original slot-attention algorithm Locatello et al. [2020]. Firstly, we don’t use a
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recurrent network to combine the new updates with the previous slots. More im-
portantly, we also do not use multiple iterations of the attention. Therefore, our
algorithm can be understood as a single iteration of the original slot-attention
and without a recurrent network. We experimented with both using multiple
iterations as well as the recurrent network, but we observed suboptimal perfor-
mance.

Algorithm 3: Cross-Attention algorithm sketch (modified from Lo-
catello et al. [2020]). The input is a set of Ninputs vectors of dimension
d which is mapped to a set of Nslots slots of dimension d. We initialize
the slots by sampling their initial values as independent samples from
a Gaussian distribution with shared, learnable parameters µ ∈ Rd and
σ ∈ Rd.

1: Input: inputs ∈ RNinputs×d, slots ∼ N (µ, diag(σ)) ∈ RNslots×d

2: Layer params: k, q, v: linear projections for attention; Optional: MLP and
LayerNorm (x3)

3: inputs = LayerNorm (inputs) ▷ # optional LayerNorm
4: slots = LayerNorm (slots) ▷ # optional LayerNorm
5: attn = softmax 1√

d
k(inputs) · q(slots)T , axis=`keys'

6: slot_updates = attn · v(inputs)
7: slots += MLP (LayerNorm (slot_updates)) ▷ # optional residual MLP

(per slot)
8: return slots

More formally, in slot-/cross-attention slots are initialized at random by sam-
pling them from a Gaussian distribution, which allows them to generalize to
different number of slots at test time. The slots play the role of ‘queries’ in
the attention mechanism and can ‘bind’ to specific features by computing the
dot-product with keys and attending to values (both coming from the input).
Dot-product is computed as:

S =
1√
d
k(inputs) · q(slots)T ∈ RNinputs×Nslots . (B.4)

The main difference between slot- and cross-attention lies in how the softmax
is normalized. In slot-attention, we normalize over slots (queries):

attni,j =
eMi,j∑
i

eMi,j
, (B.5)
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and in cross-attention we normalize over keys:

attni,j =
eMi,j∑
j

eMi,j
. (B.6)

Slot updates in cross-attention are then computed as a weighted sum between
attention coefficients and the values:

slot_updates = attnT · v(inputs), (B.7)

whereas the slot-attention computes the weighted mean:

slot_updates = attn_meanT · v(inputs), (B.8)

where attn_meani,j =
attni,j

N∑
i=1

attni,j

.

Authors in the original slot-attention paper Locatello et al. [2020] argue that
the weighted mean helps improve stability of the attention mechanism. Lastly
note also that both slot- and cross-attention are permutation invariant with re-
spect to the input (the output is independent of permutations applied to the
input) and permutation equivariant with respect to the slots (output is permuted
in the same way as the order of the slots is permuted). For the proof we refer to
the slot-attention paper Locatello et al. [2020].

B.4 Off-policy algorithms on Crafter

We trained and evaluated an off-policy (DQN) agent on the original Crafter
environment. After extensive grid search over all hyperparameters, we were
unable to get good performance. The highest score we obtained was 4.5 (in
the original Crafter paper a score of 4.3 was reported for Rainbow). Qualitative
inspection of the agent’s behavior when the score is 4.5 showed that the agent
is not learning any meaningful behavior, but simply roams randomly around the
map and obtains a few points if it drinks water, sleeps, picks a tree or kills an
enemy.

Reasons for why the off-policy methods perform worse than on-policy ones
are unclear, but we can speculate on a few things that could work in favor of
on-policy algorithms. In general, on-policy learning can be better when training
an agent that needs to perform a significant amount of exploration, as is the case
for Crafter. Another reason could be that PPO is a policy gradient method, so as
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long as the learned policy is somewhat good, the value functions need not be
very accurate. On the other hand DQN needs to learn a correct value function
from which it then samples actions. If learning the value function is too hard to
do (as it may be the case in Crafter), then the DQN will be at a disadvantage
compared to the PPO.

B.5 CrafterOODapp performance

In Fig. B.3 we provide heatmap of the CrafterOODapp scores previously re-
ported in Table 4.4.
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Figure B.3: Scores on CrafterOODnum for agents trained for 1M environment
steps. Mean over 10 random seeds are reported. For standard deviations see Ta-
ble 4.4. Each setting has two rows, denoting scores in training (e.g. 25, 25, 25, 25
for O1−4 : 25%) and evaluation (0, 33, 33, 33, for O1 : 0%, O2−4 : 33.3%) environ-
ments.
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B.6 CrafterOODnum performance

In Fig. B.4 we provide heatmap of the CrafterOODnum scores previously re-
ported in Table 4.6.
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Figure B.4: Scores on CrafterOODapp for agents trained for 1M environment
steps. Mean over 10 random seeds are reported. For standard deviations see
Table 4.6. Each setting has two rows, denoting scores in training and evaluation
environments.

B.7 Hyper-parameter heatmaps

In Figs. B.5 and B.6 we show the pairwise heatmaps of the hyper-parameters
we tuned for the PPO-CNN. Important to note here is that once we tuned the
hyper-parameters for PPO-CNN, we fixed them and used the same values for all
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other models. Therefore, other models might have a slight disadvantage as we
did not specifically tune hyper-parameters for each model.

In Fig. B.5 we start from the default hyper-parameters from Raffin et al. [2021]
that were tuned for Atari: GAE lambda 0.95, number of epochs 10, gamma 0.99,
batch size 64 and number of steps 1024. From here, we sweep over individual
pairs of hyper-parameters, e.g. GAE lambda and the number of epochs. Look-
ing at the heatmaps, it is clear how each hyper-parameters contributes to the im-
provement (which becomes evident by looking at their combination in Fig. B.6).
However, some hyper-parameters contribute much more than others, e.g. GAE
lambda and the number of epochs the agent is trained on the collected rollouts.
Given these plots, we settled on the following values for hyper-parameters: num-
ber of steps 4096, number of epochs 4, batch size 128, GAE lambda 0.65, and
gamma 0.95. GAE-lambda can be interpreted as an extra discount factor ap-
plied after performing reward shaping transformation on the MDP Schulman
et al. [2015], and we found low values to perform better. This also makes sense
given that we found lower discount factors also to give better performance (0.95
compared to the most commonly used 0.99). On the other hand, we extended
the horizon (number of rollout steps collected for the update) from default 1024
to 4096) and similarly increased batch size from 64 to 128, stabilizing train-
ing agents in Crafter. In general, when there are frequent rewards within an
episode, the number of steps can be smaller. However, in Crafter, the rewards
are sparse, which is also reflected in empirically better performance when using
longer rollouts.

In Fig. B.5we start from the best hyper-parameters we found: number of steps
4096, number of epochs 4, batch size 128, GAE lambda 0.65 and gamma 0.95.
We then ablate pairs of hyper-parameters by changing them over their respective
ranges. The agents are fairly robust to hyper-parameters changes. From the
heatmaps, we can see that the performance drops going away from the optimal
values, though not by a significant value.
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Figure B.5: Crafter scores starting from the default hyper-parameters from Raffin
et al. [2021] that were tuned for Atari: GAE lambda 0.95, number of epochs
10, gamma 0.99, batch size 64 and number of steps 1024, and then ablating
individual hyper-parameter pairs. For each pair of hyper-parameters, the default
values are marked by a blue circle.
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Figure B.6: Crafter scores starting from the best hyper-parameters we found:
GAE lambda 0.65, number of epochs 4, gamma 0.95, batch size 128 and num-
ber of steps 4096, and then ablating individual hyper-parameter pairs. For each
pair of hyper-parameters, the best values are marked by a blue circle.
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Appendix C

Additional Details for
Synchrony-based Object Discovery
with Complex-Valued Autoencoders

C.1 Experimental Details

Datasets. We evaluate all models (i.e., CAE, CAE++ and CtCAE) on a sub-
set of Multi-Object dataset Kabra et al. [2019] suite. We use three datasets:
Tetrominoes which consists of colored tetris blocks on a black background,
dSprites with colored sprites of various shapes like heart, square, oval, etc.,
on a grayscale background, and lastly, CLEVR, a dataset from a synthetic 3D en-
vironment. For CLEVR, we use the filtered version [Emami et al., 2021] which
consists of images containing less than seven objects sometimes referred to as
CLEVR6 as in Locatello et al. [2020]. We normalize all input RGB images to have
pixel values in the range [0, 1] consistent with prior work [Löwe et al., 2022].

Models. Table C.1 shows the architecture specifications such as number of lay-
ers, kernel sizes, stride lengths, number of filter channels, normalization layers,
activations, etc., for the convolutional neural networks used by the Encoder and
Decoder modules in CAE, CAE++ and CtCAE.

Training Details. Table C.2 and Table C.3 show the hyperparameter configu-
rations used to train CAE/CAE++ and to contrastively train the CtCAE model(s)
respectively.
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Encoder

3 × 3 conv, 128 channels, stride 2, ReLU, BatchNorm
3 × 3 conv, 128 channels, stride 1, ReLU, BatchNorm
3 × 3 conv, 256 channels, stride 2, ReLU, BatchNorm
3 × 3 conv, 256 channels, stride 1, ReLU, BatchNorm
3 × 3 conv, 256 channels, stride 2, ReLU, BatchNorm

————————————————
For 64×64 and 96×96 inputs, 2 additional encoder layers:
3 × 3 conv, 256 channels, stride 1, ReLU, BatchNorm
3 × 3 conv, 256 channels, stride 2, ReLU, BatchNorm

Linear Layer

Flatten
Linear, 256 ReLU units, LayerNorm

Decoder

For 64×64 and 96×96 inputs, 2 additional decoder layers:
Bilinear upsample x2
3 × 3 conv, 256 channels, stride 1, ReLU, BatchNorm
3 × 3 conv, 256 channels, stride 1, ReLU, BatchNorm

————————————————
Bilinear upsample x2
3 × 3 conv, 256 channels, stride 1, ReLU, BatchNorm
3 × 3 conv, 256 channels, stride 1, ReLU, BatchNorm
Bilinear upsample x2
3 × 3 conv, 256 channels, stride 1, ReLU, BatchNorm
3 × 3 conv, 128 channels, stride 1, ReLU, BatchNorm
Bilinear upsample x2
3 × 3 conv, 128 channels, stride 1, ReLU, BatchNorm

Output Layer (CAE only)

1 × 1 conv, 3 channels, stride 1, sigmoid

Table C.1: Encoder and Decoder architecture specifications for CAE, CAE++
and CtCAE models.

Computational Efficiency. We report the training and inference time (wall-
clock) for our models across the various image resolutions of the 3 multi-object
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Hyperparameter Tetrominoes dSprites CLEVR

Training Steps 50’000 100’000 100’000
Batch size 64 64 64
Learning rate 4e-4 4e-4 4e-4

Table C.2: General training hyperparameters.

Common Hyperparameters

Loss coefficient (in total loss sum) 1e-4
Temperature 0.05
Contrastive Learning Addresses Magnitude
Contrastive Learning Features Phase

Encoder Hyperparameters 32x32 64x64 96x96

Number of anchors 4 4 8
Number of positive pairs 1 1 1
Top-K to select positive pairs from 1 1 1
Number of negative pairs 2 2 16
Bottom-M to select negative pairs from 2 2 24

Decoder Hyperparameters 32x32 64x64 96x96

Patch Size 1 2 3
Number of anchors 100 100 100
Number of positive pairs 1 1 1
Top-K to select positive pairs from 5 5 5
Number of negative pairs 100 100 100
Bottom-M to select negative pairs from 500 500 500

Table C.3: Contrastive learning hyperparameters for the CtCAE model.

datasets. First, we find that inference time(s) is similar for all models, and it only
depends on the image resolution and number of ground truth clusters in the
input image. Inference for the test set containing 320 images of 32x32 resolu-
tion takes 25 seconds, for 64x64 images it takes 65 seconds and for the 96x96
images it takes 105 seconds. Training time(s) on the other hand differs both
across models and image resolutions. We report all training time(s) using a sin-
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gle Nvidia V100 GPU. CAE and CAE++ have similar training times: for 32x32
images training for 100k steps takes 3.2 hours, for 64x64 images it takes 4.8
hours, and for 96x96 images it takes 7 hours. CtCAE on the other hand takes 5
hours, 9.2 hours and 10.2 hours to train on dataset of 32x32, 64x64 and 96x96
images respectively. To reproduce all the results/tables (mean and std-dev across
5 seeds) reported in this work we estimate the compute requirement to be 840
GPU hours in total. Further, we estimate that the total compute used in this
project is approximately 5-10x more, including experiments with preliminary
prototypes.

Object Assignments from Phase Maps. We describe the process of extracting
discrete-valued object assignments from continuous-valued phase components
of decoder outputs y ∈ Ch×w×3. First, the phase components of decoder outputs
are mapped onto a unit circle and those phase values are masked out whose
magnitudes are below the threshold value of 0.1. After this normalization and
filtering step, the resultant phase values are converted from polar to Cartesian
form on a per-channel basis. Finally, we apply K-means clustering where the
number of clusters K parameter is retrieved from the ground-truth segmentation
mask for each image. This extraction methodology of object assignments from
output phase maps is consistent with Löwe et al. [2022].

Dataset Model Threshold=0.1 Threshold=0.0 No threshold
ARI-FG ↑ ARI-FULL ↑ ARI-FG ↑ ARI-FULL ↑ ARI-FG ↑ ARI-FULL ↑

Tetrominoes CAE++ 0.78 ± 0.07 0.84 ± 0.01 0.77 ± 0.07 0.79 ± 0.02 0.54 ± 0.09 0.21 ± 0.05

CtCAE 0.84 ± 0.09 0.85 ± 0.01 0.86 ± 0.05 0.82 ± 0.01 0.67 ± 0.11 0.26 ± 0.09

dSprites CAE++ 0.38 ± 0.05 0.49 ± 0.15 0.38 ± 0.05 0.49 ± 0.12 0.37 ± 0.05 0.49 ± 0.12

CtCAE 0.48 ± 0.03 0.68 ± 0.13 0.46 ± 0.07 0.69 ± 0.10 0.47 ± 0.06 0.69 ± 0.10

CLEVR CAE++ 0.22 ± 0.10 0.30 ± 0.18 0.33 ± 0.04 0.32 ± 0.25 0.34 ± 0.04 0.32 ± 0.25

CtCAE 0.50 ± 0.05 0.69 ± 0.25 0.52 ± 0.05 0.69 ± 0.20 0.52 ± 0.06 0.72 ± 0.21

Table C.4: Grouping results for CAE++and CtCAEmodels with different thresh-
old values applied to post-process the continuous output phase maps.

C.2 Additional results

We show some additional experimental results: generalization capabilities of Ct-
CAE w.r.t. the number of objects, and ablation studies on various design choices
made in CAE++ and CtCAE models.
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Evaluation ARI-FG ↑ ARI-FULL ↑

Training Subset: 4 or less objects

3 objects 0.39 ± 0.20 0.53 ± 0.30

4 objects 0.41 ± 0.18 0.55 ± 0.29

5 objects 0.38 ± 0.15 0.54 ± 0.28

6 objects 0.38 ± 0.13 0.55 ± 0.24

All images 0.39 ± 0.04 0.54 ± 0.28

Training Subset: 5 or less objects

3 objects 0.49 ± 0.04 0.69 ± 0.25

4 objects 0.50 ± 0.03 0.66 ± 0.24

5 objects 0.46 ± 0.02 0.65 ± 0.24

6 objects 0.45 ± 0.03 0.64 ± 0.23

All images 0.48 ± 0.02 0.66 ± 0.24

Table C.5: Generalization evaluation on the CLEVR dataset. Training only on a
subset, but evaluating on all possible subsets containing images with 3, 4, 5 or
6 objects.

C.2.1 Generalization to Higher Number of Objects

Here we evaluate generalization capabilities of CtCAE by training only on a
subset of images containing less than a certain number of objects, on CLEVR.
We have two cases—training on subsets with either up to 4 or up to 5 objects
while the original trainig split contain between 3 and 6 objects. The results
in Table C.5 show that CtCAE generalizes well. The performance drops only
marginally when trained on up to 4 objects and tested on 5 and 6 objects, or
when trained on up to 5 objects and tested on 6 objects. We also observe
that training on 5 or less objects also consistently improves ARI scores for every
subset of less than 5 objects. We suspect that the reason for this, apart from
having more training data, is that the network has more pressure to separate
objects in the phase space when observing more objects, which in turn also
helps for images with a smaller number of objects.
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Dataset Model ARI-FG ↑ ARI-FULL ↑

Tetrominoes CAE 0.00 ± 0.00 0.12 ± 0.02

CAE-(fout 1x1 conv) 0.00 ± 0.00 0.00 ± 0.00

CAE-(fout sigmoid) 0.12 ± 0.12 0.35 ± 0.36

CAE-transp.+upsamp. 0.10 ± 0.21 0.10 ± 0.22

CAE++ (above combined) 0.78 ± 0.07 0.84 ± 0.01

CtCAE 0.84 ± 0.09 0.85 ± 0.01

dSprites CAE 0.02 ± 0.00 0.07 ± 0.01

CAE-(fout 1x1 conv) 0.06 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.07

CAE-(fout sigmoid) 0.02 ± 0.01 0.07 ± 0.01

CAE-transp.+upsamp. 0.19 ± 0.02 0.10 ± 0.04

CAE++ (above combined) 0.38 ± 0.05 0.49 ± 0.15

CtCAE 0.48 ± 0.03 0.68 ± 0.13

CLEVR CAE 0.09 ± 0.05 0.08 ± 0.06

CAE-(fout 1x1 conv) 0.05 ± 0.01 0.06 ± 0.01

CAE-(fout sigmoid) 0.06 ± 0.02 0.01 ± 0.02

CAE-transp.+upsamp. 0.19 ± 0.07 0.10 ± 0.11

CAE++ (above combined) 0.22 ± 0.10 0.30 ± 0.18

CtCAE 0.50 ± 0.05 0.69 ± 0.25

Table C.6: Grouping metrics achieved by various model variants from our pro-
posed architectural modifications and resulting finally in the CAE++ model.
Extends the results of Table 5.4 to all 3 multi-object datasets.

C.2.2 Architecture Modifications

Table C.6 shows the results from the ablation study that measures the effect
of applying each of our proposed architectural modifications cumulatively to
finally result in the CAE++ model. Across all datasets, we consistently observe
that, starting from the vanilla CAE baseline which completely fails, grouping
performance gradually improves as more components of the CAE++ model is
added. Lastly, our proposed contrastive objective used to train CtCAE further
improves CAE++ across all 3 datasets.
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C.2.3 Contrastive Learning Ablations

Table C.7 shows an ablation study for the choice of layer(s) to which we apply
our contrastive learning method. Please note that all variants here always use
magnitude components of complex-valued activations as addresses and phase
components as features to contrast. We observe that the variant which ap-
plies the contrastive objective to both the outputs of the encoder and decoder
(‘enc+dec’) outperforms the others which apply it only to either one (‘enc-only’
or ‘dec-only’). This behavior is consistent across Tetrominoes, dSprites and
CLEVR. We hypothesize that this is because these two contrastive strategies are
complementary: one is on low-level cues (decoder) and the other one based on
high-level abstract features (encoder).

Table C.8 shows an ablation study for the choice of using magnitude or phase
as addresses (and the other one as features) in our contrastive learning method.
As we apply contrastive learning to both the decoder and encoder outputs, we
can make this decision independently for each output (resulting in four possible
combinations). We observe that the variant which uses magnitude for both the
encoder and decoder (‘mg+mg’) outperforms other variants across all 3 multi-
object datasets. These ablations support our initial intuitions when designing
our contrastive objective.

Dataset Model ARI-FG ↑ ARI-FULL ↑

Tetrominoes CtCAE (enc-only) 0.81 ± 0.06 0.85 ± 0.01

CtCAE (dec-only) 0.74 ± 0.04 0.86 ± 0.00

CtCAE (enc+dec) 0.84 ± 0.09 0.85 ± 0.01

dSprites CtCAE (enc-only) 0.40 ± 0.06 0.58 ± 0.05

CtCAE (dec-only) 0.48 ± 0.05 0.72 ± 0.07

CtCAE (enc+dec) 0.48 ± 0.03 0.68 ± 0.13

CLEVR CtCAE (enc-only) 0.21 ± 0.11 0.29 ± 0.15

CtCAE (dec-only) 0.38 ± 0.17 0.69 ± 0.18

CtCAE (enc+dec) 0.50 ± 0.05 0.69 ± 0.25

Table C.7: Grouping metrics achieved by CtCAE model variants that apply the
contrastive loss on output features from only the encoder (enc-only) or only the
decoder (dec-only) or both (enc+dec) for all 3 multi-object datasets. Extends
the results of Table 5.5 to all 3 multi-object datasets.
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Dataset Model ARI-FG ↑ ARI-FULL ↑

Tetrominoes CtCAE w/ mg+mg 0.84 ± 0.09 0.85 ± 0.01

CtCAE w/ ph+ph 0.85 ± 0.05 0.84 ± 0.01

CtCAE w/ mg+ph 0.86 ± 0.03 0.85 ± 0.02

CtCAE w/ ph+mg 0.77 ± 0.04 0.85 ± 0.01

dSprites CtCAE w/ mg+mg 0.48 ± 0.03 0.68 ± 0.13

CtCAE w/ ph+ph 0.38 ± 0.08 0.42 ± 0.16

CtCAE w/ mg+ph 0.36 ± 0.07 0.57 ± 0.13

CtCAE w/ ph+mg 0.45 ± 0.05 0.67 ± 0.18

CLEVR CtCAE w/ mg+mg 0.50 ± 0.05 0.69 ± 0.25

CtCAE w/ ph+ph 0.22 ± 0.06 0.22 ± 0.09

CtCAE w/ mg+ph 0.18 ± 0.08 0.28 ± 0.15

CtCAE w/ ph+mg 0.40 ± 0.15 0.65 ± 0.19

Table C.8: Grouping metrics on all 3 multi-object datasets achieved by Ct-
CAE model variants that use either magnitude or phase components of the en-
coder/decoder outputs as the addresses for contrastive learning. For example,
‘mg+ph’ means that magnitude components used as addresses of the encoder
outputs and phase components used as addresses of the decoder outputs (con-
versely, the phase components of the encoder outputs are used as features and
the magnitude components of the decoder outputs are used as features).

C.3 Additional Visualizations

We show additional visualization samples of groupings from CAE, CAE++ and
CtCAE on Tetrominoes, dSprites and CLEVR, and qualitatively highlight both
grouping failures and successes of CAE, CAE++ and CtCAE.
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Figure C.1: Visualizations for CAE (row 1), CAE++ (row 2) and CtCAE (row
3) on the Tetrominoes dataset example from Figure 5.3. We see that CtCAE
achieves near perfect grouping (column 4) and better separability in phase space
(column 5) compared to our improved CAE++ variant which shows significant
grouping interference (parts of all three objects modelled by same group, e.g.,
orange cluster). We also observe that the baseline CAE completely fails to re-
construct or group the image.
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Figure C.2: Visualizations for CAE (row 1), CAE++ (row 2) and CtCAE (row
3) on the dSprites dataset example from Figure 5.3. We see that CtCAE suc-
cessfully separates the 4 scene objects into 4 clusters while CAE++ mistakenly
groups 2 scene objects into 1 cluster, i.e., the blue cluster (column 4). Again,
the baseline CAE fails to reconstruct (no color) or group the image.
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Figure C.3: Visualizations for CAE (row 1), CAE++ (row 2) and CtCAE (row 3)
on the CLEVR dataset example from Figure 5.3. We see that the CtCAE in this
example is able to separate the 4 scene objects into 4 distinct clusters while
our improved CAE++ fails (column 4). This good separation in phase space
is reflected in the continuous phase maps (column 6) where the pixel colors in
the phase maps are representative of their values/differences when comparing
CtCAE and CAE++. Finally, we see that although the CAE is able to reasonably
reconstruct the image it shows very poor grouping of the scene objects.
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Figure C.4: Visualization on grouping performance for CAE, CAE++ and CtCAE
on images containing same colored objects on Tetrominoes. CAE struggles to
even reconstruct the images, whereas CAE++ often groups objects with the
same colour together. CtCAE on the other hand has no problem separating
objects of the same colour on Tetrominoes.
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Figure C.5: Visualization on grouping performance for CAE, CAE++ and CtCAE
on Tetrominoes. CtCAE shows a larger spread in phase values for different
clusters (column 5) compared to CAE. We hypothesize that this facilitates CtCAE
to perform better grouping in the scenario of multiple object instances with the
same color.
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Figure C.6: Visualization on grouping performance for CAE, CAE++ and CtCAE
on images containing similar colored objects on dSprites. CAE has very poor
grouping capability, whereas CAE++ often groups objects with the same colour
together For example, purple ellipse and square in the first example (top panel)
or red and brown hearts grouped together in the last example (bottom panel) are
grouped together. CtCAE on the other hand has significantly better performance,
grouping correctly objects with the same (or similar) colors, except in the first
example (top panel) where it groups the pink square and ellipse together.
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Figure C.7: Performance for CAE, CAE++ and CtCAE on images containing
many objects on dSprites. CAE shows poor grouping performance, as noted
previously. CtCAE has no issues grouping up to 5 objects in the same image,
whereas CAE++ struggles, often grouping multiple objects (typically of same
or similar colors) together into the same cluster.
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Figure C.8: Visualization on grouping performance for CAE, CAE++ and Ct-
CAE on CLEVR dataset. We are particularly interested in the phase space spread
(column 5) here. CAE has a very large spread in phase values (column 5), but al-
most random object discovery performance, often grouping all objects together.
But if we see the actual phase values assigned to objects (column 6), we observe
that CAE tends to assign very similar phase values (e.g. all object phases’ are
in shades of magenta seen in column 6, rows 1, 4, and 7) to regions belong-
ing to different objects whereas the corresponding maps show better separation
in CAE++ and much superior in CtCAE. This explains better grouping perfor-
mance (column 4) shown by CAE++ and CtCAE over the vanilla CAE.
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Figure C.9: Visualization on grouping performance for CAE, CAE++ and CtCAE
on samples with 4, 5 and 6 objects from the CLEVR dataset. CAE consistently
shows poor object discovery, often grouping all objects together. CAE++ im-
proves grouping substantially over the CAE baseline, but also struggles in certain
scenarios. For example, in the scene with 4 objects it groups two different ob-
jects together, whereas for scenes with 5 and 6 objects on two samples here
we see that it wrongly groups two objects together. CtCAE improves on these
grouping failures of CAE++. CtCAE correctly discovers all objects in the scene
with 4 and 5 objects, even though it makes an error grouping two objects to-
gether in the hardest example scene containing 6 objects.
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Figure C.10: One of the limitations (failure modes) we observe is that in some
images containing many objects, with some of them having the same (or similar)
colors, our CtCAE model groups two such objects into the same cluster. Even
in this example, CtCAE still clearly outperforms CAE++, which in turn outper-
forms the CAE baseline.
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Appendix D

Additional Details for Compositional
Visual Reasoning with LLMs as
Programmers

D.1 Ablations

Here we present hyperparameter ablations, namely over the code-generating
LLM (code-bison) temperature and the open-vocabulary object detector
(OWLv2) threshold.

Model LLM temp. RefCOCO (IoU) RefCOCO+ (IoU) NExT-QA (acc.)

ViperGPT API 0.0 41.4 ± 0.3 39.8 ± 0.0 36.0 ± 0.1

0.4 46.9 ± 0.8 41.7 ± 0.4 53.1 ± 0.1

0.8 46.9 ± 0.3 42.0 ± 0.7 53.2 ± 0.1

1.0 46.2 ± 0.7 40.9 ± 0.6 50.3 ± 0.5

Abstract API 0.0 47.0 ± 0.1 41.9 ± 0.3 59.1 ± 0.0

0.4 48.2 ± 0.1 44.7 ± 0.2 61.0 ± 0.4

0.8 48.2 ± 0.0 43.0 ± 0.2 60.6 ± 0.6

1.0 48.8 ± 0.1 42.8 ± 0.3 59.9 ± 0.7

Table D.1: Code-generating LLM (code-bison) temperature hyperparameter ab-
lations (with ACEs). The scores are reported as mean± standard deviation across
three random seeds.

In Table D.1, we report the scores for different code-bison LLM tempera-
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tures: 0, 0.4, 0.8 and 1.0. We found the deterministic case to underperform
compared to the cases with a temperature higher than zero. This indicates that
the solutions of which the models are most “confident” of are not necessarily
always correct. On the other hand, when the temperature is too high, the model
starts to hallucinate functions that do not exist in the API and the performance
degrades. Early in our work, we settled on the code-bison LLM temperature of
0.4 and did not tune it further.

Model OWLv2 thrs. RefCOCO (IoU) RefCOCO+ (IoU)

ViperGPT API
0.05 42.6 ± 0.3 41.9 ± 0.3

0.10 46.9 ± 0.8 41.7 ± 0.4

0.15 45.0 ± 0.5 38.2 ± 0.2

0.20 33.3 ± 0.6 29.8 ± 0.2

Abstract API
0.05 42.8 ± 0.3 42.7 ± 0.7

0.10 48.2 ± 0.1 44.7 ± 0.2

0.15 47.1 ± 0.2 38.6 ± 0.1

0.20 33.7 ± 0.4 30.1 ± 0.4

Table D.2: Open-vocabulary object detector (OWLv2) threshold hyperparame-
ter ablations. The scores are reported as mean± standard deviation across three
random seeds.

Table D.2 shows the effect of using different thresholds for OWLv2 open vo-
cabulary detector. This threshold controls the level of ‘sensitivity’ of the open
vocabulary detector. If the threshold value is set too high, we will have fewer
false positives, but also more false negatives. We perform this study on Ref-
COCO and RefCOCO+. On both datasets, the threshold of 0.1 achieves the
best results, so by default we use this threshold in all our experiments.

In Table D.3 and Table D.4 we show results for RefCOCO and RefCOCO+
when using randomly sampled samples for the generation of ACEs. For compar-
ison purposes, in the tables we also provide scores when not using any ACEs
and with the default setting when generating ACEs with 16 manually selected
few-shot examples. From the tables, we can see that randomly selected 100 or
50 samples perform similarly as when using 16 manual samples. With 16 ran-
dom samples we observe a small drop in performance, though we still observe
an improvement compared to the setting without any ACEs. In summary, this
shows that the manual labor for generating ACEs can be removed altogether if
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API w/o ACE 16 manual 100 random 50 random 16 random

ViperGPT 41.7 ± 0.6 46.9 ± 0.8 47.9 ± 0.2 45.8 ± 0.4 41.5 ± 0.2

Abstract 44.4 ± 0.9 48.2 ± 0.1 49.1 ± 0.2 49.0 ± 0.2 46.9 ± 0.2

Table D.3: Results on RefCOCO with randomly sampled few-shot samples for
generating ACEs. Shown are IoU scores for zero-shot (w/o ACE) setting, with the
default setting that we used throughout the paper (16 manually sampled few-
shot samples from the dataset (16 manual)) and with 100, 50 and 16 randomly-
sampled samples (100, 50 and 16 random) from the dataset. The IoU scores are
reported as mean ± standard deviation across three random seeds.

API w/o ACE 16 manual 100 random 50 random 16 random

ViperGPT 36.7 ± 0.4 41.7 ± 0.4 41.3 ± 0.1 40.3 ± 0.3 36.3 ± 0.1

Abstract 38.2 ± 0.0 42.9 ± 0.2 42.8 ± 0.6 41.8 ± 0.0 40.2 ± 0.4

Table D.4: Results on RefCOCO+ with randomly sampled few-shot samples for
generating ACEs. Shown are IoU scores for zero-shot (w/o ACE) setting, with the
default setting that we used throughout the paper (16 manually sampled few-
shot samples from the dataset (16 manual)) and with 100, 50 and 16 randomly-
sampled samples (100, 50 and 16 random) from the dataset. The IoU scores are
reported as mean ± standard deviation across three random seeds.

we already have some labeled examples.
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D.2 Pretrained models

Here we specify the pretrained models we used, and compare them with the
ones used in ViperGPT:

• Open-vocabulary object detector:

– Ours: OWLv2 [Minderer et al., 2023].

– ViperGPT: GLIP Li et al. [2022] from the official GitHub repository1.

• Depth estimation model:

– Ours: MiDaS [Ranftl et al., 2020] v2 “DPT_Small” from PyTorch
hub2.

– ViperGPT: MiDaS [Ranftl et al., 2020] v2 “DPT_Large” version from
the PyTorch hub3.

• Vision-language captioning model:

– Ours: PaLI-3 [Chen et al., 2023b].

– ViperGPT: BLIP-2 [Li et al., 2023] from the official repository4.

• CLIP-style image-text embedding model:

– Ours: SigLiT [Zhai et al., 2023].

– ViperGPT: X-VLM [Zeng et al., 2021] version finetuned for retrieval
on MSCOCO from the official repository5.

• Code-generating LLM:

– Ours: code-bison accessible via the Google Cloud Vertex AI API
[Google, 2023].

– ViperGPT: Codex (code-davinci-002) via the official OpenAI
Python API6.

1https://github.com/microsoft/GLIP
2https://pytorch.org/hub/intelisl_midas_v2/
3https://pytorch.org/hub/intelisl_midas_v2/
4https://github.com/salesforce/LAVIS/tree/main/projects/blip2
5https://github.com/zengyan-97/X-VLM
6https://openai.com/blog/openai-api
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• Answer selector (based on context information) LLM for multiple choice
questions in NExT-QA:

– Ours: code-bison accessible via the Google Cloud Vertex AI API
[Google, 2023].

– ViperGPT: GPT-3 via the official OpenAI Python API7.

D.3 Self-debugging prompt

1 prompt += f"""
2

3 Previously , for the query:
4 # {query}
5 you've generated the following code:
6 {code}
7

8 The execution of the above code failed and returned the following
error message:

9 {error}.
10

11 Given this, correct the above function , such that it executes
correctly and solves the same query.

12

13 """

7https://openai.com/blog/openai-api
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D.4 Prompt listings

D.4.1 RefCOCO and GQA - ViperGPT API

1 import math
2

3 class ImagePatch:
4 """A Python class containing a crop of an image centered

around a particular object , as well as relevant information.
5 Attributes
6 ----------
7 cropped_image : array_like
8 An array -like of the cropped image taken from the original

image.
9 left, lower , right , upper : int

10 An int describing the position of the (left/lower/right/
upper) border of the crop's bounding box in the original image.

11

12 Methods
13 -------
14 find(object_name: str)->List[ImagePatch]
15 Returns a list of new ImagePatch objects containing crops

of the image centered around any objects found in the
16 image matching the object_name.
17 exists(object_name: str)->bool
18 Returns True if the object specified by object_name is

found in the image , and False otherwise.
19 verify_property(property: str)->bool
20 Returns True if the property is met, and False otherwise.
21 compute_depth()->float
22 Returns the median depth of the image crop.
23 crop(left: int, lower: int, right: int, upper: int)->

ImagePatch
24 Returns a new ImagePatch object containing a crop of the

image at the given coordinates.
25 """
26

27 def __init__(self, image , left: int = None, lower: int = None,
right: int = None, upper: int = None):

28 """Initializes an ImagePatch object by cropping the image
at the given coordinates and stores the coordinates as

29 attributes. If no coordinates are provided , the image is
left unmodified , and the coordinates are set to the

30 dimensions of the image.
31 Parameters
32 -------
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33 image : array_like
34 An array -like of the original image.
35 left, lower , right , upper : int
36 An int describing the position of the (left/lower/

right/upper) border of the crop's bounding box in the original
image.

37 """
38 if left is None and right is None and upper is None and

lower is None:
39 self.cropped_image = image
40 self.left = 0
41 self.lower = 0
42 self.right = image.shape[2] # width
43 self.upper = image.shape[1] # height
44 else:
45 self.cropped_image = image[:, lower:upper , left:right]
46 self.left = left
47 self.upper = upper
48 self.right = right
49 self.lower = lower
50

51 self.width = self.cropped_image.shape[2]
52 self.height = self.cropped_image.shape[1]
53

54 self.horizontal_center = (self.left + self.right) / 2
55 self.vertical_center = (self.lower + self.upper) / 2
56

57 def find(self, object_name: str) -> List[ImagePatch]:
58 """Returns a list of ImagePatch objects matching

object_name contained in the crop if any are found.
59 Otherwise , returns an empty list.
60 Parameters
61 ----------
62 object_name : str
63 the name of the object to be found
64

65 Returns
66 -------
67 List[ImagePatch]
68 a list of ImagePatch objects matching object_name

contained in the crop
69

70 Examples
71 --------
72 >>> # return the foo
73 >>> def execute_command(image) -> List[ImagePatch]:
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74 >>> image_patch = ImagePatch(image)
75 >>> foo_patches = image_patch.find("foo")
76 >>> return foo_patches
77 """
78 return find_in_image(self.cropped_image , object_name)
79

80 def exists(self, object_name: str) -> bool:
81 """Returns True if the object specified by object_name is

found in the image , and False otherwise.
82 Parameters
83 -------
84 object_name : str
85 A string describing the name of the object to be found

in the image.
86

87 Examples
88 -------
89 >>> # Are there both foos and garply bars in the photo?
90 >>> def execute_command(image)->str:
91 >>> image_patch = ImagePatch(image)
92 >>> is_foo = image_patch.exists("foo")
93 >>> is_garply_bar = image_patch.exists("garply bar")
94 >>> return is_foo and is_garply_bar
95 """
96 return len(self.find(object_name)) > 0
97

98 def verify_property(self, object_name: str, visual_property:
str) -> bool:

99 """Returns True if the object possesses the visual
property , and False otherwise.

100 Differs from 'exists' in that it presupposes the existence
of the object specified by object_name , instead checking

whether the object possesses the property.
101 Parameters
102 -------
103 object_name : str
104 A string describing the name of the object to be found

in the image.
105 visual_property : str
106 A string describing the simple visual property (e.g.,

color , shape , material) to be checked.
107

108 Examples
109 -------
110 >>> # Do the letters have blue color?
111 >>> def execute_command(image) -> str:
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112 >>> image_patch = ImagePatch(image)
113 >>> letters_patches = image_patch.find("letters")
114 >>> # Question assumes only one letter patch
115 >>> return letters_patches[0].verify_property("letters

", "blue")
116 """
117 return verify_property(self.cropped_image , object_name ,

property)
118

119 def compute_depth(self):
120 """Returns the median depth of the image crop
121 Parameters
122 ----------
123 Returns
124 -------
125 float
126 the median depth of the image crop
127

128 Examples
129 --------
130 >>> # the bar furthest away
131 >>> def execute_command(image)->ImagePatch:
132 >>> image_patch = ImagePatch(image)
133 >>> bar_patches = image_patch.find("bar")
134 >>> bar_patches.sort(key=lambda bar: bar.compute_depth

())
135 >>> return bar_patches[-1]
136 """
137 depth_map = compute_depth(self.cropped_image)
138 return depth_map.median()
139

140 def crop(self, left: int, lower: int, right: int, upper: int)
-> ImagePatch:

141 """Returns a new ImagePatch cropped from the current
ImagePatch.

142 Parameters
143 -------
144 left, lower , right , upper : int
145 The (left/lower/right/upper)most pixel of the cropped

image.
146 -------
147 """
148 return ImagePatch(self.cropped_image , left, lower , right ,

upper)
149

150 def overlaps_with(self, left, lower , right , upper):
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151 """Returns True if a crop with the given coordinates
overlaps with this one,

152 else False.
153 Parameters
154 ----------
155 left, lower , right , upper : int
156 the (left/lower/right/upper) border of the crop to be

checked
157

158 Returns
159 -------
160 bool
161 True if a crop with the given coordinates overlaps

with this one, else False
162

163 Examples
164 --------
165 >>> # black foo on top of the qux
166 >>> def execute_command(image) -> ImagePatch:
167 >>> image_patch = ImagePatch(image)
168 >>> qux_patches = image_patch.find("qux")
169 >>> qux_patch = qux_patches[0]
170 >>> foo_patches = image_patch.find("black foo")
171 >>> for foo in foo_patches:
172 >>> if foo.vertical_center > qux_patch.

vertical_center
173 >>> return foo
174 """
175 return self.left <= right and self.right >= left and self.

lower <= upper and self.upper >= lower
176

177

178 def best_image_match(list_patches: List[ImagePatch], content: List
[str], return_index=False) -> Union[ImagePatch , int]:

179 """Returns the patch most likely to contain the content.
180 Parameters
181 ----------
182 list_patches : List[ImagePatch]
183 content : List[str]
184 the object of interest
185 return_index : bool
186 if True, returns the index of the patch most likely to

contain the object
187

188 Returns
189 -------
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190 int
191 Patch most likely to contain the object
192 """
193 return best_image_match(list_patches , content , return_index)
194

195

196 def distance(patch_a: ImagePatch , patch_b: ImagePatch) -> float:
197 """
198 Returns the distance between the edges of two ImagePatches. If

the patches overlap , it returns a negative distance
199 corresponding to the negative intersection over union.
200

201 Parameters
202 ----------
203 patch_a : ImagePatch
204 patch_b : ImagePatch
205

206 Examples
207 --------
208 # Return the qux that is closest to the foo
209 >>> def execute_command(image):
210 >>> image_patch = ImagePatch(image)
211 >>> qux_patches = image_patch.find('qux')
212 >>> foo_patches = image_patch.find('foo')
213 >>> foo_patch = foo_patches[0]
214 >>> qux_patches.sort(key=lambda x: distance(x, foo_patch))
215 >>> return qux_patches[0]
216 """
217 return distance(patch_a , patch_b)
218

219 INSERT_IN_CONTEXT_EXAMPLES_HERE
220

221 Write a function using Python and the ImagePatch class (above)
that could be executed to provide an answer to the query.

222

223 Consider the following guidelines:
224 - Use base Python (comparison , sorting) for basic logical

operations , left/right/up/down, math, etc.
225 - Make sure to always return an ImagePatch object.
226 - Make sure that for all possible control flows , the program

always returns an ImagePatch object.
227

228 INSERT_PREVIOUS_CODE_AND_ERROR_HERE
229

230 # INSERT_QUERY_HERE
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D.4.2 RefCOCO and GQA - Abstract API

1 import math
2

3 class ImagePatch:
4 """A Python class containing a crop of an image centered

around a particular object , as well as relevant information.
5 Attributes
6 ----------
7 cropped_image : array_like
8 An array -like of the cropped image taken from the original

image.
9 left, lower , right , upper : int

10 An int describing the position of the (left/lower/right/
upper) border of the crop's bounding box in the original image.

11

12 Methods
13 -------
14 find(object_name: str)->List[ImagePatch]
15 Returns a list of new ImagePatch objects containing crops

of the image centered around any objects found in the
16 image matching the object_name.
17 exists(object_name: str)->bool
18 Returns True if the object specified by object_name is

found in the image , and False otherwise.
19 verify_property(property: str)->bool
20 Returns True if the property is met, and False otherwise.
21 compute_depth()->float
22 Returns the median depth of the image crop.
23 crop(left: int, lower: int, right: int, upper: int)->

ImagePatch
24 Returns a new ImagePatch object containing a crop of the

image at the given coordinates.
25 """
26

27 def __init__(self, image , left: int = None, lower: int = None,
right: int = None, upper: int = None):

28 """Initializes an ImagePatch object by cropping the image
at the given coordinates and stores the coordinates as

29 attributes. If no coordinates are provided , the image is
left unmodified , and the coordinates are set to the

30 dimensions of the image.
31 Parameters
32 -------
33 image : array_like
34 An array -like of the original image.
35 left, lower , right , upper : int
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36 An int describing the position of the (left/lower/
right/upper) border of the crop's bounding box in the original
image.

37 """
38 if left is None and right is None and upper is None and

lower is None:
39 self.cropped_image = image
40 self.left = 0
41 self.lower = 0
42 self.right = image.shape[2] # width
43 self.upper = image.shape[1] # height
44 else:
45 self.cropped_image = image[:, lower:upper , left:right]
46 self.left = left
47 self.upper = upper
48 self.right = right
49 self.lower = lower
50

51 self.width = self.cropped_image.shape[2]
52 self.height = self.cropped_image.shape[1]
53

54 self.horizontal_center = (self.left + self.right) / 2
55 self.vertical_center = (self.lower + self.upper) / 2
56

57 def find(self, object_name: str) -> List[ImagePatch]:
58 """Returns a list of ImagePatch objects matching

object_name contained in the crop if any are found.
59 Otherwise , returns an empty list.
60 Parameters
61 ----------
62 object_name : str
63 the name of the object to be found
64

65 Returns
66 -------
67 List[ImagePatch]
68 a list of ImagePatch objects matching object_name

contained in the crop
69

70 Examples
71 --------
72 >>> # return the foo
73 >>> def execute_command(image) -> List[ImagePatch]:
74 >>> image_patch = ImagePatch(image)
75 >>> foo_patches = image_patch.find("foo")
76 >>> return foo_patches
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77 """
78 return find_in_image(self.cropped_image , object_name)
79

80 def exists(self, object_name: str) -> bool:
81 """Returns True if the object specified by object_name is

found in the image , and False otherwise.
82 Parameters
83 -------
84 object_name : str
85 A string describing the name of the object to be found

in the image.
86

87 Examples
88 -------
89 >>> # Are there both foos and garply bars in the photo?
90 >>> def execute_command(image)->str:
91 >>> image_patch = ImagePatch(image)
92 >>> is_foo = image_patch.exists("foo")
93 >>> is_garply_bar = image_patch.exists("garply bar")
94 >>> return is_foo and is_garply_bar
95 """
96 return len(self.find(object_name)) > 0
97

98 def verify_property(self, object_name: str, visual_property:
str) -> bool:

99 """Returns True if the object possesses the visual
property , and False otherwise.

100 Differs from 'exists' in that it presupposes the existence
of the object specified by object_name , instead checking

whether the object possesses the property.
101 Parameters
102 -------
103 object_name : str
104 A string describing the name of the object to be found

in the image.
105 visual_property : str
106 A string describing the simple visual property (e.g.,

color , shape , material) to be checked.
107

108 Examples
109 -------
110 >>> # Do the letters have blue color?
111 >>> def execute_command(image) -> str:
112 >>> image_patch = ImagePatch(image)
113 >>> letters_patches = image_patch.find("letters")
114 >>> # Question assumes only one letter patch
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115 >>> return letters_patches[0].verify_property("letters
", "blue")

116 """
117 return verify_property(self.cropped_image , object_name ,

property)
118

119 def compute_depth(self):
120 """Returns the median depth of the image crop
121 Parameters
122 ----------
123 Returns
124 -------
125 float
126 the median depth of the image crop
127

128 Examples
129 --------
130 >>> # the bar furthest away
131 >>> def execute_command(image)->ImagePatch:
132 >>> image_patch = ImagePatch(image)
133 >>> bar_patches = image_patch.find("bar")
134 >>> bar_patches.sort(key=lambda bar: bar.compute_depth

())
135 >>> return bar_patches[-1]
136 """
137 depth_map = compute_depth(self.cropped_image)
138 return depth_map.median()
139

140 def crop(self, left: int, lower: int, right: int, upper: int)
-> ImagePatch:

141 """Returns a new ImagePatch cropped from the current
ImagePatch.

142 Parameters
143 -------
144 left, lower , right , upper : int
145 The (left/lower/right/upper)most pixel of the cropped

image.
146 -------
147 """
148 return ImagePatch(self.cropped_image , left, lower , right ,

upper)
149

150 def overlaps_with(self, left, lower , right , upper):
151 """Returns True if a crop with the given coordinates

overlaps with this one,
152 else False.
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153 Parameters
154 ----------
155 left, lower , right , upper : int
156 the (left/lower/right/upper) border of the crop to be

checked
157

158 Returns
159 -------
160 bool
161 True if a crop with the given coordinates overlaps

with this one, else False
162

163 Examples
164 --------
165 >>> # black foo on top of the qux
166 >>> def execute_command(image) -> ImagePatch:
167 >>> image_patch = ImagePatch(image)
168 >>> qux_patches = image_patch.find("qux")
169 >>> qux_patch = qux_patches[0]
170 >>> foo_patches = image_patch.find("black foo")
171 >>> for foo in foo_patches:
172 >>> if foo.vertical_center > qux_patch.

vertical_center
173 >>> return foo
174 """
175 return self.left <= right and self.right >= left and self.

lower <= upper and self.upper >= lower
176

177

178 def best_image_match(list_patches: List[ImagePatch], content: List
[str], return_index=False) -> Union[ImagePatch , int]:

179 """Returns the patch most likely to contain the content.
180 Parameters
181 ----------
182 list_patches : List[ImagePatch]
183 content : List[str]
184 the object of interest
185 return_index : bool
186 if True, returns the index of the patch most likely to

contain the object
187

188 Returns
189 -------
190 int
191 Patch most likely to contain the object
192 """
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193 return best_image_match(list_patches , content , return_index)
194

195

196 def distance(patch_a: ImagePatch , patch_b: ImagePatch) -> float:
197 """
198 Returns the distance between the edges of two ImagePatches. If

the patches overlap , it returns a negative distance
199 corresponding to the negative intersection over union.
200

201 Parameters
202 ----------
203 patch_a : ImagePatch
204 patch_b : ImagePatch
205

206 Examples
207 --------
208 # Return the qux that is closest to the foo
209 >>> def execute_command(image):
210 >>> image_patch = ImagePatch(image)
211 >>> qux_patches = image_patch.find('qux')
212 >>> foo_patches = image_patch.find('foo')
213 >>> foo_patch = foo_patches[0]
214 >>> qux_patches.sort(key=lambda x: distance(x, foo_patch))
215 >>> return qux_patches[0]
216 """
217 return distance(patch_a , patch_b)
218

219 def get_patch_left_of(patch: ImagePatch) -> ImagePatch:
220 left_patch = get_patch_left_of(patch)
221 return left_patch
222

223 def get_patch_right_of(patch: ImagePatch) -> ImagePatch:
224 right_patch = get_patch_right_of(patch)
225 return right_patch
226

227 def get_patch_above_of(patch: ImagePatch) -> ImagePatch:
228 above_patch = get_patch_above_of(patch)
229 return above_patch
230

231 def get_patch_below_of(patch: ImagePatch) -> ImagePatch:
232 below_patch = get_patch_below_of(patch)
233 return below_patch
234

235 def get_patch_around_of(patch: ImagePatch) -> ImagePatch:
236 around_patch = get_patch_around_of(patch)
237 return around_patch
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238

239 def sort_patches_left_to_right(list_patches: List[ImagePatch]) ->
List[ImagePatch]:

240 """
241 Sorts patches according to their horizontal centers.
242

243 Parameters
244 ----------
245 list_patches : List[ImagePatch]
246

247 Examples
248 --------
249 # Right foo
250 >>> def execute_command(image):
251 >>> image_patch = ImagePatch(image)
252 >>> foo_patches = image_patch.find('foo')
253 >>> foo_patches = sort_patches_left_to_right(foo_patches)
254 >>> right_foo_patch = foo_patches[-1]
255 >>> return right_foo_patch
256 """
257 return sort_patches_left_to_right(list_patches)
258

259

260 def sort_patches_bottom_to_top(list_patches: List[ImagePatch]) ->
List[ImagePatch]:

261 """
262 Sorts patches according to their vertical centers.
263

264 Parameters
265 ----------
266 list_patches : List[ImagePatch]
267

268 Examples
269 --------
270 # Second bar from the top
271 >>> def execute_command(image):
272 >>> image_patch = ImagePatch(image)
273 >>> bar_patches = image_patch.find('bar')
274 >>> bar_patches = sort_patches_bottom_to_top(bar_patches)
275 >>> second_topmost_bar_patch = bar_patches[-2]
276 >>> return second_topmost_bar_patch
277 """
278 return sort_patches_bottom_to_top(list_patches)
279

280

281 def sort_patches_front_to_back(list_patches: List[ImagePatch]) ->
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List[ImagePatch]:
282 """
283 Sorts patches according to how far from camera they are.
284

285 Parameters
286 ----------
287 list_patches : List[ImagePatch]
288

289 Examples
290 --------
291 # Person in the back
292 >>> def execute_command(image):
293 >>> image_patch = ImagePatch(image)
294 >>> person_patches = image_patch.find('person')
295 >>> person_patches = sort_patches_front_to_back(

person_patches)
296 >>> person_in_the_back = person_patches[-1]
297 >>> return person_in_the_back
298 """
299 return sort_patches_front_to_back(list_patches)
300

301

302 def get_middle_patch(list_patches: List[ImagePatch]) -> ImagePatch
:

303 """
304 Returns the middle patch.
305

306 Parameters
307 ----------
308 list_patches : List[ImagePatch]
309

310 Examples
311 --------
312 # Middle ham
313 >>> def execute_command(image):
314 >>> image_patch = ImagePatch(image)
315 >>> ham_patches = image_patch.find('ham')
316 >>> middle_ham_patch = get_middle_patch(ham_patches)
317 >>> return middle_ham_patch
318 """
319 return get_middle_patch(list_patches)
320

321

322 def get_patch_closest_to_anchor_object(list_patches: List[
ImagePatch], anchor_object: ImagePatch) -> ImagePatch:

323 """
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324 Returns the object from list_patches that is the closest to
the anchor_object.

325

326 Parameters
327 ----------
328 list_patches : List[ImagePatch]
329 anchor_object : ImagePatch
330

331 Examples
332 --------
333 # Foo next to bar
334 >>> def execute_command(image):
335 >>> image_patch = ImagePatch(image)
336 >>> foo_patches = image_patch.find('foo')
337 >>> bar_patches = image_patch.find('bar')
338 >>> bar_patch = bar_patches[0]
339 >>> foo_next_to_bar_patch =

get_patch_closest_to_anchor_object(foo_patches , bar_patch)
340 >>> return foo_next_to_bar_patch
341 """
342 return get_patch_closest_to_anchor_object(list_patches ,

anchor_object)
343

344

345 INSERT_IN_CONTEXT_EXAMPLES_HERE
346

347 Write a function using Python and the ImagePatch class (above)
that could be executed to provide an answer to the query.

348

349 Consider the following guidelines:
350 - Use base Python (comparison , sorting) for basic logical

operations , left/right/up/down, math, etc.
351 - Make sure to always return an ImagePatch object.
352 - Make sure that for all possible control flows , the program

always returns an ImagePatch object.
353 - ImagePatch class uses left and right to denote horizontal edges.
354 - ImagePatch class uses bottom and top to denote vertical edges.
355

356 INSERT_PREVIOUS_CODE_AND_ERROR_HERE
357

358 # INSERT_QUERY_HERE
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D.4.3 NExT-QA - ViperGPT API

1 import math
2

3 class ImagePatch:
4 """A Python class containing a crop of an image centered

around a particular object , as well as relevant information.
5 Attributes
6 ----------
7 cropped_image : array_like
8 An array -like of the cropped image taken from the original

image.
9 left, lower , right , upper : int

10 An int describing the position of the (left/lower/right/
upper) border of the crop's bounding box in the original image.

11

12 Methods
13 -------
14 find(object_name: str)->List[ImagePatch]
15 Returns a list of new ImagePatch objects containing crops

of the image centered around any objects found in the
16 image matching the object_name.
17 exists(object_name: str)->bool
18 Returns True if the object specified by object_name is

found in the image , and False otherwise.
19 verify_property(property: str)->bool
20 Returns True if the property is met, and False otherwise.
21 best_text_match(option_list: List[str], prefix: str)->str
22 Returns the string that best matches the image.
23 simple_query(question: str=None)->str
24 Returns the answer to a basic question asked about the

image. If no question is provided , returns the answer to "What
is this?".

25 compute_depth()->float
26 Returns the median depth of the image crop.
27 crop(left: int, lower: int, right: int, upper: int)->

ImagePatch
28 Returns a new ImagePatch object containing a crop of the

image at the given coordinates.
29 """
30

31 def __init__(self, image , left: int = None, lower: int = None,
right: int = None, upper: int = None):

32 """Initializes an ImagePatch object by cropping the image
at the given coordinates and stores the coordinates as

33 attributes. If no coordinates are provided , the image is
left unmodified , and the coordinates are set to the
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34 dimensions of the image.
35 Parameters
36 -------
37 image : array_like
38 An array -like of the original image.
39 left, lower , right , upper : int
40 An int describing the position of the (left/lower/

right/upper) border of the crop's bounding box in the original
image.

41 """
42 if left is None and right is None and upper is None and

lower is None:
43 self.cropped_image = image
44 self.left = 0
45 self.lower = 0
46 self.right = image.shape[2] # width
47 self.upper = image.shape[1] # height
48 else:
49 self.cropped_image = image[:, lower:upper , left:right]
50 self.left = left
51 self.upper = upper
52 self.right = right
53 self.lower = lower
54

55 self.width = self.cropped_image.shape[2]
56 self.height = self.cropped_image.shape[1]
57

58 self.horizontal_center = (self.left + self.right) / 2
59 self.vertical_center = (self.lower + self.upper) / 2
60

61 def find(self, object_name: str) -> List[ImagePatch]:
62 """Returns a list of ImagePatch objects matching

object_name contained in the crop if any are found.
63 Otherwise , returns an empty list.
64 Parameters
65 ----------
66 object_name : str
67 the name of the object to be found
68

69 Returns
70 -------
71 List[ImagePatch]
72 a list of ImagePatch objects matching object_name

contained in the crop
73

74 Examples
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75 --------
76 >>> # return the foo
77 >>> def execute_command(image) -> List[ImagePatch]:
78 >>> image_patch = ImagePatch(image)
79 >>> foo_patches = image_patch.find("foo")
80 >>> return foo_patches
81 """
82 return find_in_image(self.cropped_image , object_name)
83

84 def exists(self, object_name: str) -> bool:
85 """Returns True if the object specified by object_name is

found in the image , and False otherwise.
86 Parameters
87 -------
88 object_name : str
89 A string describing the name of the object to be found

in the image.
90

91 Examples
92 -------
93 >>> # Are there both foos and garply bars in the photo?
94 >>> def execute_command(image)->str:
95 >>> image_patch = ImagePatch(image)
96 >>> is_foo = image_patch.exists("foo")
97 >>> is_garply_bar = image_patch.exists("garply bar")
98 >>> return bool_to_yesno(is_foo and is_garply_bar)
99 """

100 return len(self.find(object_name)) > 0
101

102 def verify_property(self, object_name: str, visual_property:
str) -> bool:

103 """Returns True if the object possesses the visual
property , and False otherwise.

104 Differs from 'exists' in that it presupposes the existence
of the object specified by object_name , instead checking

whether the object possesses the property.
105 Parameters
106 -------
107 object_name : str
108 A string describing the name of the object to be found

in the image.
109 visual_property : str
110 A string describing the simple visual property (e.g.,

color , shape , material) to be checked.
111

112 Examples
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113 -------
114 >>> # Do the letters have blue color?
115 >>> def execute_command(image) -> str:
116 >>> image_patch = ImagePatch(image)
117 >>> letters_patches = image_patch.find("letters")
118 >>> # Question assumes only one letter patch
119 >>> return bool_to_yesno(letters_patches[0].

verify_property("letters", "blue"))
120 """
121 return verify_property(self.cropped_image , object_name ,

property)
122

123 def best_text_match(self, option_list: List[str]) -> str:
124 """Returns the string that best matches the image.
125 Parameters
126 -------
127 option_list : str
128 A list with the names of the different options
129 prefix : str
130 A string with the prefixes to append to the options
131

132 Examples
133 -------
134 >>> # Is the foo gold or white?
135 >>> def execute_command(image)->str:
136 >>> image_patch = ImagePatch(image)
137 >>> foo_patches = image_patch.find("foo")
138 >>> # Question assumes one foo patch
139 >>> return foo_patches[0].best_text_match(["gold", "

white"])
140 """
141 return best_text_match(self.cropped_image , option_list)
142

143 def simple_query(self, question: str = None) -> str:
144 """Returns the answer to a basic question asked about the

image. If no question is provided , returns the answer
145 to "What is this?". The questions are about basic

perception , and are not meant to be used for complex reasoning
146 or external knowledge.
147 Parameters
148 -------
149 question : str
150 A string describing the question to be asked.
151

152 Examples
153 -------
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154

155 >>> # Which kind of baz is not fredding?
156 >>> def execute_command(image) -> str:
157 >>> image_patch = ImagePatch(image)
158 >>> baz_patches = image_patch.find("baz")
159 >>> for baz_patch in baz_patches:
160 >>> if not baz_patch.verify_property("baz", "

fredding"):
161 >>> return baz_patch.simple_query("What is

this baz?")
162

163 >>> # What color is the foo?
164 >>> def execute_command(image) -> str:
165 >>> image_patch = ImagePatch(image)
166 >>> foo_patches = image_patch.find("foo")
167 >>> foo_patch = foo_patches[0]
168 >>> return foo_patch.simple_query("What is the color

?")
169

170 >>> # Is the second bar from the left quuxy?
171 >>> def execute_command(image) -> str:
172 >>> image_patch = ImagePatch(image)
173 >>> bar_patches = image_patch.find("bar")
174 >>> bar_patches.sort(key=lambda x: x.horizontal_center

)
175 >>> bar_patch = bar_patches[1]
176 >>> return bar_patch.simple_query("Is the bar quuxy?")
177 """
178 return simple_query(self.cropped_image , question)
179

180 def compute_depth(self):
181 """Returns the median depth of the image crop
182 Parameters
183 ----------
184 Returns
185 -------
186 float
187 the median depth of the image crop
188

189 Examples
190 --------
191 >>> # the bar furthest away
192 >>> def execute_command(image)->ImagePatch:
193 >>> image_patch = ImagePatch(image)
194 >>> bar_patches = image_patch.find("bar")
195 >>> bar_patches.sort(key=lambda bar: bar.compute_depth
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())
196 >>> return bar_patches[-1]
197 """
198 depth_map = compute_depth(self.cropped_image)
199 return depth_map.median()
200

201 def crop(self, left: int, lower: int, right: int, upper: int)
-> ImagePatch:

202 """Returns a new ImagePatch cropped from the current
ImagePatch.

203 Parameters
204 -------
205 left, lower , right , upper : int
206 The (left/lower/right/upper)most pixel of the cropped

image.
207 -------
208 """
209 return ImagePatch(self.cropped_image , left, lower , right ,

upper)
210

211 def overlaps_with(self, left, lower , right , upper):
212 """Returns True if a crop with the given coordinates

overlaps with this one,
213 else False.
214 Parameters
215 ----------
216 left, lower , right , upper : int
217 the (left/lower/right/upper) border of the crop to be

checked
218

219 Returns
220 -------
221 bool
222 True if a crop with the given coordinates overlaps

with this one, else False
223

224 Examples
225 --------
226 >>> # black foo on top of the qux
227 >>> def execute_command(image) -> ImagePatch:
228 >>> image_patch = ImagePatch(image)
229 >>> qux_patches = image_patch.find("qux")
230 >>> qux_patch = qux_patches[0]
231 >>> foo_patches = image_patch.find("black foo")
232 >>> for foo in foo_patches:
233 >>> if foo.vertical_center > qux_patch.
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vertical_center
234 >>> return foo
235 """
236 return self.left <= right and self.right >= left and self.

lower <= upper and self.upper >= lower
237

238

239 class VideoSegment:
240 """A Python class containing a set of frames represented as

ImagePatch objects , as well as relevant information.
241 Attributes
242 ----------
243 video : torch.Tensor
244 A tensor of the original video.
245 start : int
246 An int describing the starting frame in this video segment

with respect to the original video.
247 end : int
248 An int describing the ending frame in this video segment with

respect to the original video.
249 num_frames ->int
250 An int containing the number of frames in the video segment.
251

252 Methods
253 -------
254 frame_iterator ->Iterator[ImagePatch]
255 trim(start , end)->VideoSegment
256 Returns a new VideoSegment containing a trimmed version of the

original video at the [start , end] segment.
257 select_answer(info, question , options)->str
258 Returns the answer to the question given the options and

additional information.
259 """
260

261 def __init__(self, video: torch.Tensor , start: int = None, end
: int = None, parent_start=0, queues=None):

262 """Initializes a VideoSegment object by trimming the video
at the given [start , end] times and stores the

263 start and end times as attributes. If no times are
provided , the video is left unmodified , and the times are

264 set to the beginning and end of the video.
265

266 Parameters
267 -------
268 video : torch.Tensor
269 A tensor of the original video.
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270 start : int
271 An int describing the starting frame in this video segment

with respect to the original video.
272 end : int
273 An int describing the ending frame in this video segment

with respect to the original video.
274 """
275

276 if start is None and end is None:
277 self.trimmed_video = video
278 self.start = 0
279 self.end = video.shape[0] # duration
280 else:
281 self.trimmed_video = video[start:end]
282 if start is None:
283 start = 0
284 if end is None:
285 end = video.shape[0]
286 self.start = start + parent_start
287 self.end = end + parent_start
288

289 self.num_frames = self.trimmed_video.shape[0]
290

291 def frame_iterator(self) -> Iterator[ImagePatch]:
292 """Returns an iterator over the frames in the video

segment."""
293 for i in range(self.num_frames):
294 yield ImagePatch(self.trimmed_video[i], self.start + i

)
295

296 def trim(self, start: Union[int, None] = None, end: Union[int,
None] = None) -> VideoSegment:

297 """Returns a new VideoSegment containing a trimmed version
of the original video at the [start , end]

298 segment.
299

300 Parameters
301 ----------
302 start : Union[int, None]
303 An int describing the starting frame in this video segment

with respect to the original video.
304 end : Union[int, None]
305 An int describing the ending frame in this video segment

with respect to the original video.
306

307 Examples
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308 --------
309 >>> # Return the second half of the video
310 >>> def execute_command(video):
311 >>> video_segment = VideoSegment(video)
312 >>> video_second_half = video_segment.trim(video_segment.

num_frames // 2, video_segment.num_frames)
313 >>> return video_second_half
314 """
315 if start is not None:
316 start = max(start , 0)
317 if end is not None:
318 end = min(end, self.num_frames)
319

320 return VideoSegment(self.trimmed_video , start , end, self.
start)

321

322 def select_answer(self, info: dict, question: str, options:
List[str]) -> str:

323 return select_answer(self.trimmed_video , info, question ,
options)

324

325 def __repr__(self):
326 return "VideoSegment({}, {})".format(self.start , self.end)
327

328 def simple_query(self, question) -> str:
329 """Ask a simple question about the video.
330

331 Examples
332 --------
333 # why does X happen?
334 # possible_answers: ['answer1', 'answer2', 'answer3', '

answer4', 'answer5 ']
335 def execute_command(video , question , possible_answers)->[

str, dict]:
336 # Create a video segment object
337 video_segment = VideoSegment(video)
338 # The question is simple , so just ask
339 info = video_segment.simple_query("why does X happen

?")
340 # Choose the answer among given possible answers
341 answer = select_answer(info, question ,

possible_answers)
342 return answer
343 """
344 answer = simple_query(question)
345 return answer
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346

347

348 def best_image_match(list_patches: List[ImagePatch], content: List
[str], return_index=False) -> Union[ImagePatch , int]:

349 """Returns the patch most likely to contain the content.
350 Parameters
351 ----------
352 list_patches : List[ImagePatch]
353 content : List[str]
354 the object of interest
355 return_index : bool
356 if True, returns the index of the patch most likely to

contain the object
357

358 Returns
359 -------
360 int
361 Patch most likely to contain the object
362 """
363 return best_image_match(list_patches , content , return_index)
364

365

366 def distance(patch_a: ImagePatch , patch_b: ImagePatch) -> float:
367 """
368 Returns the distance between the edges of two ImagePatches. If

the patches overlap , it returns a negative distance
369 corresponding to the negative intersection over union.
370

371 Parameters
372 ----------
373 patch_a : ImagePatch
374 patch_b : ImagePatch
375

376 Examples
377 --------
378 # Return the qux that is closest to the foo
379 >>> def execute_command(image):
380 >>> image_patch = ImagePatch(image)
381 >>> qux_patches = image_patch.find('qux')
382 >>> foo_patches = image_patch.find('foo')
383 >>> foo_patch = foo_patches[0]
384 >>> qux_patches.sort(key=lambda x: distance(x, foo_patch))
385 >>> return qux_patches[0]
386 """
387 return distance(patch_a , patch_b)
388
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389

390 def bool_to_yesno(bool_answer: bool) -> str:
391 return "yes" if bool_answer else "no"
392

393

394 def select_answer(info: str, question: question , possible_answers:
str) -> str:

395 """Given an info, question and possible answers , select the
correct answer.

396

397 Examples
398 --------
399 # what does man do at the end of the video
400 # possible_answers: ['answer1', 'answer2', 'answer3', 'answer4

', 'answer5 ']
401 def execute_command(video , question , possible_answers)->[str,

dict]:
402 # Create a video segment object
403 video_segment = VideoSegment(video)
404 # Caption last frame of the video (end of video)
405 last_frame = ImagePatch(video_segment , -1)
406 last_caption = last_frame.simple_query("What is this?")
407 men = last_frame.find("man")
408 if len(men) == 0:
409 men = [last_frame]
410 man = men[0]
411 man_action = man.simple_query("What is the man doing?")
412 # Answer the question. Remember to create the info

dictionary
413 info = {
414 "Caption of last frame": last_caption ,
415 "Man looks like he is doing": man_action
416 }
417 answer = video_segment.select_answer(info, question ,

possible_answers)
418 return answer , info
419 """
420

421

422 INSERT_IN_CONTEXT_EXAMPLES_HERE
423

424

425 Write a function using Python and the VideoSegment class (above)
that could be executed to provide an answer to the query.

426

427 Consider the following guidelines:
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428 - Use base Python (comparison , sorting) for basic logical
operations , left/right/up/down, math, etc.

429

430 INSERT_PREVIOUS_CODE_AND_ERROR_HERE
431

432 # INSERT_QUERY_HERE
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D.4.4 NExT-QA - Abstract API

1 import math
2

3

4 class VideoSegment:
5 """A Python class containing a video , as well as relevant

information.
6 Attributes
7 ----------
8 video : np.ndarray
9 A tensor of the original video.

10 start : int
11 An int describing the starting frame in this video segment

with respect to the original video.
12 end : int
13 An int describing the ending frame in this video segment with

respect to the original video.
14 num_frames ->int
15 An int containing the number of frames in the video segment.
16

17 Methods
18 -------
19 trim(start , end)->VideoSegment
20 Returns a new VideoSegment containing a trimmed version of the

original video at the [start , end] segment.
21 select_answer(info, question , possible_answers)->str
22 Returns the answer to the question given the possible answers

and additional information.
23 """
24

25 def __init__(self, video: np.ndarray , start: int = None, end:
int = None, parent_start=0, queues=None):

26 """Initializes a VideoSegment object by trimming the video
at the given [start , end] times and stores the

27 start and end times as attributes. If no times are
provided , the video is left unmodified , and the times are

28 set to the beginning and end of the video.
29

30 Parameters
31 -------
32 video : np.ndarray
33 A tensor of the original video.
34 start : int
35 An int describing the starting frame in this video segment

with respect to the original video.
36 end : int
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37 An int describing the ending frame in this video segment
with respect to the original video.

38 """
39

40 if start is None and end is None:
41 self.trimmed_video = video
42 self.start = 0
43 self.end = video.shape[0] # duration
44 else:
45 self.trimmed_video = video[start:end]
46 if start is None:
47 start = 0
48 if end is None:
49 end = video.shape[0]
50 self.start = start + parent_start
51 self.end = end + parent_start
52

53 self.num_frames = self.trimmed_video.shape[0]
54

55 def trim(self, start: Union[int, None] = None, end: Union[int,
None] = None) -> VideoSegment:

56 """Returns a new VideoSegment containing a trimmed version
of the original video at the [start , end]

57 segment.
58

59 Parameters
60 ----------
61 start : Union[int, None]
62 An int describing the starting frame in this video segment

with respect to the original video.
63 end : Union[int, None]
64 An int describing the ending frame in this video segment

with respect to the original video.
65

66 Examples
67 --------
68 >>> # Return the second half of the video
69 >>> def execute_command(video):
70 >>> video_segment = VideoSegment(video)
71 >>> video_second_half = video_segment.trim(

video_segment.num_frames // 2, video_segment.num_frames)
72 >>> return video_second_half
73 """
74 if start is not None:
75 start = max(start , 0)
76 if end is not None:
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77 end = min(end, self.num_frames)
78

79 return VideoSegment(self.trimmed_video , start , end, self.
start)

80

81 def get_video_segment_of_event(self, event) -> VideoSegment:
82 return get_video_segment_of_event(event)
83

84 def get_video_segment_before_event(self, event) ->
VideoSegment:

85 return get_video_segment_before_event(event)
86

87 def get_video_segment_after_event(self, event) -> VideoSegment
:

88 return get_video_segment_after_event(event)
89

90 def caption_video(self, question) -> str:
91 return caption_video(question)
92

93 def simple_query(self, question) -> str:
94 """Ask a simple question about the video.
95

96 Examples
97 --------
98 # why does X happen?
99 # possible_answers: ['answer1', 'answer2', 'answer3', '

answer4', 'answer5 ']
100 def execute_command(video , question , possible_answers)->[

str, dict]:
101 # Create a video segment object
102 video_segment = VideoSegment(video)
103 # The question is simple , so just ask
104 info = video_segment.simple_query("why does X happen

?")
105 # Choose the answer among given possible answers
106 answer = select_answer(info, question ,

possible_answers)
107 return answer
108 """
109 answer = simple_query(question)
110 return answer
111

112

113 def select_answer(info: str, question: question , possible_answers:
str) -> str:

114 """Given an info, question and possible answers , select the
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correct answer.
115

116 Examples
117 --------
118 # what does person A do after event X?
119 # possible_answers: ['answer1', 'answer2', 'answer3', 'answer4

', 'answer5 ']
120 def execute_command(video , question , possible_answers)->[str,

dict]:
121 # Create a video segment object
122 video_segment = VideoSegment(video)
123 # Get video segment after event X
124 video_segment_after = video_segment.

get_video_segment_after_event("event X")
125 # Ask what the person A is doing
126 info = video_segment_after.caption_video("What is person A

doing?")
127 # Choose the answer among given possible answers
128 answer = select_answer(info, question , possible_answers)
129 return answer
130 """
131

132

133 INSERT_IN_CONTEXT_EXAMPLES_HERE
134

135 Write a function using Python and the VideoSegment class (above)
that could be executed to provide an answer to the query.

136

137 Consider the following guidelines:
138 - Use base Python (comparison , sorting) for basic logical

operations , left/right/up/down, math, etc.
139 - The input to your program is a video , question and possible

answers.
140 - Always start your function by creating a `video_segment =

VideoSegment(video)` object.
141

142 INSERT_PREVIOUS_CODE_AND_ERROR_HERE
143

144 # INSERT_QUERY_HERE
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